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Executive Summary
ES.1 Overview
The Kāpiti Coast District Council (KCDC) appointed a Panel of Experts to assist them in resolving
issues raised concerning methodologies and the resulting coastal hazard zones developed in the
reports by Coastal Systems Ltd (CSL, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2012). This Panel consisted of the
following individuals who have experience in undertaking investigations of coastal hazards, and a
statistician:


James Carley, Principal Coastal Engineer, Water Research Laboratory, UNSW, Australia



Dr Paul Komar, Emeritus Professor of Oceanography, Oregon State University, USA



Dr Paul Kench: Professor and Head of Department, School of Environment, University of
Auckland, NZ



Dr Robert Davies, Statistician, Statistics Research Associates Limited, Wellington NZ.

The Panel attended a Workshop on the Kāpiti Coast from 2 to 6 December 2013, with the first
day spent on a field excursion along the coast, to acquire a first-hand familiarity with its
environments, property development, and potential erosion problems. The following two days
were dedicated to attending meetings with residents, other stakeholders, and with technical
experts and Council staff. Subsequent to that meeting, the Panel concentrated on reviewing the
CSL reports, and others related to the Kāpiti Coast hazards to determine the availability of data
sets that document this coast’s waves, tides, storm-induced surges, and evaluations of the rate
of rising sea levels, processes that are important to sound, scientifically-based assessments of
coastal erosion and flooding hazards. Also important to the Panel’s review were the written
comments by stakeholders and technical experts, provided to the Panel at the time of the
Workshop, and their comments offered later in review of the first draft of this report. All of
these materials were read by each of the Panel members, and received careful consideration in
forming our opinions.
While each Panel member was responsible for writing separate sections of this report, this final
draft sets out our collective opinion, all members being in agreement with the findings and
recommendations.
It was during this review of the materials that the Panel decided to also consider the report by
Lumsden (2003), who had earlier undertaken hazard assessments for KCDC. The significance of
its inclusion is that John Lumsden is a coastal engineer and provided process-based analyses and
hazard assessments, in contrast to those by CSL competed by Dr Roger Shand, a coastal
geologist/geographer who had followed different methodologies, having focused on
documentations of the changing positions of the Kāpiti shorelines, the long-term trends of
erosion or accretion.
Based on its review, it is the opinion of this Panel that the hazard lines recommended by CSL are
not sufficiently robust to be incorporated into the Proposed District Plan, and those completed by
Lumsden in 2003 need to be updated to account for more recent analyses of the ocean
processes, in particular the higher rates of rising sea levels that are now projected by
climatologists. With the results of their analyses having complimented one another, respectively
having focused on the long-term trends of rising sea levels and the progressive erosion of the
Kāpiti shores, and the short-term destructive impacts of extreme-storm events, it is this Panel’s
recommendation that these contributions by both should be considered by KCDC in the
development of more robust hazard lines to be included in their District Plan.

ES.2 Coastal Hazard Zones
Important to the development of hazard zones on the coasts of New Zealand are the guidelines
contained within the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS, 2010). In particular,
Policy 24 provides a list of the risks that should be assessed “…over at least 100 years”,
including:


the physical drivers and processes that result in coastal change, including sea-level rise;



short-term and long-term natural dynamic fluctuations of erosion and accretion;



the cumulative effects of sea level rise, and the wave heights and surge levels under
episodic storm conditions; and



the effects of climate change on the above, taking into account the best available
information on the likely effects of climate change on the region or district.

Evident in this list is the recognition of the importance of short-term hazards produced by
extreme storms that could happen this year or at any time in the future, and also the long-term
progressively enhanced hazards due to rising sea levels, both having climate controls. These
individual hazards are components in the standardised methodology developed by Dr Jeremy
Gibb, which has seen widespread applications including in the CSL and Lumsden reports for the
Kāpiti Coast. As formulated by Gibb, the resulting hazard zone distance is the summation of the
following components, each contributing a distance to the dune and property erosion/recession:


Short term storm erosion produced by extremes in wave heights and tides elevated by a
storm surge;



Dune stability, the additional retreat of the dune’s scarp following the episode of storm
erosion;



Long term trends of coastal change (due to the sediment budget, the sand sources and
losses);



Recession due to sea level rise, based on projected future levels; and



A factor of safety to account for the uncertainties in the analyses.

These factors were included by CSL (2008a, 2012c, 2012) in their analyses of the Open Coast
hazards, with the addition of other factors when analysing the environmental hazards within
river inlets (CSL, 2008b, 2012). Although the report by Lumsden (2003) included assessments
of the impacts by the long-term rise in sea levels, of particular interest is his analyses of the
short term, storm-induced impacts, in which he followed a process-based methodology,
accounting for the combined effects of extremes in the storms wave heights and elevated tides
due to its generated surge. Due to the importance of these factors, each has been reviewed in
detail in this report, with summaries provided here for the long-term and short-term processes,
and the methodologies applied in the CSL and Lumsden reports.

ES.3 Sea-Level Rise, Sediment Budgets, and Long-Term Changes in
Kāpiti Shorelines
The Panel concluded in its review that the primary contribution in the CSL (2008a, 2012)
open coast hazard assessments was their analysis of the long-term changes in locations of the
shoreline positions, based on series of aerial photographs available since the 1940s, and old
maps dating back some 135 years. Their analyses involved a detailed programme to cover the
extent of this coast’s 38-kilometre length of shore, the coverage including 68 analysis sites, 12
representing environmental-specific analyses for river inlets.
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Unfortunately, CSL did not undertake analyses to isolate the causes, to remove the portion of
the change due to the rise in sea levels, which would identify the portion due to the balance in
the sediment budget that is primarily responsible for the site’s accretion or recession. An
important consequence of not having removed the contribution by the 20th century rise in sea
level is that ultimately in calculating the future hazard lines they “double counted” the effects of
the rise in the relative sea level, in that separate analyses were also undertaken on the changes
in sea levels projected for time frames of 50- and 100-years, entered as a separate factor in
Gibb’s equation. To avoid this duplication, the preferred approach would have been to remove
the contribution of the 20th century rise in sea level from the analysed trend of shoreline change,
leaving only the portion that resulted from the gain of beach sand acquired from it sources, or its
losses, the balance in that site’s sediment budget, available for additional analyses.
In view of its importance, the Panel recommends that KCDC undertake analyses of beachsediment budgets, in order to determine the gains and losses of the beach sand that account for
the shoreline changes found in the CSL time series, and in the programme of beach-profile
surveys (Lumsden, 2013). The quantification of the sediment budget should permit an
assessment of whether the accretion of Kāpiti’s central cuspate shore will revert to erosion in the
near future, the positive balance in the budget being exceeded by future accelerated rates of
rising sea levels. It is also important that investigations be undertaken of the rivers, the
dominant sources of the beach sand, including considerations to determine how climate change
or human impacts (e.g. sediment mining) could alter them, resulting in reduced volumes of sand
being contributed to the Kāpiti beaches.

ES.4 Extreme Storm Events and Short-Term Erosion Hazards
By “short-term”, the inference is that the hazard being considered could represent an immediate
threat to the erosion of ocean-front properties, most clearly represented by the episodic
occurrence of an extreme-storm event that might last for only a few hours or days. Of
importance, however, it also denotes a hazard that could happen this year, or at any time in the
next 100 years. In that respect, occurrences of extreme storms represent the most significant
component in hazard assessments. While the rise in sea level is important, if it were to act
alone, during the span of this century it would slowly flood over the inland properties, while their
actual destruction would be produced by future storms, the zone of impacts by storm waves and
tides being elevated by the rising water levels, and moving inland over additional properties.
It is in the analyses of such short-term hazards that the methodologies of CSL (2008a, 2008b
2012) and Lumsden (2003) differ the most. CSL follows an approach that expands their
analyses of the historic trends of change in shoreline positions over the decades to include a
focus on the variations in shoreline positions above and below the regression line that
determined the long-term hazards. In contrast, the Lumsden (2003) analysis is based on the
ocean processes, the waves and tides, their extreme combinations when exceptionally high tides
combined with the occurrence of a storm and its extreme waves.
While the “residuals” and the resulting “fluctuations” determined by CSL in the time series of
shoreline distances are of interest and worthy of analysis, it is necessary to understand the
ocean processes and beach responses that are responsible for their occurrences. However, this
was not attempted in the CSL analyses of the short-term hazards for the Kāpiti Coast, not
having included any analyses of the available data sets for the waves and tides that actually
represent the short-term hazards. Furthermore, it is clear that the recorded residuals and
fluctuations are not responses to extreme, rare storm events that pose the greatest hazards.
Accordingly, the conclusion of this Panel is that the CSL assessments of the short-term hazards
cannot be viewed as being robust, that it does not sufficiently represent the extreme conditions
necessary to account for present-day and future erosion and flooding hazards.
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ES.5 Inlets
Complex and less well understood processes occur around coastal inlets. The Panel supports the
separate consideration of inlets in the hazard assessment.
The Panel endorsed the use of the CSL inlet approach, though refinements in application would
be useful in future iterations to:


Allow probabilistic analysis of shoreline positions within the envelope of change; and



Evaluate alongshore variations in inlet location.

Along with revised open coast assessments, scenarios of change under accretionary coast
conditions should be considered. Both managed and unmanaged inlet scenarios should be
evaluated – the purpose of this evaluation would be to inform stakeholders of the consequences
of an unmanaged scenario.
How the inlet and open coast hazard zones are merged should be reconsidered and a
transparent procedure invoked.
Given the long history of hard and soft inlet management, the unmanaged scenario should not
become the default without further stakeholder consultation, as well as social, environmental
and economic assessment.

ES.6 The Kāpiti Coast Hazard Lines — Recommendations
While it has been the conclusion of this Panel that the hazard lines proposed by CSL in 2008 and
updated in 2012 are not sufficiently robust for incorporation into the Proposed District Plan, and
those completed earlier in 2003 by Lumsden need to be updated, it is recognized that both
investigations completed quality analyses that are important components of the Kāpiti Coast’s
erosion hazards, that when revised could yield best practice hazard lines for its coast. In
summary, included in our recommended revisions and additional investigations are the
following:


That the time series of shoreline changes derived by CSL for the 68 sites along the Kapiti
Coast be analysed to separate the respective contributions produced by sea-level rise during
the 20th century, and that produced by gains and losses of beach sand at that site, its
sediment budget, eliminating the “double counting” of the rise in sea level from the
projected 50- and 100-year hazard zones.



Undertake analyses of beach-sediment budgets to determine the gains and losses of the
beach sand that should account for the shoreline changes found in the CSL determinations,
including particular attention given to the rivers, the principal source of the beach sand, and
how global warming or human environmental impacts could change the volumes of sand
being contributed to the Kāpiti beaches.



Compare the sediment budget analyses with the projected rates of rising sea levels to assess
if and when the accretion of its central cuspate shore might revert to erosion and eventually
disappear, exposing the properties along that shore to storm impacts.



The analyses by Lumsden (2003) be updated to include the additional wave hindcast data
available from the MetOcean reports, and the increased sea levels that are now projected by
climatologists, with the revised results used for the short-term factor in the Kapiti Coast’s
hazard lines, replacing CSL’s “fluctuation” values.

With the combined contribution from the Lumsden processes-based analyses of short-term
hazards resulting from extreme storm events, with those from CSL that documented the longterm trends of changing shoreline positions, the Kāpiti Coast District Council would obtain the
desired robust erosion hazard zones, in which both the engineering and geologic aspects have
been accounted for, in effect “the best of both worlds”.

ES.7 Need for Coastal Management
The study of coastal processes and the determination of coastal hazards is of fundamental
academic interest, however, it is generally only of concern to local government and communities
when present or future coastal hazards potentially impact the built environment.
Although coastal management was not explicitly part of the Panel’s Terms of Reference, a
substantial number of submissions related to risk assessment and coastal management.
The assessment of coastal hazard zones should consider a range of plausible scenarios (e.g. low,
mid, high, or best estimate and extremes). The range of scenarios (particularly for 100 years’
time) should be considered in future planning, but automatic retreat of development behind the
projections for the most extreme scenario should not be a default management plan.
In the formulation of planning policies for coastal hazard management, a full range of
management options needs to be considered in conjunction with stakeholders, and include
policy, economic, environmental, cultural and social factors. Noting that the definition of risk is
likelihood times consequence, risk may therefore be managed by changing either the likelihood
or the consequence.
In short, this management may consider combinations of the following options in increasing
order of strength (of intervention):


No action;



Retreat and relocation;



Accommodation (optimising the coexistence of the built environment and natural processes);
and



Protection through:
o

Soft engineering (such as beach nourishment);

o

Hard engineering (such as seawalls).
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inlets, its ocean-front properties, and to become familiar with the range of shore-protection
structures constructed to defend those properties. The following two days of the Workshop were
devoted to first meeting with residents and stakeholders of the Kāpiti Coast, listening to their
presentations and with their having provided us with written statements2. The following day we
met with technical experts (listed in Appendix C), including the primary author of the CSL
reports (Dr Shand), time well spent in providing useful exchanges of opinions and suggestions
for improving the hazard-zone assessments. A number of technical reports from a variety of
sources were also provided to the Panel and made available to all participants in the December
meetings via the Council website.
These contained important background information
concerning the processes that are responsible for the hazards (waves, tides, etc.). The final day
of this Workshop was devoted to internal discussions by the Panel members, covering the
information that had been presented to us, and concerning organisational matters to be followed
in preparing our review report for the KCDC.
The task faced by the Panel proved to be daunting, with the CSL and Lumsden reports being
both voluminous and detailed in their contents. To this was added the materials provided by
Workshop participants, and we also found it necessary to read and absorb as much as possible
from past reports concerned with the Kāpiti Coast’s erosion processes and hazards. The first
draft of this report was completed in March 2014, having been prepared in haste. That draft was
submitted to KCDC by the Panel Chair, James Carley, who made oral presentations to KCDC and
at two public forums3, summarising our findings and responding to questions. The next day he
similarly met with homeowners, at which time they were provided with copies of the report. This
was followed by a period of time during which the stakeholders and technical experts could
submit written comments about our March draft, with the Panel considering these submissions in
finalising their report.
In the interim, while waiting for those comments we had additional time to go through the
reports and materials that had been provided to us earlier at the Workshop, and then to review
the wide-ranging comments, suggestions and criticisms offered by the 21 reviewers of the March
draft. The present report is the product of the Panel’s deliberations, having considered the
results of the coastal hazard investigations undertaken thus far by CSL and Lumsden, and the
input provided by stakeholders and technical experts. As directed by KCDC, this report focuses
on the scientific validity of the methodologies and resulting hazard-zone assessments followed in
those reports, confined to the erosion and recession hazards. The inundation and tsunami
hazards are being assessed in separate studies, and therefore are beyond the scope of this
Panel.
It is the opinion of this Panel that the respective investigations by Lumsden and CSL complement
one another in having followed different methodologies, the Lumsden study having included
analyses of the ocean processes important to hazards from extreme storm events, while those
by CSL include analyses that document the long-term trends of shoreline change and their
projected future hazards. It is important to consider the results of both studies, supporting
decisions by KCDC directed toward the establishment of sound, scientifically-based coastal
erosion hazard zones.

2

Copies of written statements and other materials submitted by the homeowners and technical experts were
provided to and read by each of the Panel members.
3
At which time the draft report was publicly released.
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intensities, being important respectively in long-term enhanced hazards and episodic extremes
of erosion and inundation events.

2.1

Rising Sea Levels: Rates and Future Projections

The inception of significant degrees of global warming and its effects on the environment can be
traced back to the late 19th century, the period of rapid industrialisation, with the most obvious
environmental consequence being the global rise in sea levels measured by tide gauges
throughout the world. This history of changing globally-averaged sea levels from 1800 to 2010
is shown by the graph in Figure 1. The thick black line represents the approximate average rise
during the early 19th century, based on a variety of environmental evidence such as tree rings
and coral reef growth (termed “proxy sea levels”), transitioning to the red line that is based on
world-wide measurements by tide gauges, with the average rate of rise spanning the 20th
century having been about 1.7 mm/year, but more meaningful to coastal hazards the average
rate has been about 2.0 mm/year since 1930. The short green line is derived from satellite
altimetry sea-level measurements that began in 1993, which covers the entire extent of the
ocean but can be integrated to yield the global averages graphed in Figure 1. There is good
agreement between the tide-gauge and satellite measurements from 1993 to 2010, indicating
that the rate of rise has been of the order of 3.3 ± 0.4 mm/year, suggestive of there being an
acceleration in the rate of rising sea levels, that rate being greater than 2.0 mm/year
experienced during the 20th century. While the concave-up curvature of the 19th century proxy
data plus the tide-gauge and satellite measurements indicates that there has been an overall
acceleration in the rate of sea-level rise spanning those 200 years, debate exists as to the
occurrence of an acceleration when considering the tide-gauge data alone for the 20th century.
This uncertainty mainly results from the variations in the annual-average sea levels produced by
multiple natural and human-induced environmental effects, for example major volcanic eruptions
that temporarily produce global cooling due to their emissions of aerosols, the similar effects of
air pollution caused by humans, and variations associated with the annual to decadal climate
changes that include El Niños and La Niñas.
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While the trends of globally-averaged measured sea levels and their future projections are of
immense interest, as are their climate controls, of more immediate significance to the hazards
faced by specific coasts is their local trend in the “relative sea level”, which includes the direction
and rate of change in its land elevations, combining with the increase in the global ocean-water
levels. It is this trend in the relative sea level that can be derived directly from tide-gauge
records, by computing the annual averages of the gauge’s hourly measurements through the
year, and tracking its changes over the years to derive a trend, a rate of change that could
either be greater or less than found for the global average, depending on the subsidence or uplift
of the coast. This difference can be significant in tectonically active regions such as New
Zealand, due to the collision and subduction of Earth’s tectonic plates. For the North Island and
the Kāpiti Coast this collision is between the Pacific plate to the east and the Australian plate to
the west, with subduction of the Pacific plate occurring along the Hikurangi Margin that extends
the length of the east coast (Wallace, et al., 2009).
Important to hazard assessments for the Kāpiti Coast is the close proximity of the tide gauge in
Wellington Harbour, its record having received detailed analyses by Bell and Hannah (2012). Its
measurements of the tides extend back to the late 1800s, initially recorded in the form of annual
mean sea levels up to the 1940s, with monthly-mean sea levels available from 1944 to the
present, yielding the analysis in Figure 2 from their study, the linear regression spanning the
century up to 2010 showing a trend of 2.30 ± 0.15 mm/year. With this long-term rate of rise in
the relative mean sea level being greater than the global average rate (Figure 1), the indication
is that this coast has experienced subsidence, of the order of 0.3 mm/year. Subsidence along
this coast is expected from the Pacific and Australian plates being “locked” on their subduction
interface, storing tectonic energy, not having been released by occurrences of major subduction
earthquakes during historic times. Subsidence of this shore and all along the east coast of the
North Island is also demonstrated by GPS units that have measured land-elevation changes for
about a decade (Beavan and Litchfield, 2009). As analysed by Bell and Hannah (2012), a GPS
unit located near the Wellington tide gauge shows a subsidence rate of about 1.7 mm/year since
2000, a localised higher rate of subsidence of the land that is attributed to “slow-slip” tectonic
movements on the subduction interface, a gradual slip that does not generate a strong
earthquake, having been identified by seismologists (Wallace and Beavan, 2010). Similar GPS
measurements on the Kāpiti Coast show a smaller subsidence rate of 1 mm/year.
The annual-average sea levels graphed in Figure 2 demonstrate a degree of variation that is
fairly typical of such analyses, the origin of which for the Wellington record has been
investigated by Bell and Hannah (2012). These anomalies above and below the linear regression
line were found to vary between -0.16 and +0.17 metre, a range of 0.33 metre. The lowest
level occurred during August 1977, coinciding with a strong El Niño; the highest in October 1989
occurred during the strong 1988-89 La Niña. Correlations were found with the Southern
Oscillation Index (SOI), which provides a measure of the range of intensities between those
climate events. The higher than normal mean sea levels at Wellington during La Niñas are
attributed to warmer coastal and ocean water temperatures, resulting in its thermal expansion,
plus a general set-up of the water levels in the western Pacific produced by a strengthening of
the easterly Trade Winds.
The opposite occurs during El Niños, with the colder water
temperatures and increased densities lowering the Wellington water levels.
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subsidence between Kāpiti and Wellington should be accounted for, and if available, include later
modifications by climatologists of projections for the future global sea levels.

2.2

Increasing Storm Intensities and Wave Heights

In addition to rising sea levels due to global warming, in recent decades Earth’s changing climate
appears to have also produced an intensification of storms in some regions, which have
generated more extreme waves contributing to enhanced coastal impacts. However, just as in
the case of future sea levels, debate exists amongst climatologists and coastal scientists
regarding future increases in storm intensities and trends of increasing storm wave heights,
projected through the 21st century. However, sufficient documentation exists for there having
been an increase in both storm intensities and wave heights over significant areas of the world’s
oceans, based on measurements from wave buoys and satellites, that potentially should be
considered in assessments of future coastal hazards, even though projected magnitudes are
uncertain.
Global climate models applied to investigate environmental changes in response to global
warming indicate that the intensities of storms may be expected to regionally increase, with the
model projections to a degree having been confirmed by measured wind speeds and atmospheric
pressures within both tropical storms (cyclones, typhoons and hurricanes) and extra-tropical
storms at higher latitudes. The expectation, therefore, is that the heights and periods of the
waves generated by those storms would also have increased during the 20th century, and
potentially could continue to increase in the future, leading to greater coastal impacts.
An increase in wave heights has been documented by long-term measurements in the North
Atlantic, collected since the 1960s using a recorder mounted on the Seven Stones Lightship
located off the southwest coast of England, yielding the earliest and longest record of wave
climates; its record was the first to demonstrate a statistically significant trend in the annuallyaveraged significant wave heights, defined as the average of the highest one-third of the hourly
measured wave heights (Carter and Draper, 1988; Bacon and Carter, 1991). Wave-height
increases have similarly been found in the Northeast Pacific, in measurements from several
buoys along the US west coast (Allan and Komar, 2000, 2006), showing that the rate of increase
has been greatest at the higher latitudes of the Pacific Northwest, the coasts of Washington and
Oregon, whereas on the shores of southern California the waves have been most extreme during
major El Niños due to the southward shift of storm tracks during that climate event. The
increase in the wave heights measured by a buoy off the Pacific Northwest is shown in Figure 3,
representing a series of graphs for the annual averages of the hourly-measured significant wave
heights. The top-most graph is a plot of the annual averages for the entire year, with the
regression yielding a rate of increase of 0.018 m/year, while the remaining series of graphs
represent progressively more extreme storms and assessments of the wave heights. The second
plot is for the averages of the measured significant wave heights during the “winter” (October
through March), being most relevant to coastal impacts since erosion events are largely confined
to that season; the rate of increase has been 0.032 m/year (an increase of 0.8 metres in
25 years), substantially greater than for the annual averages. The third and fourth graphs are
respectively the annual averages of the 5 highest recorded wave events experienced each
winter, the rate of increase having jumped to 0.095 m/year, while the highest measured
significant wave height each winter yielded a rate of increase of 0.108 m/year (2.7 metres in 25
years). Therefore, in analyses of waves generated by extratropical storms in the North Pacific, it
has been possible to demonstrate that the highest generated waves have substantially increased
with time, a high rate of increase that is also displayed by the statistically projected 25- through
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One submitter (Simon Arnold, April 2014) commenting on the March draft of our report noted
that while Young et al. (2011) had documented an increase in the extreme 99th percentile
significant wave heights, Figure 4, the trends in the mean significant wave heights remained
close to zero, suggesting that there has not been a climate-induced increase. The data itself,
however, show that the annual means in the Northeast Pacific off the west coast of the United
State and at high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere showed rates of increase predominantly
being about 0.25%, increasing to on the range 0.25 to 0.50% for the 90th percentile, and then
as seen in Figure 4 achieving an increase of about 1% per year for the 99th percentile.
Important, the satellite measurements of the wind speeds follow this same trend of increase for
their rates, the percentage rates being greater than those for the wave heights, and with most
being statistically significant. These patterns of change in the satellite measurements of the
winds and waves correspond to and agree with those seen in Figure 4 for the buoy wave data
measured off the coast of the US Pacific Northwest — the rates of increase of both the winds and
generated wave heights increase as progressively higher extremes are analysed, this being
expected for their skewed distributions of magnitudes, and of obvious importance to coastal
hazard assessments since it is these extremes in storm winds, storm surges and generated wave
heights that are important to the episodic erosion and flooding of coasts.
There is reasonably compelling evidence for potential increases in both storm intensities and
their generated wave heights, with the rates of increase in their magnitudes posing enhanced
hazards to the ocean’s shores. It is recognised that there have been few analyses of long-term
buoy records to document this increase, and that satellite measurements of storm winds and
wave heights are limited to only two decades, with the magnitudes of their rates of increase
therefore being uncertain. The global satellite data show regional differences, with the higher
rates of increasing storm intensities and extremes in the wave heights occurring at high
latitudes, encompassing the ocean shores of New Zealand. Uncertainties remain as to the
climate controls on extratropical storms that dominate those higher latitudes, with research by
climatologists predominantly attributing the increases to global warming. Furthermore, it has
been suggested that the increased storm intensities in the North Pacific have been produced by
“black carbon” aerosols emitted by power plants and factories in China and India. Therefore, the
connection of storminess with global warming is less certain than rising sea levels being caused
by global warming; specifically, the melting of glaciers and return of the water to the oceans,
and the thermal expansion of the ocean’s waters representing the most important processes.
While there have been analyses of wave climates for Cook Strait and the shores of the Kāpiti
Coast based on hindcast analyses (Laing et al., 2000; MetOceans, 2007, 2010), those
investigations did not include examinations of a possible increase over the decades, and likely
would have been unsuccessful given the limited accuracies of hindcasts. The isolation of the
Kāpiti Coast within the confines of the Strait likely decreases the probability of their being
increasing locally-generated wave heights, but there is the possibility for storm waves arriving
from the Tasman Sea to produce an increase along the Kāpiti Coast, the satellite data having
shown a significant rate of increase in the Tasman Sea (Figure 4).
It is plausible that there will be an increase in wave heights along the Kāpiti shores in the future,
enhancing the impacts of storm events, but there are uncertainties in the research completed
thus far by climatologists and marine scientists, and there is not at present a clear direction to
be followed in providing an analysis of the potential hazards faced on the Kāpiti Coast. It is clear
that the global measurements being obtained from satellites will be important to this
assessment, but with there being only two decades of measurements thus far, it becomes a case
of “wait and see” until a longer data set becomes available, but that would likely require multiple
decades of additional measurements.
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Until longer term data sets become available to assess whether storm-generated wave heights
are increasing, globally and within the Cook Strait, it would be informative to expand the already
completed wave climate analyses of Laing et al. (2000) and MetOceans (2007, 2008) to include
more detailed analyses of the heights of waves that reach the Kāpiti shores from the Tasman
Sea. Of interest would be to derive at least an order-of-magnitude estimate of increase over the
next 25 to 50 years, permitting a comparison with the expected impacts from projected rising
sea levels. Such model-generated estimates of the wave-height increases should not, however,
be included at this stage in the hazard-zone assessments, but potentially could be in the future
after there is greater certainty in the documented trends of storm intensities and of their
generated waves, and a better understanding of the climate controls.
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In addition, Policy 22: Sedimentation includes “Assess and monitor sedimentation levels and
impacts on the coastal environment”, and Policy 27(2) states that in evaluating options
under (1):
a. focus on approaches to risk management that reduce the need for hard
protection structures and similar engineering interventions;
b. take into account the nature of the coastal hazard risk and how it might
change over at least a 100-year timeframe, including the expected effects of
climate change; and
c. evaluate the likely costs and benefits of any proposed coastal hazard risk
reduction options.
The recommendations made in NZCPS 2010 are what one should expect in analyses of coastal
hazards (excluding tsunami) on any coast, not just New Zealand. However, as will become
evident in the reviews in Sections 4 and 5 of the Lumsden (2003) and CSL (2008a, 2008b,
2008c, 2012) reports, individually they did not include considerations of all of these processes
and factors that govern the hazards, but when considered together with their respective
contributions they come close to meeting these recommended goals, with a couple of omissions
(e.g., analyses of the beach sediment budget). In terms of our review, it should be noted that
while the NZCPS 2010 identifies the important hazards, it does not specify the methodologies
that could or should be applied in undertaking their analysis, this wisely having been left to the
coastal scientist or engineer who is undertaking the investigation. While having kept in mind the
recommendations offered by NZCPS 2010, the main focus in our review of the Lumsden and CSL
reports has been directed toward the technical methodologies they applied, their scientific
validity and the resulting hazard zones they proposed.

3.2

Processes and Factors Important to Coastal Hazards

The NZCPS 2010 guidelines include mention of multiple processes and factors that need to be
accounted for in coastal-hazard assessments — the waves and surge levels of elevated tides
during major storm events, the effects of rising sea levels, the sediment “levels” on the beaches
and in the dunes, and the natural “dynamic fluctuations” of the beaches over the short and long
term. The analyses of coastal hazard zones, their quantification, therefore require long-term
data sets for the waves and tides, and surveys of the beach morphology over a sufficiently long
period of time that both its dynamic responses to individual storms and the net long-term rate of
shoreline recession or accretion can be determined. Furthermore, efforts need to be directed
toward evaluations of what is termed the “budget of beach sediments”, which includes
assessments of the volumes of beach sediments acquired annually from their sources (e.g.,
rivers), and their possible losses (e.g., the transport of the sand offshore or alongshore). All of
these processes and factors need to be considered in terms of their variations and possible
trends produced by Earth’s changing climate.
The determination of a hazard zone for a particular stretch of coast represents a challenge to the
coastal scientist or engineer, in that it requires data sets (measured, modelled, or estimated) for
the waves and tides, with it being necessary to account for the extremes in those processes that
are responsible for occurrences of erosion or flooding. It also requires a documentation of the
long-term net trend of changing shoreline positions, and its causes in terms of the sources and
losses of beach sediments, yielding a balance in the beach-sand budget that accounts for the net
surveyed trend of shoreline recession or accretion.
The availability and analysis of tide data applicable to assessments of the Kāpiti Coast hazards
were reviewed in Section 2, there being more than 100 years of measurements derived from the
Wellington tide gauge, which have been analysed in detail by Bell and Hannah (2012). The
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results of their analyses yielded a rate for the long-term trend of sea-level rise along this coast,
locally affected by tectonic-induced subsidence of the land. They also undertook analyses of the
variations in the annual average sea levels above and below that net trend, concluding that they
are produced in part by climate variations, the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) cycle that
represents alternating 20- to 25-year periods dominated by La Niñas that elevate the measured
tides, versus El Niños that lower water levels. Both the trend and variations in the sea levels
measured by the Wellington tide gauge are directly applicable to the Kāpiti Coast, with a minor
adjustment apparently needed to account for its lower rate of subsidence of the land compared
with Wellington.
An earlier study by NIWA (Laing et al., 2000), commissioned by Lumsden (2003) to provide
assessments of waves and tides required in his hazard assessments, included analyses of the
predicted astronomical tides for the Kāpiti Coast, and also the potential magnitudes of storm
surges that could elevate water levels above those predicted tides. The predicted astronomical
tides were analysed using standard models, the results showing that there are significant alongcoast variations in the elevations and ranges of the tides, an important variation that needs to
be taken into account in the hazard-zone assessments. Storm surge elevations during past
major storms were evaluated from barometric pressure measurements at the Paraparaumu
Airport, the highest 0.7-metre surge having been found for the September 1976 storm, when
the hindcast deep-water significant wave height had reached 3.6 metres, and the accompanying
calculated wave run-up was 2.6 metres above the tide levels. The most severe storm impacts in
recent history occurred during that storm, having produced extensive dune erosion and property
losses along the Kāpiti Coast, particularly at Raumati and Paekākāriki (Gibb, 1978). Based on
the analyses by Laing et al. (2003), it was recommended that surge levels of 0.75 and 0.85
metre be adopted respectively for the 50- and 100-year projected extremes, with wave run-up
levels contributing another 3.0 and 3.5 metres increase above the tides, to yield the total wave
levels.
The existing assessments of the “wave climate” for the Kāpiti Coast, including the ranges and
extremes in the magnitudes of its wave heights, is based on the wave hindcast analyses
undertaken by Laing et al. (2000), supplemented by those completed for KCDC by MetOceans
(2007, 2010). For hindcasts of the deep-water wave climate (the significant wave heights,
periods and directions), a 20-year record was developed by NIWA for representative winds
across the expanse of Cook Strait. It was found in their analyses that the deep-water significant
wave heights rarely exceeded 3 metres, the highest having been 4.5 metres generated by a
storm in November 1995. Corresponding time-series for ten shallow water sites along the Kāpiti
Coast (at the offshore 10-metre depth contour) were derived based on wave refraction analyses,
the results showing the expected sheltering effects of Kāpiti Island. MetOceans (2007, 2010)
similarly undertook wave hindcast analyses, for the 10-year period July 1997 through July 2006.
Their hindcasts yielded hourly directional wave spectra for 16 locations along the Kāpiti Coast,
demonstrating the significance of the wave-energy shadow zone directly behind Kāpiti Island,
there being of the order of a 0.7-factor reduction in the mean wave heights; the maximum
hindcast significant wave heights accordingly ranged from 3.13 to 4.83 metres along this coast.
Extreme-value projection analyses were undertaken for the 1, 10, 50 and 100-year return
periods, the 100-year extremes away from the shadow zone being 5.50 to 5.95 metres, while
those in the direct lee of the Island are reduced to 3.16 metres.
While no tests were undertaken by either of these studies of the wave climate to determine
whether there has been a multidecadal trend of change in the significant wave heights, the
histogram of the deep water wave-height magnitudes determined in the hindcast by
Laing et al. (2000) showed a pronounced skewness toward the highest waves; as discussed in
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Section 2, this signifies that if there is a trend of increasing heights the extreme magnitudes
generated by the strongest storms would increase at the greatest rates, potentially enhancing
the Kāpiti erosion and inundation hazards.
An investigation of the ocean processes within the Cook Strait is apparently underway by Dr Iain
Dawes, our awareness of his analyses having been derived from a printed copy of an undated
(but apparently recent) power-point presentation, Wellington Region Storm Surge Modelling.
According to his graphics, while his model analyses include the entire area of the Cook Strait,
the focus of his presentation was on the southern Kāpiti Coast, illustrated by photos of the high
water levels and impacts resulting from storms on 17 October 2007, and at Raumati on 23 July
2008. Of particular interest to the Kāpiti hazards are his analysis results graphing the hindcast
significant wave heights versus storm tide water levels, showing a positive trend in their
respective increases depending on the storm’s magnitude, with the maximum significant wave
heights reaching about 5 metres, accompanied by storm tides in the range 1 to 1.2 metres
above mean sea level (excluding wave setup and runup). Another graphic shows analyses of the
alongcoast variations in the storm tide plus the wave setup, undertaken for 8 major storm
events dating from the 1960s to the present, the highest levels on the Kāpiti Coast having been
achieved by a storm on 6 September 1994, when water levels reached 2.0 to 2.5 metres above
mean sea level. As will be reviewed later in this Section, such analyses by Iain Dawes come
close to the total water elevations reached during storms, only the wave swash runup on the
beach not having been included to yield the total water levels from the combined processes,
which are used in models that have been developed to evaluate property erosion impacts during
major storms, and in projections of the most extreme potential future hazards (Ruggiero et al.,
2001).
The investigations of the ocean processes by Laing et al. (2000), MetOceans (2007, 2010), those
recently completed by Bell and Hannah (2012), and underway by Iain Dawes, are extremely
important in providing assessments of the waves, predicted tides, raised water levels by storm
surges, the IPO climate control with La Niñas raising water levels, and rates of rising sea levels
locally affected by subsidence of this coast. It is the conclusion of this Panel that these
investigations have yielding data sets for the ocean processes that can support scientificallybased evaluations of the Kāpiti Coast’s hazard zones, as recommended by NZCPS 2010.
While investigations have supplied documentations of the ocean processes along the Kāpiti
Coast, there have been only limited studies of its beaches — the sources of its sediments, its
morphologies, and documentations of the processes and resulting impacts to the beaches and
shore-front properties during major storm events. Its beaches are composed of fine to mediumgrained sand, with their profiles having low slopes, of the order of 0.010 to 0.015 (1V:100H or
0.6° to 1V:67H or 0.9°) according to the surveys contained in the recent report by Lumsden
(2013). Kāpiti Island provides significant protection from high storm waves to the stretch of
shore centred on Paraparaumu and Raumati, the result being that wave heights are moderated
within that sheltered shore, while retaining their long periods so they become regular low
steepness swell waves. With this combination of low-sloping beaches and reduced energy swell,
the beaches within this south-central part of the Kāpiti Coast are “dissipative” in the
morphodynamics classification of beaches by Wright and Short (1983), representing a relatively
stable beach in that the arriving waves break well offshore, beginning to break where the wave
height is approximately equal to the water depth, continuing to lose their energy while they
cross the wide surf zone as turbulent bores. When a storm occurs, the increased wave heights
break further offshore, creating a wider surf zone so that much of their energy is dissipated,
significantly reducing the wave heights prior to reaching the shore. During at least the winter
months, dominated by seasonally higher waves compared with the summer, it is likely that
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beaches along the entire length of the Kāpiti Coast are dissipative, although during the summer
they appear to be “intermediate” in the Wright and Short (1983) classification (based on our
observations during the December 2013 field trip), this morphology being more dynamic, three
dimensional, and more susceptible to property erosion. However, with this representing the
summer morphology, it’s not likely to result in significantly increased hazards to the Kāpiti
properties.
Locally, mainly in proximity to inlets, the fine sand beaches are backed by accumulations of
gravel and cobbles, this combination being termed a “composite beach”, in which the gravel acts
to further dissipate the wave energy, providing additional protection to the foredunes and
properties. The central portion of the coastline sheltered by Kāpiti Island has also historically
been accreting, gaining sand so that the shoreline has built out to form a cuspate foreland (a
local widening), the sand having been supplied by rivers to the north. The present-day hazards
from foredune erosion and recession therefore exist primarily along the shores beyond this
stretch of sheltered accreting shore, mainly to its south, although in the future with rising sea
levels the cuspate foreland could revert to being dominated by erosion with a retreating shore,
increasing the hazards to properties.
From the standpoint of the morphologies of the beaches, with their being predominantly
“dissipative” due to having low slopes, they provide a natural buffer protection to the oceanfront properties, dissipating the energies of the waves and also their swash runup levels at the
shore. On the other hand, the impacts from a rise in the mean water levels, however temporary
when it occurs as a storm surge, or during La Niñas produced by warmer ocean-water
temperatures, the low beach slopes magnify the horizontal shift in the shoreline, moving it
landward, with major storms completely flooding over the beach, allowing the waves to directly
attack the dunes and properties, even potentially overtopping substantial seawalls (Gibb, 1978).
For example, the analyses by Iain Dawes determined during the severe storm on 6 September
1994 the storm tide plus the wave setup (but not the swash runup) raised water levels by 2.0 to
2.5 metres above mean sea level — the water’s edge could therefore have shifted landward by
some 200 to 250 metres, with water levels reaching the elevations of the dunes and seawalls
according to the surveyed beach profiles graphed in the report by Lumsden (2013).
Important to hazard assessments for the Kāpiti Coast is the availability of beach profiles
surveyed at intervals along its shores, permitting comparisons between dune elevations and the
combined ocean processes — the predicted tides, the actual tides elevated by a storm surge, the
swash runup of storm waves, and in the longer term with the water levels raised relative to the
land by rising sea levels. The history of beach and offshore profile surveys along the Kāpiti
Coast has been reviewed by Lumsden (2013), the earliest dating back to the 1970s, undertaken
in response to the storm damage experienced in 1976 and again in 1979. There was increased
surveying during the 1990s, and especially in 2000 as part of a coastal hazard management
study, the surveys since then including 27 sites along the length of the Kāpiti Coast. The report
by Lumsden (2013) of the survey results included graphs of profiles at each of the sites, with
comparisons between those in June 2000, December 2007, and June 2011. The report contains
tabulations of the changes in sand volumes between 2000 and 2011, horizontal beach
displacements at the mean high water spring (MHWS), mean seal level (MSL), mean low water
spring (MLWS), and Dune Toe, and the width of the dry beach. A commentary describes each of
the profile sites, and the report discusses those areas that have the greatest risk of future
impacts from erosion and inundation.
The accumulation of surveyed beach profiles is particularly important to two components of the
Kāpiti hazard-zone assessments. Surveys over a number of years have yielded records of
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changing shoreline positions in response to the net erosion or accretion of the beach (the trend
depending on the site), and at some sites the extent of erosion of the sand dunes and oceanfront properties. As will be reviewed in Section 4, these surveyed profiles are supplemented in
the analyses of CSL (2008a, 2012) by records from old maps and aerial photographs, which
document the longer-term evolution of the shoreline spanning the 20th century. The other
potential application for the surveyed profiles is in an analysis of the Kāpiti Coast’s “budget of
sediments”, involving assessments of the contributions of sand to the beach derived from its
sources, evaluations of its potential losses, with there being either a net gain or loss (Komar,
1998). Being conceptually analogous to a monetary budget, the sources in the sediment budget
are termed “credits”, the losses are “debits”, while the net “balance” in the sediment budget
determines whether in the long term that beach experiences net erosion (recession) or is
accreting (the budget is respectively either in the “red” or “black”). In applications on coasts
such as Kāpiti where there has been a programme of annual beach surveys, the status of the
balance in the budget is better established and has less uncertainty than the volumes of the
individual credits and debits, this balance having been determined from the surveys over the
years, providing a direct documentation of whether it has experienced net erosion or accretion.
Efforts to assess the credits and debits are then directed toward understanding the factors that
are responsible for that balance; for example, whether commercial sediment extraction in a
river, the construction of a dam, or changes in rainfall and river runoff has reduced the supply of
sand and gravel to the coast, being responsible for erosion its beaches and potential property
losses.
The survey monitoring programme for the Kāpiti Coast provides tabulated values of the volumes
of sand per year gained or lost from each of the 27 survey sites, which could be combined to
yield the balance in the sediment budget for this entire stretch of shore. Or more informative
would be obtained if three separate budgets are developed, respectively for the growing cuspate
foreland sheltered by Kāpiti Island (where the budget is in the “black”), and separate budgets for
the shores to its north and south, the latter apparently being in the “red”. This would complicate
the analysis somewhat by also requiring evaluations of the directions and rates of the longshore
transport of the sand on the beaches, representing exchanges between these separate sections,
the loss of sand from one section (a debit) becoming a gain (credit) for the other. A much higher
level of sophistication in the analysis is provided by applications of numerical shoreline models
that divide the shore into a large number of sections (“cells”), the model calculating the net
longshore transport of sand between the cells based on the wave climate, followed by
calculations of the gains and losses of sand in each cell to determine its change in shoreline
position, this in effect constituting a localized sediment budget for each cell. An excellent
example of such a model application is that by Tonkin & Taylor (2005) for the shores of Hawke’s
Bay, undertaken to evaluate the impacts of commercial mining of sand and gravel from its
beach, determining the increased risks to coastal properties. In the case of the Kāpiti Coast, the
model’s “cells” could correspond to the 27 survey sites, and could analyse the future evolution of
this shore in response to the projected rise in sea levels, determining the fate of the cuspate
foreland that has accumulated along the shore sheltered by Kāpiti Island.
While the programme of periodic surveys of beach profiles along the Kāpiti Coast supports a
determination of the balance in its sediment budget, the objective then becomes to evaluate the
budget’s “credits” and “debits”, the sources of sand being the rivers and streams along its
shores, including those north to Wanganui and beyond, their supplies of sand to the beaches
then being transported southward by the waves, eventually reaching the Kāpiti shores,
accounting for the history of accretion along most of its coast. The potential debits could include
sand blown inland to accumulate in dunes, or carried offshore into deep water or alongshore by
the waves; however, the erosion of the dunes or the onshore transport of sand could equally
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represent credits to the beach-sand volumes. As a Panel we have not reviewed past reports that
considered these factors expected to affect the sediment budget, assuming such studies exist.
Important to the balance in the Kāpiti beach sediment budget are human-induced environmental
impacts in the river watersheds, in the past or are planned for the future, that would alter the
volumes of sand delivered to the coastal beaches — commercial sediment extraction and dams
reducing the volumes, while deforestation and the resulting increased land erosion could have
increased the quantities of sand carried by the rivers. Future changes in the climate also need
to be anticipated, with the potentially altered rainfall, river discharges and flood extremes
affecting the contributions of sediments by the rivers, in turn affecting the balance in the Kāpiti
sediment budget and trends in its rates of shoreline accretion or recession.
Past investigations and those underway have yielded data sets on the waves, tides and beach
profiles, with their analyses leading to assessments of storm-surge levels, trends in sea levels,
and extremes in the processes.
These are the processes that are required in hazard
assessments, and it is the opinion of this Panel that they serve as an important foundation in
analyses of the Kāpiti Coast’s hazard-zone analyses, and additional research is to be encouraged
by KCDC. Missing and recommended as being an important additional investigation are analyses
of this coast’s beach-sediment budget, with the balance in its budget determined from the beach
profile surveys, accompanied by examinations of the effects of human impacts and climate
change on the sand volumes contributed to this shore by rivers.

3.3

Coastal Hazards as a Concept, and Analysis Methodologies

Based on the reviews above of the ocean processes, it is apparent that some are episodic,
associated with major storm events, while others are long term and progressive, most important
being the rise in sea level. Both have climate controls, including global warming, and short-term
climate events such as the occurrence of a La Niña known to elevate the measured tides by 10s
of centimetres above their predicted levels, and the IPO cycles spanning decades, the alternating
dominance between La Niñas and El Niños. The evaluation of hazard zones requires an
integration of their combined effects, the goal being to evaluate their present-day potential
extremes, and to project the enhanced hazards through the next 50 to 100 years. This goal is
illustrated schematically in Figure 5, with the seaward-most portion labelled “Storm Bite”,
representing the extent of properties already under the threat of impacts from severe storms,
the combination of the tides raised by its surge, and the wave setup and swash runup produced
by extremes in wave heights and periods. Beyond this immediate potential danger from major
storms are the future hazards due primarily to rising sea levels, their accelerated rates projected
by climatologists, and possibly also by an increase in storm intensities that generate greater
wave heights and surge elevations.
It should be noted that in hazard-zone assessments based on the causative processes, the focus
of coastal scientists and engineers is primarily on the zones, colour coded in the cross-section
diagram of Figure 5, with the lines between those being requested by management concerns
(the 50- and 100-year projections), imposed on what in reality is a continuum in the processes
responsible for the hazards, their enhanced trends produced by Earth’s changing climate.
Furthermore, we generally make a distinction between “hazard zones” based the evaluated
causative ocean processes and sediment budgets, and “set-back lines” established in
management programmes, recognising that the latter take into consideration many other
factors, such as those recommended in the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS
2010).
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Both of these parameters represent long-term average rates of recession (metres per year), so
that in order to assess the resulting horizontal retreat of the shore and dunes they must be
multiplied by the hazard assessment period in years, denoted by in Equation (1), generally 50
and 100 years, at present providing projections through this century to 2065 and 2115,
representing something of a “moving target” that depends on when the assessment is
calculated.
There is the possibility of including other factors in Equation (1), for example if an increase in
the storm intensities and their enhanced wave heights and surge levels in the future need to be
accounted for. As included in Equation (1), is evaluated on the basis of the present-day wave
climate, without a time dependence, so any progressive increase in the future needs to be
treated as a rate, much like the rise in sea level, the resulting recession of the foredunes again
is complicated in that
depending on the assessment period, . An interpretation of the factor
having been based on the rate of recession of the shoreline or dune edge over time, yielding an
average rate, it is the result of both the sediment budget, the net gains and losses of beach sand
at that profile site, and the local rise in the relative sea level. But according to Equation (1), the
rise in sea level at present and projected into the future is directly accounted for by , raising
the possibility that it has been “double counted”. In recognition of this, the present-day rate of
sea-level rise could be subtracted from the measured shoreline recession, leaving a value of
that represents only the balance in the sediment budget, or an alternative approach is that
accounts only for the increase in the rate of rise of the sea level due to its future acceleration.
The details involved in the methodology applied to evaluate , the extent of the potential dune
erosion caused by an extreme storm, is particularly important in that it is the primary agent of
dune erosion and property losses, the causative processes being storm surge that elevates the
tides, atop which the increased levels of the swash of the storm-wave runup on the sloping
beach impact the toe of the dunes. Without the impacts of storms, the slow rise in the level of
the ocean would simply flood over the land, slowly covering the properties. This significance of
storm occurrences is illustrated, for example, in studies undertaken in the Great Lakes of North
America, where there are cycles in the levels of the lakes spanning decades. During periods of
rising lake levels, beach surveys and measurements of the erosion of the dunes have shown that
the erosion lags well behind the increased lake levels, the recession instead depending on
episodic occurrences of storm-generated waves. Therefore, in a view of the coastal hazards that
depend on the climate controlled ocean processes, it is preferable to focus on occurrences of
storms and their extremes, at present and possibly enhanced in the future, while the rise in sea
levels with time simply raises the elevations of wave attack, moving their zone of impacts
upward and inland across the coastal properties.
in Equation (1) can be viewed as being the “short-term” or “immediate”
The evaluation of
hazard, the inference being that it constitutes a relatively immanent threat of erosion or
inundation of ocean-front properties, that “long-term” trends such as rising sea levels and
increasing wave-heights are not included. This immediacy is most clearly represented by the
occurrence of a major storm, or perhaps the cumulative erosion of a sequence of storms during
the winter, which could happen this year or at any time in the future. However, when an
examination of past erosion events is undertaken, it becomes evident that an important
consideration is the simultaneous occurrence of high storm-generated waves together with an
elevated measured tide. Examining this combination in still greater detail, it is generally found
that the erosion occurs in response to the increased swash run-up levels produced by the storm
waves when they reach the sloping beaches, occurring atop the elevation of a high predicted
astronomical tide, with the measured tide elevated still further by the surge produced by the
storm. Other contributing factors to the elevated tide might be the normal seasonal cycle of
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beaches. Determinations of the hourly
s from the model (i.e., the measured tides plus the
vertical component of the wave run-up) yielded a multi-decadal documentation of the numbers
of hours during which those combined processes and their
s could impact the toe of a
foredune or sea cliff, depending on its elevation. Such analyses also permitted assessments of
the extreme events that had occurred over the decades, the extremes in the
s being most
important in assessments of property erosion and flooding hazards. Beyond that, the time series
of evaluated
s was applied to project the 50- and 100-year
extremes that represent the
potential future hazards to properties, extremes that would be more important than the deepwater significant wave heights that comprise the wave climate, the
s reflecting the joint
occurrences of the causative processes.
Having determined the
s and their extremes during major storms, the next step in the
hazard assessment involves an analysis of the resulting potential extent of erosional retreat of
the backshore properties. In the case of foredunes, this involves the model shown in Figure 6.B
(Komar et al., 1999, 2002), a geometric analysis that is conceptually similar to Bruun’s (1962)
beach recession model that is directed toward impacts from rising sea levels. The difference
from the Bruun model is that in the present application it is the measured tides plus the wave
swash run-up that drive the erosion process, although changes in sea levels could also be
included to project future hazards. As illustrated in Figure 6.B, the erosion of the dune is
modelled by projecting the beach slope up to the elevation reached by the
s during a major
storm, the resulting extent of dune erosion being given by the equation:

DE

∆

(2)

where

tanβ is the beach slope; and
∆
is the potential reduction in the level of the beach face at the time of the storm,

produced either by the storm waves or possibly by the local presence of a rip-current
embayment.
The calculated result from this model is expected to be the potential maximum dune retreat
during the storm, in that the model does not account for there being a significant delay in the
erosion relative to the water levels. This assumption has been acceptable in management
applications in that it provides a conservative assessment of the hazard zone, in effect a worstcase margin of safety for homes constructed in vulnerable foredunes. With that extreme having
been evaluated, lesser degrees of hazard elevations could be based on field evidence from the
site being investigated, commonly in the form of evidence from the dune morphologies (e.g.,
remnants of past erosion scarps), or flotsam (e.g., drift logs) carried inland and found within or
beyond the dunes.
With these models having been developed to be used in calculations of erosion hazards along the
coast of the US Pacific Northwest, their initial testing included both the storm induced erosion of
sandstone sea cliffs, dependent on the
s and resistance of the rocks composing the cliff, and
of properties within foredunes where the tests involved the predicted dune retreat based on the
geometric model and
s during specific storm events, compared with the actual measured
dune retreat distances (Ruggiero et al., 2001; Komar et al., 2013). In the most extreme
comparison, the erosional retreat of the dunes was the cumulative impact of three severe storms
during the winter, with the last having been the most extreme in terms of both its wave heights
and
s, one of the most extreme events in decades. Recently the models have also been
applied in analyses of the erosion and flooding hazards along the shores of Hawke’s Bay, first
examining the present-day hazards associated with major storms and their
s based on
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hourly measurements of waves and tides, followed by projections to 2100 that included rates of
rising sea levels and increasing wave heights, both having been based on tide-gauge and wavebuoy records (Komar and Harris, 2014).
Rationally-based methodologies have been developed to be applied in quantitative assessments
of hazard zones, including Equation (1) formulated by Gibb (2005) that includes the multiple
factors that need to be evaluated, clearly differentiating between the “short-term” episodic
impacts of storms, versus “long-term” progressive trends of change, foremost being a projected
accelerated rate of rising sea levels, and shoreline recession or accretion depending on the
sediment budget, the gains and losses of sand from the beach. Models have also been
developed to evaluate the extent of dune recession during major storms, produced by the ocean
processes of high predicted astronomical tides, further elevated by the storm surge, plus the
swash runup levels of the waves on the sloping beaches, combined to yield extreme total water
levels that reach and erode the dunes and properties backing the beaches.
It is the
recommendation of this Panel that with the necessary data being available for the Kāpiti Coast,
these models be employed in calculating its hazard zones.
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As applied by CSL, the calculated Coastal Erosion Predicted Distance (

) has been written as:
(3)

where
is the long-term historic shoreline change;
represents the short term processes that produce more immediate impacts;
is the long-term shoreline recession due to the rise in the relative sea-level;
is a dune stability facto; and
is the combined uncertainty in the assessment.
The main difference from the original Equation (1) formulated by Gibb is that each factor in this
CSL version is a horizontal distance of foredune retreat, these several distances being
cumulative to yield the total estimated recession distance projected into the future, the
recommended erosion hazard zone. Equation (3) has absorbed the time frame being considered,
in Gibb’s original Equation (1), so that
and
in Equation (3) need to be evaluated twice,
separately for the 50- and 100-year required projections.
The reviews presented here consider each of these components in Equations (1) and (3),
important to the present-day and future erosion hazards. It will be seen that the main
differences between the Lumsden and CSL reports are in the methodologies they have applied in
assessments of these individual contributing factors, differences that reflect their engineering
versus geologic/geographic backgrounds. This review begins with the long-term projection
of
the shoreline and dune recession, it representing the focus of the CSL (2008a, 2012) analyses,
also serving as the basis for their short-term
analyses, that will be reviewed later and
compared with the process-based analysis methodology of Lumsden (2003).

4.1

Long-Term Projections of Shoreline and Dune Recession (Factors R and
LT)

Author: P D Komar, Editor: J T Carley
Projections of long-term rates and the resulting potential extent of erosion and inundation
(generally 50 and 100 years into the future) are the primary goals of most coastal hazard
assessments, with the results directed toward the establishment of hazard zones (set-back lines
or hazard management zones). Such projections, however, represent the most uncertain
components in defining hazard zones, and this is also true for the Kāpiti Coast. This uncertainty
was already evident in Section 2, there being a large range of projected future sea levels based
on research undertaken by climatologists, and also concerning the possibility of there being
increased storm intensities and the heights of the waves they generate. This problem in making
projections is also inherent in the analyses of long-term trends of changing shoreline positions,
and of the corresponding dune recession. The difficulty in defining shoreline changes is reflected
in the published literature by coastal scientists, debating how it should be accomplished, raising
questions concerning:


How to define the shoreline;



How to account for the effects of seawalls and other structures on the shore’s
position;



Whether or not those structures will be maintained and survive through the 21st
century with rising sea levels; and



How one approaches an analysis of the changing shoreline positions over the
decades, to derive meaningful trends and statistically significant rates for the inland
migration of the shore and erosion of coastal properties.
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The investigations yielding the series of the CSL reports, dealt with such issues in analyses of the
long-term shoreline changes along the Kāpiti Coast (CSL, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2012). Their
analyses involved a detailed programme to cover the extent of that 38-kilometre length of
shore, the coverage including 68 analysis sites, 12 representing environmental-specific analyses
for river inlets. However, even with this large number of sites subject to analyses, the results
from CSL still represent sections of shoreline extending for a few hundred metres up to a
kilometre, not having provided results at the level of individual properties.
The primary shoreline data included in the CSL analyses were derived from aerial photographs,
the earliest dating from the 1940s, and available at approximately 5- to 10-year intervals. In
the photographs the vegetation line was used as the shoreline indicator, a common practice that
provides a relatively clear demarcation between the beach and foredunes. Problems occur,
however, where the beach is backed by a seawall or other type of shore-protection structure,
with CSL having completed analyses that compared the natural dune-edge shorelines with
positions of adjacent structures, to determine their differences. Additionally, in making future
projections along the southern Kāpiti coast where seawalls are common, the CSL erosion
assessments considered three future scenarios:


Seawalls hold, remaining fully functional;



Seawalls will be repaired if they fail; and



Seawalls fail but are not repaired.

According to the Updated report (CSL, 2012), for the 50-year projections both the managed and
unmanaged scenarios needed to be analysed, whereas for the 100-year projection only the
unmanaged scenario was to be considered. A series of hazard lines were accordingly created in
the CSL reports, the choice being left to KCDC, depending on their management policies.
Prior to the availability of aerial photographs, the main source of shoreline data for the CSL
analyses came from cadastral maps, extending back as much as 135 years. The limitations of
using old cadastral boundaries dating from the 1800s were elucidated by CSL, as was their value
as an indicator of long term coastal change. Old maps can depict a variety of shoreline
indicators, most commonly being the high water mark at the time of the survey; as discussed by
CSL (2008a), this high water indicator is affected by the ocean’s waves and tides, resulting in its
greater variability that introduces a random error in the shoreline data, with there also being a
systematic displacement of the map shorelines from those based on the beach/dune
demarcation line derived from aerial photographs. For each site, the data for the assessed
shoreline positions included on average about nine aerial-photo based data points, and one or
two older map-based data points, although at some sites the numbers were significantly less.
The resulting graphs of the shoreline time-series analyses for all of the measurement sites are
presented in CSL (2008c), their Data Base report.
The data acquired by CSL to determine the changes in shoreline positions for the Kāpiti Coast,
spanning the past 135 years, appear to have been carefully collected and with their methodology
being cognisant of the potential problems with defining shoreline positions and the effects of
seawalls, a considerable effort having been required to complete this task. Although, as will be
seen in our comments directed toward questions concerning the CSL methodologies applied in
their analyses of the trends and variations in shoreline positions, it is our opinion that the
shoreline change time-series histories documented by CSL represent a valuable source of data,
to be used in assessments of the Kāpiti Coast’s future hazards.
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Figure 7: Time
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[Source: CSL
C
(2008c)]
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Evident in these three time-series shoreline analyses included in Figure 7, and even more so in
others (CSL, 2008c), is the frequent occurrence of non-linearity of their trends over the decades.
This non-linearity is problematic as linear-regression analyses are often applied to determine a
trend from the regression slope, representing the rate of change in shoreline position (metres
per year), either erosion/recession (negative slope), accretion (positive slope), or a stable
shoreline position (no slope). Decisions were made by CSL (2008a) as to altered methodologies
to be applied to sites having nonlinear trends, generally such that the projected rates represent
a more conservative/precautionary result, recognising that uncertainties in future projections
based on these regressions will be greatest for those sites having nonlinear time series.
In their treatment of the time series, CSL (2008a) also undertook linear regression analyses for
three separate time periods: the entire record (1870s to 2007); the earlier period (1870s to
early 1950s); and the later period (1940s to 2007). The significance of the division at 1950 is
that it represents a stage in the development of the Kāpiti Coast that was marked by the
inception of the construction of seawalls and other shore-protection structures, and also the
availability of more reliable aerial photos. Accordingly, by considering the different time periods,
erosion-rate assessments were derived for the pre-development natural conditions of the coast,
pre-dating the structures or other management practices. This transition in about 1950 is also
evident in the three time series included in Figure 7, and although no seawalls are present at
those sites they still could have been affected by structures in close proximity. It is also possible
that for some sites, this change could reflect the difference in shoreline positions having been
derived from aerial photographs versus older maps, or it might be the result of a change in the
ocean processes.
As discussed in Section 3, a change in measured positions of the shoreline over the decades,
seen in the time-series, can result from a number of factors including the balance between the
beach sand supplies versus its losses (the “budget of beach sediments”), the global rise in mean
sea level, and local changes in land elevations that can either be episodic or progressive, being
of tectonic origin on the Kāpiti Coast. In that the projected future rise in the sea level is
separately evaluated in the methodology, the
and
factors respectively in Gibb’s Equation
(1) and in Equation (3) employed by CSL, there is the potential for “double counting” the effects
of the rate of rise in the relative sea level. The preferred approach taken to avoid this is to
remove the contribution of the 20th century rise in sea level from the analysed trend of shoreline
change based on the time series, leaving only the portion that resulted from the gain of beach
sand acquired from it sources, or its losses, the balance in that site’s sediment budget. This
approach is preferred in view of the importance of evaluating the sediment budget for the Kāpiti
Coast, the goals of which were reviewed in Section 3. It also corresponds to the actual
environmental changes, whereas alternative approaches sometimes taken to avoid double
counting apply an artificial “fix”, and as such are more confusing to the general public.
There is concern that there may also be a double counting when the “catch-up” term is applied
in analysis of sites where a seawall has not been maintained and is lost due to wave impacts, or
for some other reason has been removed, the shoreline then shifting to where it should have
been under natural conditions.
It is evident from the three representative time series included in Figure 7 that the sediment
budgets must have produced their contrasting patterns of change. If the rise in sea level
spanning the past century was the only factor causing the changes in shoreline positions, all
three would show a progressive recession, at essentially the same rate. The positive trend in
the time series for C25-70, a persistent net accretion, demonstrates that the balance in its
sediment budget must be well into the “black”, far exceeding the recession that would have been
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produced by the rising sea levels. The analysis of that site with its positive balance also
demonstrates that it has acquired more sand reaching that shore, having been supplied by the
rivers to its north, than is being transported by the waves alongshore further to the south,
reaching the foreland sheltered by Kāpiti Island, which has also experienced accretion since
about 1960, according to its time series (C13-24) in Figure 7. Of interest, its increased rate of
accretion corresponds to the post-1960 reduction in the rate of shoreline accretion seen to the
north at C25-70, evidence that the balance in the budget to the north is now closer to zero,
suggesting that it is bypassing more of the longshore sand transport to the south, increasing the
supply to the expanding cuspate foreland.
The increased rates of shoreline recession to the south, evident in time series for C4-18, has
been interpreted as the result of the growth of the foreland having blocked its arrival from the
rivers to the north, the foreland having captured more sand and bypassing less to this southernmost stretch of shore. However, surveys of the offshore bathymetry show the existence of a
shoal seaward of this shoreline south of the cusp’s apex, interpreted as being the pathway of the
southward movement of sand that is bypassing the apex, with the wave-induced sand transport
along the shore itself being directed toward the north, this pattern more probably accounting in
part for the erosion problems at Paekakariki (Gibb, 1978; de Lange, December 2013). The CSL
(2008a) report attributes part of the erosion experienced in the Queen Elizabeth Regional Park,
an unprotected “natural” shore, to the end-effects of the seawalls to both its north and south,
this being a possible factor but not likely the dominant cause of the Park’s erosion.
One additional assumption included in the CSL methodology, which received considerable
criticism by homeowners, is that of neglecting any benefits to properties based on their being
located on an accreting shore, most obvious being those along the shores of the cuspate
foreland sheltered by Kāpiti Island, but also those to its north that have also experienced beach
accretion throughout the 20th century. As justification for this practice, CSL (2008a, page 24)
offers the explanation:
“Of particular note is that for all areas subject to a positive (seaward) shoreline trend, the rate was set to
zero. This approach is common when assessing hazards for accreting coats as it removes the assumption
of continued accretion, provides an increasing safety margin.”

The Panel recognises that CSL is correct in this being a common practice in methodologies
applied to erosion hazard projections, although in the case of the Kāpiti Coast it represents a
rather extreme assumption that future rates of rising sea levels will overcome the positive
balance provided by the sediment budget. The question of this being a valid assumption, that
the cuspate foreland would soon disappear under rising sea levels, could be addressed by an
evaluation of the sediment budget, thereby accounting for the dominant factor in past changes
shown in the CSL (2008c) time series of shoreline evolution, projected into the future to assess
changes with higher rates of rising sea levels. On a more sophisticated level, as described in
Section 3, numerical computer models are available that could be applied to simulate the
evolution of the entire cuspate foreland, an analysis that would account for this coast’s wave
climate and the variable rates of longshore sand transport that have an important role, it not
simply being a case of the existing foreland being flooded by the waters of the rising sea.
Based on series of aerial photographs and old maps, Coastal Systems Ltd has carefully compiled
measurements of the changes in the Kāpiti Coast’s shoreline positions, this being a valuable
source of data to be used in assessments of this coast’s future hazards. However, it is important
to separate the components responsible for those measured shoreline changes, in part caused
by the rise in relative sea levels spanning the 20th century, but otherwise dominated by the
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sediment budget, with sand contributed to this beach by rivers, accounting for the accreting
shores to the north and especially forming the cuspate foreland, reflecting the positive balances
in their budgets. It is important to undertake this separation in order to remove the portion of
measured trend of shoreline change that was caused by rising sea levels, leaving only the
sediment budget component, in order to avoid “double counting” the effects of sea-level rise,
with it having also been included in a direct analysis that projects the future effects of
accelerating rates of rising sea levels (Section 4.2).
In view of its importance, the Panel recommends that within the next decade KCDC undertake
analyses of beach-sediment budgets, in order to determine the gains and losses of the beach
sand that account for the shoreline changes found in the CSL time series, and by Lumsden
(2013) in recent programmes of beach-profile surveys (Section 3). Such budgets may provide
an explanation for the nonlinear time-series variations found at some sites, and should also
permit an assessment of whether the accretion of its central cuspate shore will revert to erosion
in the near future. It is also important that investigations be undertaken of the rivers, the
sources of the beach sand, particularly to determine how climate change could alter them,
resulting in altered volumes of sand being contributed to the Kāpiti beaches.
The panel also recommends that over the next decade, probabilistic estimates of long term
change be developed. The greatest present impediment to this is assigning probabilities to
future emissions scenarios and the consequent sea level rise.

4.2

Projections of Shoreline Recession due to Rising Sea Levels (Factors X
and SLR)

Author: P D Komar, Editor: J T Carley
Projections of the long-term rates and the potential resulting extent of property erosion,
estimated for 50 and 100 years into the future, are the primary goals of most coastal hazard
assessments, yet they are the most uncertain of the components in Equation (3) that contribute
to the Coastal Erosion Predicted Distance (
). This uncertainty was evident in Section 2
where projections of future accelerated rates of rising sea levels, and potential levels by the year
2100, were reviewed, the analyses by climatologists having yielded a large range of projections.
As will be reviewed here, there are additional uncertainties in evaluating the extent of shoreline
recession, or dune erosion, compounding the problem in evaluating the distance in the Gibb’s
Equation (1), and
in Equation (3) applied in the CSL methodology.
According to tide-gauge measurements the average rate of rise in sea level spanning the 20th
century was about 1.7 mm/year, with a rate of 2.0 mm/year for the latter half of the century.
Since 1993 the tide-gauge and satellite data agree that there has been an increased rate of
about 3.3 mm/year, a possible indication for there being an acceleration produced by global
warming. It was also seen in Section 2 that over the years there have been revisions in the
magnitudes of future projections by climatologists, with the IPCC (2007) report having projected
an increase of the order of 0.20 to 0.59 metre (excluding ice melt), with an upper value of
0.79 metre by the year 2100 if a contribution by ice melt is included. Applying different
methodologies than IPCC, still higher projected sea levels have been derived by Rahmstorf
(2007) and other researchers, supporting an increase of 0.50 to 1.20 metres in 100 years. It is
noteworthy that the most recent IPCC (2013) projections are for sea levels to rise between 0.26
and 0.98 metre by 2100, the highest value being based on their model scenarios assuming the
highest rates of greenhouse gas emissions. It is apparent in applying these projections offered
by climatologists, including those by IPCC, that there is a range of possible future sea levels to
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be considered in management applications, directed toward evaluations of future coastal erosion
and flooding hazards.
In analyses of the erosional recession of beaches and of backshore properties within dunes,
produced by a long-term rise in sea levels, the traditional approach has been to apply the model
developed by Bruun (1962, 1988), which represents an upward and landward shift of an
equilibrium beach profile, with erosion of the upper portions of the beach profile and dunes, with
the offshore transport and deposition of that eroded sand, which accumulates and raises the
seafloor in the immediate offshore at the same rate as the rising sea level, there having been a
conservation in the volumes of sand during this transfer. Being a two-dimensional geometric
model, the resulting landward shift in the profile and shoreline depends on the change in the
level of the sea, and on the beach slope over which this migration occurs.
In its simplest form, the resulting Bruun equation for the shoreline retreat distance can be
expressed as:
(4)
where
is the sea-level change; and
is the average profile slope, generally taken as that of the profile across the beach and
into the offshore out to a “closure depth”, the seaward limit of profile changes that occur in
response to seasonal cycles in surveyed profiles, and during major storms.
The ratio 1⁄
in Equation (4) is commonly referred to as the Bruun Factor (BF), representing
an “application factor” in the distance of shoreline recession as a function of the rise in sea level.
Over the “closure depth” length of profiles having decreasing bottom slopes in the offshore, it
has been found in applications that generally
0.02 to 0.01 (BF ≈ 50 to 100), with
Equation (4) thereby indicating that the amount of erosional recession of the shoreline will be of
the order of 50 to 100 times the rise in sea level.
A number of research investigations have provided tests of the Bruun model predictions,
comparing the assessments derived from Equation (4) with measured rates or distances of
shoreline and dune recession. While some tests found significant disagreement between the
predicted and measured erosion, resulting in considerable criticism of the Bruun model and
equation, it has been determined in more detailed studies that this disagreement can often be
accounted for by the balance in the “budget of beach sediments”, evaluations of a beach’s gains
in sand from its sources (e.g., rivers) versus losses, its effect on the changing shoreline positions
far exceeding those due to the extent of the rising sea level during the few years of the research
comparisons (see Komar (1998, p. 121-129) for a review of these tests).
An alternative approach to evaluate the shoreline recession in response to a rise in sea level is to
apply the Ruggiero et al. (2001) model, reviewed in Section 3, based on evaluations of the
s
(Figure 6A), here simply including the rise in future sea levels, it being added to the extremes in
the measured tides plus the swash runup levels evaluated from the wave heights and periods
during storms, thereby combining the short-term erosion processes with the long-term rise in
sea levels (and also the trend of increasing swash runup levels due to a potential intensification
of future storms, if included in the analyses). The assumption behind this approach is that the
long-term progressive rise in the mean level of the sea will gradually result in the landward and
upward migration of the beach and its short-term storm impacts, progressively cutting back the
foredunes and then continuing inland. If one simply algebraically adds the Bruun Equation (4) to
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Equation (3) for the geometric dune erosion model, one essentially obtains the same result as
simply including the sea-level rise in the value for the
. However, in that model analysis the
slope
will be that of the swash zone in proximity to the shore, generally a higher slope than
the 0.01 to 0.02 (1V:100H to 1V:50H) values commonly used in analyses applying Bruun’s
equation, there accordingly being less predicted recession, and smaller hazard distances, when
applying the Ruggiero et al. (2001) model with an inclusion of the sea-level projection.
This model based on evaluations of
s, including the projected rise in sea levels, followed by
application of the geometric dune erosion model, Equation (2), has been applied in hazard-zone
assessments along the coast of the US Pacific Northwest, and in analyses of the future stabilities
of the gravel barrier ridges on the shores of Hawke’s Bay (Komar and Harris, 2014). This was
the approach also followed by Lumsden (2003) in his analyses of the Kāpiti Coast hazard zones,
although at the time of his study he used the mid-range projections of future sea levels provided
by earlier IPCC publications and in the NIWA study (Laing et al., 2000), specifically an increase
of 0.45 metres by 2100. Although his analysis methodology had been sound, it needs to be
updated to account for more recent sea level rise projections, and also changes in management
policies. The analyses by Lumsden (2003) will be examined at length in the following section, in
considering the short-term erosion hazards produced by major storm events.
In the reports by CSL (2008a, 2012) for the Open Coast erosion hazards, the analysis of the
factor to account for the shoreline recession due to a rise in the relative sea-level was based on
application of Equation (4), originally formulated by Bruun (1962, 1988). This initially raised
confusion in our review in that CSL attributed this equation to Komar et al. (1999), the
publication that instead had proposed the geometric dune erosion model, Equation (2), which
depends on the
s of the tides plus the wave swash runup, although the sea-level rise could
be included. However, in their application of Equation (4), CSL based the calculation on the
average inter-tidal beach, which would be steeper than the slope based on the profiles closure
depth, normally used in the Bruun equation, but less steep than the swash zone as applied by
Ruggiero et al. (2001) in calculating the wave runup at the shore to determine the
, in turn
used in the geometric dune erosion Equation (3). The
slopes used by CSL (2008a, fig. 7A)
ranged from a minimum of about 0.015 (1V:67H; the apex of the cuspate foreland) to a
maximum of 0.09 (1V:50H; just south of the Otake River Inlet), with most being of the order of
0.02 (1V:50H); this corresponds to a Bruun Factor (BF) amplification range of 11 to 67, with the
majority at 50, overlapping the 50 to 100 values commonly used as a “rule of thumb” in
applications of the Bruun model. Although the methodology applied by CSL does not exactly
conform with that generally employed in basing the shoreline and dune erosion on the Bruun
model, with the slope depending on the “closure depth”, nor on the methodology involving
calculations of the total water levels
) and the resulting dune recession, the results can be
viewed as being reasonable, while at the same time illustrating the resulting large uncertainties
in the calculated SLR recessions, being sensitive to the beach slopes chosen.
The 2008a report by CSL for the Open Coast was limited to a 50- to 60-year projection, based
on the NIWA/MFE recommendation relating to the then most recent IPCC projections, with the
most probable value being sea-level rise of 0.31 metre, and an extreme of 0.42 metre. The
resulting values for the
dune recession, graphed in CSL (2008a, fig. 7B), ranged from 0 to
21.4 metres, with a mean of 11.6 metre, the 0 metre recession values being sites having shoreprotection structures, the highest values being those with the lowest profile slopes. The updated
CSL (2012) report retained those earlier estimates for the 50-year recession, adding calculations
based on a 0.9 metre rise in the relative sea level for the 100-year projections, the
dune
recession values having increased to range between 14.5 and 64.3 metres, with a mean
recession of 44.3 metres. The CSL analyses therefore indicate that by the end of this century
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the extent of erosional retreat of the dunes and ocean-front properties could exceed 50 metres,
extending inland from the present-day seaward edge of the foredunes, results that are
consistent with those projected on other coasts by other investigators, where the analysis
methodology had also been based on the Bruun model.
According to the shoreline time-series analysed in the CSL reports and presented as graphs in
CSL (2008c) for the changing Cross-Shore Distance, net recession has dominated the shores
south of Raumati throughout the 20th century, the rates having increased since about 1960. The
example in Figure 7 for C4-18, within the Queen Elizabeth Regional Park, shows an overall
shoreline retreat of about 18 metres since 1870, 12 metres of it having occurred since 1950
when the documentation was based on aerial photographs. The maximum retreat in the study
was found for site C6-57, a “natural” location that appears to be just south of the Raumati sea
wall, it having experienced 70 metres recession since about 1910, about 55 metres since 1955,
this higher recession rates likely in part due to the end effects of the seawall (CSL, 2008a,
2008c), but with there being an order-of-magnitude agreement with the CSL future projections
with higher rates of rising sea levels. In contrast, along the accreting shores to the north, seen
in the examples of C13-24 and C25-70 included in Figure 7, the net shoreline accretion seaward
has respectively amounted to 60 and 90 metres, again demonstrating the significant role in the
site’s sediment budget being in the “black”.
As already discussed, the assessments by CSL (2008a, 2008b, 2012) of the trends in the crossshore distances to yield the long-term trend,
, and here to determine the recession
of the
dunes produced by the relative rise in sea level, their summation in Equation (3) to yield the
Coastal Erosion Predicted Distance (
) represents a “double counting” of the recession
caused by the rise in sea levels, that which occurred during the 20th century. This practice has
been justified by Dr Shand (April 2014) in his comments on our March draft, followed in that it
provided a more conservative result that could in part substitute for not having included
analyses of potential future increases in storm-generated wave heights. Purposely double
counting is a decidedly unconventional approach, and should not be followed, the question
whether or not to account for a future increase in wave heights, and other decisions within the
methodology of the analyses instead, should instead be accounted for in the uncertainty of factor
of safety (Section 4.5).
The SLR projections calculated by CSL (2008a, 2012) for the shoreline recession due to a rise in
sea levels on the open coast are reasonable, but have moderately significant uncertainties based
on the selection of the beach-profile slope used in the calculations. Revisions of the results could
be required, with updated projections of future sea levels 50- and 100-years in the future.
There are large uncertainties in the projected 50- and 100-year sea levels, compounded by
those in the analysis methodology applied to calculate the resulting shoreline recession and
property erosion. Within that range of projected sea levels, differences of opinion also exist as
which should be used in management applications, there being arguments for the maximum
projected levels in that they best represent a precautionary approach, while others have
recommended that a mid-level “best estimate” as being the preferable choice (Willem de Lange,
April 2014 comments), especially in the longer-term 100-year projections where the
uncertainties are substantial. Whatever projections of rising sea levels are accepted now for
application in the analyses, they should be reappraised frequently in the future, based on
measured sea levels showing accelerated rates of rise, improvements in the science applied by
climatologists to provide more confident projections, and the availability of documentation of
whether storm intensities and the generated waves are increasing, and should be included in
these projections.
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While the “residuals” and the resulting “fluctuations” in the time series of shoreline distances are
of interest and worthy of analysis, it is important to understand the ocean processes and beach
responses that are responsible for their occurrences. The review comments by Richard ReinenHamill (Tonkin and Taylor, April 2014) spoke favourably of their use in hazard assessments,
based on his application of this approach, presumably because he was able to account for their
origins. However, this was not attempted in the CSL analyses of the short-term hazards for the
Kāpiti Coast, not having included any analyses of the available data sets for the waves and tides
that actually represent the short-term hazards.
It is clear that the recorded residuals and fluctuations in the CSL analyses are not responses to
major storms, and certainly not to the extreme but rare storm events that have annual
exceedance probabilities (AEPs) of only 2% (50 year ARI) to 1% (100 year ARI). Accordingly,
their assessments of the
component in Equation (3) cannot be considered to be robust, and
does not sufficiently represent the “design” conditions needed to account for potential short-term
erosion and flooding hazards.
When an examination of past erosion events and their processes is undertaken, it becomes
evident that an important consideration is the simultaneous occurrence of high storm-generated
waves, together with elevated measured tides. Examining this combination in greater detail, it
generally is found that the erosion occurred in response to the increased swash run-up levels
produced by the storm waves when they reached the sloping beaches, occurring atop the
elevation of a high predicted astronomical high tide that has been elevated still further by the
surge also produced by the storm. Other contributing factors to the elevated measured tides
might be the normal seasonal cycle of monthly-mean water levels, being highest when the water
is warm (thermal expansion), and changes in water levels associated with the El Niño/La Niña
range of climate events.
The Kāpiti Coast hazard analyses completed by Lumsden (2003) focused on such combinations
of the processes, to determine the total water levels (
s) at the shore produced by episodic
storm events, following the methodology of Ruggiero et al. (1996, 2001) that has been
summarised in Section 3 and graphed in Figure 6(A). Lumsden also included considerations of
the El Niño/La Niña 20 to 30-year climate cycle, with elevated water levels occurring during La
Niñas, and in the long term included 50- and 100-year projections of the rise in sea levels.
Having derived process analyses of the resulting
s, for the present-day conditions and
projected into the future, Lumsden (2003) applied the geometric dune-erosion model, also
summarized in Section 3. It was recognized that while assessments of the
s resulting from
the combined processes yield a reasonably accurate evaluation of the potential erosion and
inundation of shore-front properties, the geometric dune-erosion model provides an estimate for
the possible extent of the maximum dune recession and property loss. Although it exceeds the
likely extent of the erosion, the model’s assessment of a conservative maximum erosion is of
interest in management application, serving as the basis for a precautionary approach as
recommended in the NZCPS 2010. However, having calculated this potential maximum, it may
be desirable to also determine “more likely” dune recession distances, by including analyses of
storms of lesser magnitudes in terms of the generated wave heights and surge levels, events
that would have a more frequent occurrence. It would also be beneficial to base the dune
erosion assessments on geomorphic evidence from the site, it commonly being that following
cut-back of the dune during an extreme storm, there is a prolonged period of dune regrowth, but
with the preserved erosion scarp and the presence of drift logs providing direct evidence for past
major storms.
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It is significant that in his analyses of the Kāpiti Coast erosion hazards, Lumsden (2003) relied
on the data sets for the waves and tides as recommended in the NZCPS 2010, recognising the
significance of calculating the extreme
s that combine the processes, followed by providing
an estimate (however approximate) of the potential dune recession. As reviewed in Section 3,
direct measurements of these processes were not available for the Kāpiti Coast when Lumsden
began his investigation. Instead, to support his evaluations of storm-induced erosion scenarios,
Lumsden (2003) commissioned NIWA to undertake model analyses of the waves, tides, storm
surges and sea levels, with the results reported by Laing et al. (2000). Hindcasts of the deepwater wave climate (the significant wave heights, periods and directions) were based on a 20year record for the representative winds across the expanse of Cook Strait. The NIWA analyses
yielded a deep-water climate, and a corresponding time-series for ten shallow water sites along
the Kāpiti Coast. The predicted astronomical tides were analysed using standard models, the
results showing that there are significant along-coast variations in the elevations and ranges of
the tides, an important matter to take into account in the hazard-zone assessments (Laing et al.,
2000). Storm surge elevations during past major events were evaluated from barometric
pressure measurements at the Paraparaumu Airport. As reviewed in greater detail in Section 3,
these analyses by Laing et al. (2000) of the ocean processes continue to be important in the
development of scientifically based hazard zones for the Kāpiti Coast.
In addition to being based on the waves and water levels determined by NIWA, Lumsden (2003)
also commissioned the collection of detailed surveys of beach profiles, and in the deeper water
offshore. His analyses were completed for seven surveyed sites along the length of the Kāpiti
Coast shore. The wave swash run-up levels on the beaches were calculated using the semiempirical equation of Holman (1986), based on field data. The calculated swash run-up level on
the beach is its vertical component, and includes both the wave set-up in the nearshore and the
swash of individual waves, the calculation depending on the significant wave height, wave period
and of the beach slope. An updated version of the Holman’s (1986) equation, supported by
additional field data, has been published by Stockton et al. (2006), and can be employed in
future analyses.
As tabulated by Lumsden (2003, Tables 3.3 and 3.4), analyses are presented for both 50- and
100-year projected scenarios, and included 0.20 and 0.45 metre increased sea levels for those
respective projections based on the IPCC (2007) report. Also included was a 0.10 metre
increase in the measured tides to account for the potential occurrence of a La Niña climate
event, known to elevate the tides throughout the winter. Excluding longer-term climate
projections, the evaluated
for an exposed Kāpiti shore (Paekākāriki) was of the order of
4.0 metres elevation above mean sea level (MSL), reduced to 3.5 metres (MSL) on the shore
sheltered by Kāpiti Island (Paraparaumu - Raumati South). As an example result, the beach
profile at Paekākāriki had a slope of 0.057 (1V:17.5H, 3.2°) and dune-toe elevation of
2.5 metres (MSL), the geometric dune erosion model Equation (2) then yielding 26 metres for
the predicted dune erosion setback during an extreme storm event.
The importance of episodic extreme storm events in hazard assessments is apparent from these
results, involving
magnitudes of the order of 3.5 to 4.0 metres (MSL) for the Kāpiti Coast,
greater than the projected rise in sea level spanning 100 years. However, with rising sea levels
the impacts of episodic extreme-storm events will achieve corresponding higher elevations, and
reach further inland to affect many more properties than at present.
In summary, the CSL (2008a, 2012) methodology directed toward assessments of the shortterm hazards from dune erosion and potential property losses are based on evaluations of the
“residuals” and the resulting “fluctuations” in the time series of shoreline distances. A major
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shortcoming of this approach is that no analyses were undertaken to account for the causative
ocean processes and beach responses. It is the opinion of this Panel that the CSL assessment of
the short-term
component is not sufficiently robust to be used in Equation (3) to calculate the
Coastal Erosion Predicted Distance (
), as it does not adequately represent the extremes in
the waves and tides needed to account for the Kāpiti Coast’s potential erosion and inundation
hazards.
In contrast to the CSL methodology, the methodology applied by Lumsden (2003) in his hazard
analyses takes in account the wave conditions, the extremes in wave heights and swash runup
levels on the Kāpiti beaches, and also on the measured tides that provide elevations of the
predicted astronomical tides raised by the surge of major storms, and also climate controls such
as the elevations of water levels elevated during La Niñas. His analyses are based on the
summation of the processes to determine the extremes in total water levels, which can be
compared with the surveyed elevations of the dunes to assess the potential erosion and flooding
impacts. A dune-erosion model is applied to estimate the potential maximum erosion of the
dunes for those total water levels, appropriate in providing a precautionary approach required in
hazard assessments, as recommended in NZCPS 2010.
It is the recommendation of this Panel that the analysis methodologies applied by Lumsden
(2003) be adopted for evaluations of the short-term hazards on the Kāpiti Coast, although they
will need to be updated in light of additional process data having been made available from
recent investigations, and in particular due to changes in the projected future sea levels that are
now more extreme than used in his 2003 analyses.
Having completed revised evaluations of the 100-year extreme storm events, including the wave
energies and total water levels (tides plus wave run-up) along the Kāpiti shore, it is
recommended that engineering analyses be undertaken of the existing shore-protection
structures, its variety of seawalls, to assess their capability of surviving the ocean forces and
water levels expected to impact them. Such analyses should first consider the present-day
conditions, in view of there already being the potential for experiencing such an extreme storm
event, and then analyse the 50- and 100-year projections with elevated sea levels, increasing
the probability of these structures being overtopped and failing.

4.4

Dune Stability Term Increase in the Dune Recession (Factor D and DT)

Authors: J T Carley and P D Komar, Editor: P S Kench
When storm waves and tides combine to yield total water levels (
) that achieve the
elevations of the dunes backing the beach, their erosional retreat can be very rapid since the
dune’s loose sand provides minimal resistance. The process is one in which the reach of the
wave swash cuts away at the toe of the dune, initiating the collapse of the upper portions of the
dune face, the waves then carrying away the sand into the offshore. The result of an episode of
dune recession is a nearly vertical scarp cut into the dune, devoid of vegetation cover. The
resulting scarp is unstable, and slumping soon occurs, particularly as the sand dries, with the
slumped sand forming a talus accumulation in front of the dune. The degree of slumping tends
to slow with time as more talus accumulates, but the rate at which this occurs depends on the
internal structure of the dunes (e.g., the presence of soil horizons) that locally provide some
cohesion of the sand and resistance to slumping.
While the analyses in Section 4.3 of the and
components accounted for the rapid erosional
retreat of dunes at the time of the storm, they do not include this slower post-storm phase in
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the retreat of the dunes caused by the instability of wave-cut scarp. The extent of the resulting
horizontal retreat of the dunes depends on their height, the higher the dunes the greater the
potential retreat, but the time required to accomplish that degree of loss also increases. The
result can be a significant additional recession of the dunes, beyond that originally produced by
the storm, the and
components included in Equations (1) and (3). The incorporation of this
dune stability hazard component on sandy coasts is therefore supported by this Panel.
The methodology applied by CSL (2008a) to calculate the distance
of the post-storm retreat
of the dunes, due to its instability, is acceptable for the northern portion of the Kāpiti coast,
north of about Raumati, where the dunes are generally sandy (with isolated areas of cobble) and
have a crest elevation below approximately 5 metres MSL. This distance is relatively small for
low dune crest heights, being approximately 74% of the dune crest elevation. That is, a 5 metre
dune crest would have a dune stability component of about 3.7 metres. As a result, applying the
CSL methodology is non-conservative relative to other accepted methods such as that of Nielsen
et al. (1993), which assumes fully dry sand, and incorporates a factor of safety that reflects
conventional geotechnical engineering practice.
More elevated portions of the coast (south of about Raumati) are subject to more complex slope
stability processes than the simple dune stability model used in CSL (2008a). Issues include
(but may not be limited to) the sand grain size adopted and the assumption of dry sand. It is
recommended that specialist geotechnical engineering advice be sought regarding slope stability
in these areas.
In areas where seawalls are present, consideration of a dune stability component is acceptable
when investigating a scenario of seawall failure or removal.
However, the dune stability component should be omitted from hazard zone calculations for an
engineered seawall maintenance/repair/rebuilding scenario, since an engineered seawall would
be designed to ensure slope stability.

4.5

Uncertainty and the Factor of Safety (Factor CU)

Author: J T Carley, Editor: R B Davies
There are inherent uncertainties in defining coastal hazard zones. CSL (2008a, 2012) applies a
combined uncertainty distance of 6 metres for the 50-year projections, 10 metres for the 100year estimate. Note that CSL (2008a) did not include the statistical error in the linear
regressions and one can question the calculation of the uncertainty distances.
The Gibb’s equation includes a factor of safety (a multiplier on the coastal hazard zone distance)
that can range from 1.0 (essentially representing no factor of safety) to 2.0, and is generally in
the range 1.15 to 1.30.
Other jurisdictions specify a factor of safety on all, some, or none of the typical coastal hazard
zone components. This is largely a product of policies or accepted practices that have evolved in
the jurisdiction.
Where no factor of safety is adopted, conventional practice has been to adopt
conservative/precautionary values. While it is appropriate to include a safety margin, this needs
to be done in a transparent way and after taking account of the uncertainties involved in the
estimates.
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5. Hazard Zone As
ssessmen
nts for Kāpiti
K
Coast Inletts
Auth
hor: P S Ken
nch. Editors: J T Carley a
and P D Kom
mar

5.1
1

Overvie
ew of CSL Inlet Metthodology

The Panel ackno
owledges that tidal inletts/river mou
uths pose pa
articular diffiiculties with respect to
acco
ounting for their behaviour under ffuture scena
arios of sea level chang
ge and captturing their
dynamics in co
oastal haza
ard assessm
ments. There
e are no standardised
s
d approache
es for the
asse
essment of inlets in coastal
c
haza
ard assessm
ments. Howe
ever, a num
mber of stu
udies have
examined the past geom
morphic beha
aviour of inlets to inform poten
ntial future responses
nch et al., 1999).
(Ken
al inlets (rive
er mouths) are
a one of th
he more dyn
namic featurres of any co
oastal compartment as
Tida
they
y can change
e in configurration and lo
ocation along
g the coast in response tto on-going changes in
ocea
an (wave an
nd tide) and river processses (e.g., floods). Overr the short (sseasonal) an
nd medium
(dec
cades-century) timescales, an entra
ance may migrate alongs
shore by up to hundreds
s of metres
under the influe
ence of prev
vailing wave
e energy and
d littoral drifft gradients.. There is co
ommonly a
max
ximum exten
nt of alongsh
hore migratiion as river floods tend to breach th
he alongshore spit and
rese
et the alignm
ment of the inlet with th
he river cha
annel. Examiination of th
he natural dynamics of
inletts over deca
adal to centennial timefframes provides an understanding o
of the envellope within
whic
ch the inlet can
c
migrate.
mber of spec
cific considerrations uniqu
ue to assessing inlet hazzards:
There are a num


The alongsh
hore dynamics of inlets, and shifts in
n alongshore
e location, w here they in
ntersect
the coast



The shoreward translatiion of inlet e
entrances



Shoreward translation
t
of
o landward sside lagoon shorelines, and
a



How manag
gement practtices should be included into assessm
ment of inlett hazard zon
nes.

order to acco
ount for the differences b
between the
e open-coastt shorelines a
and inlets, CSL
C
applied
In o
a different meth
hodology to assess the h
hazards in th
he immediate proximity to inlets. In particular,
L modified the open coa
ast method by replacin
ng the “shorrt-term” com
mponents off the open
CSL
coas
st methodollogy with th
he inlet mig
gration curv
ve (IMC). The
T
inlet ero
osion hazarrd distance
(IEH
HD) was com
mputed using
g the followin
ng equation:

–

(5)

The IMC captured the enve
elope of chan
nges in shorreline positio
on around th
he vicinity off each inlet
base
ed on aeriall photograph
h analysis d
dating from approximate
ely 1939. Ca
alculation off the IEHD
invo
olved the following steps
s depicted in Figure 10.
andward lim
mit of inlet sh
horelines from
m available h
historical rec
cords.
 Identification of the la
I
as an iinterpolated curve conn
necting the llandward lim
mit of inlet
 Constructtion of the IMC
positions.. In places the interpola
ation process
s introduced additional cconservative
e estimates
on the lan
ndward posittion of the in
nlet.
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 The inlet erosion haza
ard line was located land
dward of the
e IMC by a d istance equa
al to the
sum of th
he hazard component va lues for LT, SLR and DS from the ad
djacent open
n coast
site, plus CU for inlets.
 Finally, th
he resulting erosion haza
ard line was merged with the open ccoast erosion
n hazard
line.

Figu
ure 10: Illusttrated deriva
ation of the inlet erosion
n hazard line
e and its rela
ationship witth the open
coast hazard line [Source: Fig
gure 3 from CSL
C
(2008b) ]

There are severral points to note on the developmen
nt of the IMC
Cs:


They define
e the historrical footprin
nt at the coast which the inlet h
has occupied
d over the
ome inlets managemen
historical re
ecord assem
mbled. For so
nt actions in
n recent dec
cades have
constrained the inlet dy
ynamics. Co
onsequently,, the IMCs are
a not nece
essarily dete
ermined by
natural proc
cess, and th
herefore, hav
ve significan
nt limitations if used to project futu
ure natural
dynamics.



The IMC is used by CSL as a refere
ence to examine the lan
ndward tran
nslation of in
nlets rather
than depict alongshore variations in
n inlet positio
on.



The compos
site of the most landw
ward limit off inlet shore
elines was u
used as the
e reference
location to translate the inlet zone
e landward under
u
future scenarios o
of sea level change. It
should be acknowledge
a
d that for so
ome inlets the
t
IMCs are
e not defined
d by naturall processes
and, therefo
ore, it is inap
ppropriate to
o apply such
h IMCs for co
onsideration of IEHDs un
nder future
natural proc
cess conditio
ons, as they would not re
eflect the tru
ue variability
y of inlet dyn
namics.
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Once the IMCs were defined, the IMC was translated landward by the values of the long-term
historical shoreline behaviour, sea level rise and dune stability from a neighbouring open coast
site to yield the inlet erosion hazard distance (IEHD). This will likely lead to conservative
estimates, as the energetics on inlet/estuarine shorelines are typically lower than open coasts
and are also heavily influenced by channel processes.
The modified methodology developed by CSL for application to inlets is simple and not
unreasonable given the inherent complexities in evaluating alongshore and cross-shore dynamics
of inlets, and given the stated intent of the CSL (2008b, 2012) inlet reports to develop a ‘first
approximation’ of inlet erosion hazards. Defining the envelope of historic inlet change is an
accepted first order approach to projecting likely future envelope within which the inlet may be
located along the coast into the future. However, it should be noted that defining the envelope of
inlet change is constrained by available historic evidence of inlet positions. There are several
weaknesses in the approach, which include:


Definition of the IMCs in some inlets has been constrained by management activity. In such
instances the IMCs do not reflect the behaviour of inlets under natural processes making
their application questionable to unmodified inlet scenarios.



The approach masks variability in the alongshore dynamics of inlet entrances.



The approach also assumes that the lagoon shorelines will migrate landward under the
influence of coastal processes, which ignores the likely primary control on such shorelines,
which are related to fluvial processes in the channel and the channel alignment before it
breaches the sand/gravel spit.



As currently applied, it is assumed the coast will be erosional/recessionary, despite evidence
that some parts of the coast and inlets have been in net accretion in the past.

It is important to acknowledge that the CSL (2008b, 2012) inlet reports produced a first
approximation of inlet erosion hazards. It is clear that the nature of the inlets along the Kāpiti
Coast vary markedly in their physical and hydrodynamic characteristics and their history of
modification. Consequently, better resolution of inlet hazards will require site-by-site analysis
that allows the unique characteristics and historical behaviour of each inlet to be examined in
isolation and incorporated into better contextualised analyses of inlet erosion hazards that
account for the weakness outlined above.

5.2

Issues of Submissions

A significant number of submissions by coastal residents, presented at the December 2013
meeting, involved issues related to properties adjacent to inlets. These submissions should be
carefully considered if analyses for individual properties are undertaken at a future date. Two
specific areas of concern in the submissions are examined below.
First, a number of submissions raised the issue of incorporating on-going management of inlet
entrances and rivers and whether these should be included in future projections of inlet zones.
Many of the inlets have physical training works and/or bridge abutments in their lower reaches,
stabilising channel alignment prior to the coast. In general, such practices constrain the dynamic
behaviour of inlet entrances. Consequently, management practices have led to a smaller
envelope of change than would normally exist under unmanaged scenarios. It was also noted
that soft-engineering practices are used to reconfigure inlet entrances. Such practices involve
manipulation of the sand volume at entrances to reorient inlet channels.
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The Panel is of the view that the determination of whether or not management works are
included in scenarios of future change is a planning policy decision, based on the medium to
long-term intention to maintain river training works. However, the Panel would highlight the
value of undertaking non-managed scenarios as they are instructive in highlighting what is
potentially at risk and it informs the value of management interventions. However, the
unmanaged scenario should not become the default management option without additional
stakeholder consultation and studies which consider social, economic and environmental factors.
A second issue raised by submitters centred on the methodology of smoothing results of inlet
analysis with adjacent open coast hazard zones. In particular, a number of submitters were
concerned that they were affected by overly conservative hazard zones due to the spacing of
open coast assessment sites. It was unclear precisely how this integration occurred as part of
the CSL assessment; however, it is clearly an issue that requires consideration in refining the
assessments.

5.3

Panel Summary and Recommendation Regarding Inlet Hazard
Assessments


The panel recognises that evaluating erosion hazards at inlets is complex and that the
CSL methodology was developed to provide a first approximation only.



The panel agree that definition of the spatial extent of inlet dynamics provides a useful
analogue to assess future behaviour. However, the construction of the Inlet
Management Curves in some instances is constrained by historical management
practices. In such instances the application of the IMC to future prediction should be
undertaken with full recognition of the limitations of such curves as they can yield
errant results.



It is recommended that site-specific assessments are undertaken at each inlet to better
refine inlet erosion hazards. Such assessments should reflect the differing
hydrodynamic and physical characteristics of inlets, differing morphological variability
of inlets, estuarine shoreline dynamics of each system and the full history of
management of each inlet to be captured.



The panel recommends that future inlet assessment include an analysis of the
alongshore variations in inlet position.



Along with revised open coast assessments allow for scenarios of change under
accretionary coast conditions.



Both managed and unmanaged scenarios should be evaluated.
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6. Statistic
cal Techniques
Auth
hor: R B Dav
vies and P D Komar, Edi tor: J T Carley
stated previously, the Panel
P
acknow
wledges tha
at in develop
ping the CS L reports, the authors
As s
have faced diffficult proble
ems. Any p
project involving foreca
asting with limited datta requires
stantial judg
gement and ad hoc deciisions, which
h may then be scrutinissed by partie
es affected
subs
by tthe outcome
e. It is, there
efore import ant that all parties have
e ready acce
ess to the da
ata and the
line of reasoning
g.
s recommend
ded that studies such ass these involve an experrienced statiistician, prefferably one
It is
familiar with time-series analysis.
a
The
ere seems to
t have bee
en only lim ited involve
ement of a
he CSL analy
yses. In parrticular, the simple regre
ession analy
ysis, linear or not, used
stattistician in th
in th
he CSL analy
yses is likely
y to be inapp
propriate for the data setts considere
ed here.
and large, the
t
linear re
egression an alysis and associated
a
calculations u
undertaken in the CSL
By a
repo
orts were carried
c
out as describe
ed. Howeve
er, in severral places tthere were additional
“pre
ecautionary”” adjustments. In addittion, analysis of vegeta
ation line m
measurements is most
likelly not adequ
uately handle
ed by the sim
mple linear regression
r
model
m
used in
n the CSL an
nalyses.
While calculatin
ng the shorrt-term (ST
T) variation from the variability
v
o
of the vege
etation line
asurements is elegant and
a
approxi mately cons
sistent with statistical p
principles, th
here is not
mea
enough data fo
or this and there
t
are asssumptions that are pro
obably not ssatisfied. Th
herefore, it
wou
uld be prefe
erable to esttimate the sshort-term (ST) variatio
on from phy
ysical proce
esses using
conv
ventional co
oastal engineering/scien
nce methods
s. In any ca
ase, this terrm needs to
o allow for
pote
entially incre
eased wave heights
h
due to climate change.
c
bmitters poin
nted out to us that the
ere had bee
en sand extraction on tthe North Paraparumu
Sub
coas
st in the 199
90s and this needs to be
e allowed forr in the regre
ession analysses.
m a statistical perspectiv
ve, it is reco
ommended th
hat “best esttimates” rath
ecautionary
From
her than pre
valu
ues be adoptted, with margins of er ror or factorrs of safety kept separa
ate from the
e estimates
and added at the end if ap
ppropriate. Alternatively, one could
d give severral scenarios
s based on
bestt, worst and mid-way ca
ases.
economic as
ssessment of
o the conse
equences of planning restrictions ne
eeds to be undertaken
u
An e
befo
ore imposing
g them, sinc
ce the restriictions may have been made on th
he basis of calculations
c
whic
ch may be excessively
e
eds to balance the cost to property owners of
precautiona ry. One nee
any restrictions with the actual risk (an
nd its time scale) and on
ne can't do tthis if there are hidden
“pre
ecautionary”” adjustmentts.
It appears that the sea lev
vel rise precceding 2008 has not be
een taken in
nto account in the CSL
culations. One can adju
ust for this b
by subtractin
ng the rate of sea level rise during the period
calc
the regressions were fitted from the ratte of sea level rise during the foreca
ast period.
ng of the “remove
“
sea
a-walls” sce
enario the “catch-up”
“
tterm in the
e 100-year
In tthe modellin
projjection appe
ears to be in
ncorrectly ha
andled. It is
s doubled allong with th
he rest of th
he LT term
whe
en updating from the 50-year pro
ojection. It should be left as is.
There is additional
unce
ertainty rega
arding the current
c
calcu
ulation of the
e LT term in
n the “remov
ve sea-walls
s” scenario.
The present calculation assumes that w
when the sea
a-wall is rem
moved the co
oast reverts
s to what it
wou
uld have bee
en if there ha
ad been no ssea-wall, which may be too
t
precautio
onary.
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It needs to be recognized that traditional extreme-value projections (such as 100 year ARI
waves and water elevations) may no longer apply under a paradigm of changing climate, since
the assumption of a “static” population no longer holds.
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7. Coastal Manage
ement
Auth
hor: J T Carlley, Editor: P D Komar
c
processes and tthe determination of co
oastal hazarrds is of fu
undamental
The study of coastal
acad
demic intere
est, howeverr, it is generrally only of concern to local governm
ment and co
ommunities
whe
en present or future coas
stal hazards potentially impact the built
b
environ ment.
The vulnerabilitty of some parts
p
of the Kāpiti coastt to historic and existing
g coastal ha
azards, and
prev
vious manag
gement responses to tthese hazarrds are clea
arly evident from the substantial
num
mber of coastal protectio
on structuress (seawalls, revetments, managed d
dunes and prrevious nobuild
d zones) tha
at have been
n constructed
d/adopted on the coast.
hough coasta
al managem
ment was n ot explicitly
y part of the Panel’s T
Terms of Re
eference, a
Alth
subs
stantial num
mber of submissions re lated to risk assessment and coasstal manage
ement. In
resp
ponse to the
ese, and bec
cause the pu
urpose of co
oastal hazard assessmen
nt is to info
orm coastal
man
nagement, the
t
Panel ha
as provided a brief sec
ction on coa
astal manag
gement. Ma
any of the
issu
ues relating to
t the CSL series of repo
orts arose frrom their direct incorporration into th
he planning
eme withoutt risk assessment and fu
ull considerattion of mana
agement opttions.
sche
The steps to coastal
c
mana
agement arre influenced
d by local policies,
p
pra
actices and legislation,
how
wever, the broad prin
nciples for best practice are un
niversal.
A graphic illustrating
reco
ommended steps
s
in coa
astal manage
ement is shown in Figure 11. The
e CSL series of reports
undertook work
k pertaining to step 1, p
part of step 2 and step 3 in Figure 11, with a further six
ps suggested
d. The Pan
nel recomme
ends that the entire prrocess (Step
ps 1 to 9) be revised
step
approximately once per de
ecade and/o
or if future climate cha
ange projecttions are su
ubstantially
revised (e.g., ne
ew revisions
s of IPCC).
azards, asse
essment of
While probabilitties can reasonably be attributed to present day future ha
ards for 50-- and 100-ye
ear planning
g periods, pa
articularly within
w
an env
vironment of
o changing
haza
clim
mate, involve
es high unc
certainty and
d can never be definittive. The p
principles off “adaptive
man
nagement” as
a illustrated in Figure 12 (DEFRA
A UK, 2006) are a metthod of man
naging this
unce
ertainty.
A
Adaptive
management provides a realistic alternative
a
tto excess speculation
s
rega
arding definiitive future coastal
c
haza rds.
h
zone s should con
nsider a rang
ge of plausib
ble scenarios
s (e.g. low,
The assessmentt of coastal hazard
mid, high, or be
est estimate
e and extrem
mes). The range
r
of sce
enarios (partticularly for 100 years’
e) should be
e considered in future pllanning, but automatic retreat
r
of de
evelopment behind the
time
projjections for the
t
most exttreme scena rio should not be a default managem
ment plan.
ation of pla
anning policcies for coa
astal hazard
d managem
ment, a full range of
In the formula
nagement options
o
need
ds to be co
onsidered in conjunction
n with stak
keholders, and include
man
polic
cy, economic, environm
mental, culturral and socia
al factors. Noting
N
that tthe definition of risk is
likellihood times
s consequenc
ce, risk may
y therefore be
b managed
d by changin
ng either the
e likelihood
or th
he conseque
ence.
short, this managemen
m
t may cons ider combin
nations of th
he following options in increasing
In s
orde
er of strengtth (of interve
ention) (Figu
ure 13):


No action
n;



Retreat and
a
relocatio
on;
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Accommodation (optimising the coexistence of the built environment and natural
processes); and



Protection through:
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Soft engineering (such as beach nourishment);

o

Hard engineering (such as seawalls).
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Fig
gure 11: Key
y Steps in the Coastal Ma
anagement Process [Sou
urce: Enginee
ers Australia
a (2012)]
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F
Figure
12: Managed Ada ptive Approa
ach [Source:: DEFRA UK ((2006)]

Fig
gure 13: Broa
ad Principles
s of Coastal Adaptation
A
[Source:
[
IPC
CC (2001)]
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8. Summa
ary and Recomme
R
endation
ns
Auth
hors: P D Ko
omar, P S Ke
ench, J T Carrley and R Davies
D

8.1
1

Overvie
ew

The task set forr this Panel by
b the Kāpitti Coast Distrrict Council (KCDC)
(
was to provide a review of
the methodolog
gies and resu
ults derived from recentt investigations of the K
Kāpiti Coast’’s potential
ards from future
f
coastal erosion,, taking intto account Earth’s cha
anging clima
ate (global
haza
warming). This
s review has considered
d the reports prepared by Lumsde
en (2003) and Coastal
CSL, 2008a,, 2008b, 20
012), that respectively
r
applied coa
eering and
Systtems Ltd (C
astal engine
geologic/geogra
aphic based methodolog
gies for coas
stal hazard assessmentss, both stud
dies having
prov
vided analys
ses that led to recomm
mendations for
f
hazard zones (set-ba
ack distance
es) for the
years 2050 and 2100.
t
Panel ba
ased on its rreview is tha
at the existing recomme
ended hazarrd lines are
The opinion of the
not sufficiently robust for incorporatio
on into the Proposed District
D
Plan
n. However, there are
com
mponents of the analyse
es undertake
en by Lumsd
den and CSL
L, which if u
updated and
d combined
coulld potentially
y yield scientifically-soun
nd, best practice hazard lines for the
e Kāpiti Coast.
stigation by John Lumsd
den, a coasttal engineer,, primarily fo
focused on analyses
a
of
The 2003 inves
the ocean proce
esses (waves, tides, sto
orm surges, sea levels, etc.),
e
includiing the extreme storm
nts that pose an existing
g threat to t his coast, an
nd during this century w
will migrate upward
u
and
even
inland with rising sea leve
els, continuiing to repre
esent the primary agen
nt responsib
ble for the
eros
sion and flo
ooding of sh
hore-front p roperties. In contrast,, the 2008- 2012 reportts by CSL,
mainly followed
d a geologic//geographic methodolog
gy in analysing changes in shoreline
e positions,
ed on series
s of aerial ph
hotographs a
and old map
ps, yielding time
t
series o
of data to which
w
linear
base
regrressions pro
ovide an ass
sessment off the site’s rate
r
of chan
nge, either accretion orr recession
(ero
osion). The resulting data sets of shoreline ch
hange can be
b separated
d into portio
ons due to
risin
ng sea levels
s experience
ed during th
he 20th centtury, and th
he balance b
between the gains and
loss
ses of beach
h sand at that
t
site, itts sediment budget, with their pa
ast trends then
t
being
projjected into th
he future to evaluate the
00-year haza
ard lines.
e 50- and 10
These respectiv
ve investigations by Lum
msden and CS
SL of the sto
orm impacts and future projections
t
Panel as
s complemen
nting one an
nother, and encourages KCDC to co
onsider the
are viewed by the
ults of both in
i the establishment of what could prove to be robust haza
ard zones forr the Kāpiti
resu
Coast.

8.2
2

Summa
ary of Coastal Hazarrds and An
nalysis Me
ethodologiies

During the pastt decade, research by c limatologists
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waves reaching this shore from the Tasman Sea. Therefore, this potential hazard cannot at
present be accounted for in assessments for this coast, but may need to be added later following
additional research.
Assessments of erosion hazard zones for the coasts of New Zealand follow the direction
developed by Dr Jeremy Gibb, who formalised the approach in the relationship presented in
Equation (1), that contains components that account for the short-term impacts (denoted by S in
Equation (1)), the long-term trends that include the existing rate of change in the site’s
shoreline positions (R), plus the change produced by the expected accelerated rate of rise in sea
levels (X or SLR). Our review of the Lumsden (2003) and CSL (2008a, 2008b, 2013) analyses
have focused primarily on their respective methodologies directed toward assessments of these
components.
The greatest difference between the Lumsden and CSL methodologies is in their short-term
assessments, in relation to the present-day hazards from occurrences of major storm events,
such as the 1976 storm and its impacts. The Panel’s review of the different approaches in the
analyses supports the need to base the short-term storm erosion assessment on evaluations of
the total water levels (
) reached by the combined elevated measured tides plus the swash
run-up levels of the storm waves on the beaches, the measured tides having included storm
surges and other processes that elevate water levels above the predicted astronomical tides.
This is the approach that was followed in the Lumsden (2003) report, which was based on model
assessments of both the waves and tides, since direct measurements are not available for the
Kāpiti Coast. His analyses need to be updated, however, in that additional assessments of the
waves have subsequently become available (MetOcean, 2007, 2010). The analyses also need to
be revised for the increased projection of the 2100 sea level, having previously used the midrange IPCC level. With the methodology followed by Lumsden (2003) being directly related to
the waves and tides, it most easily incorporates an analysis that accounts for the increasing
wave heights and their swash run-up levels on the beaches, if they are later demonstrated to be
important on this coast. With these updates, the results will be predictions of the present, 50
and 100-year hazard zones for the Kāpiti Coast, based on considerations of the extremes in the
ocean processes.
A major contribution by the CSL reports is their analysis of the long-term trends of changing
shoreline positions, based on data derived from aerial photographs and older maps, completed
for 68 sites including 12 inlets that required applications of modified analysis methodologies that
account for channel migrations of the shorelines. The analysis procedures are complicated,
having accounted for the presence of shore-protection structures (e.g. seawalls) and whether
they will be maintained in the future with rising sea levels. They are also complex in the
applications of linear regression analyses, where for some shoreline sites the multi-decadal
trends of shoreline positions are significantly nonlinear. Questions have been raised in our
report concerning assumptions made in these analyses, that need to be considered with
revisions possibly needed in the estimated hazard zones.
The procedure used by CSL to assess the short-term changes in the shoreline positions – i.e.,
their “fluctuations” – depends on their “random” variations over the years from the linear
regression line. While an analysis of these variations is of interest, the processes that produced
them remain uncertain, and it is likely that they do not represent the potential extreme impacts
of a 100 year ARI (1% AEP) storm event, required in the development of a conservative
recommended hazard zone.
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Complex and less well understood processes also occur around the coastal inlets. The Panel
supports the separate consideration of inlets in their hazard assessment. The Panel endorses the
use of the CSL inlet approach, though refinements in application would be useful in future
iterations to:


Allow probabilistic analysis of shoreline positions within the envelop of change; and



Evaluate alongshore variations in inlet location.

Along with revised open coast assessments, scenarios of change under accretionary coast
conditions should be considered for inlets. Both managed and unmanaged inlet scenarios should
be evaluated – the basis of this is to inform stakeholders of the consequences of an unmanaged
scenario. How the inlet and open coast hazard zones are merged should be reconsidered and a
transparent procedure invoked. Given the long history of hard and soft inlet management, the
unmanaged scenario should not become the default without further stakeholder consultation,
social, environmental and economic assessment.

8.3

Recommendations

While the hazard lines proposed by CSL are not sufficiently robust for incorporation into the
Proposed District Plan, data sets and components of the analyses completed by Lumsden and
CSL are of sufficient quality to be adopted in the development of revised hazard lines, but need
to be modified somewhat in details of their methodologies, and updated to account for the most
recent analyses of trends in rising sea levels, changes that are required to yield best practice
hazard lines for the Kāpiti Coast.
There are a number of immediate actions recommended by the Panel that should be undertaken
to improve the robustness of the hazard mapping before any consideration of the management
of risk is undertaken as part of the formulation of planning policies. In the longer-term (i.e.,
over the ten year term of the next District Plan), the Panel recommends that a series of studies
be undertaken to enhance the information base applied in the coastal hazards mapping.
8.3.1

Immediate Actions

The Panel’s recommendations based on its review therefore include the following:
1.

The analyses by Lumsden (2003) be updated to include the additional wave hindcast
data available from the MetOcean reports, and the increased sea levels that are now
projected by climatologists to be of the order of 1 metre by the end of this century.
Expected to be particularly significant are improved assessments of the “short-term”
factors that represent present-day hazards, as well as providing determinations of
potential future hazard zones based on the causative processes affected by Earth’s
changing climate. The updated results from Lumsden should be used for the short-term
factor, replacing CSL’s “fluctuation” values in the recommended hazard-zone lines.

2.

Having completed revised evaluations of the short-term, 100-year ARI extreme storm
events, including the wave energies and total water levels (tides plus wave run-up)
along the Kāpiti shore, it would be informative to undertake engineering analyses of the
existing shore-protection structures, its variety of seawalls, to assess their capability of
surviving the ocean forces expected to impact them.

3.

The respective contributions produced by sea-level rise during the 20th century be
separated from that produced by gains and losses of beach sand at that site, its
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sediment budget, and eliminate the “double counting” of the rise in sea level from the
projected 50- and 100-year hazard zones.
8.3.2

Future Studies

The Panel recommends that the following actions be undertaken as part of ongoing revisions to
coastal hazard assessment and planning for Kāpiti over the next decade:
1.

Analyses of beach-sediment budgets be undertaken to determine the gains and losses of
the beach sand that should account for the shoreline changes found in the CSL
determinations, possibly providing an explanation for the nonlinear trends found at some
sites, and with the sediment budget also permitting an assessment of how far into the
future the accretion of its central cuspate shore will revert to erosion and eventually
disappear. It is also important to undertake investigations of the rivers, the sources of
the beach sand, specifically how global warming or human environmental impacts could
alter them, resulting in changes in volumes of sand being contributed to Kāpiti beaches.

2.

Develop probabilistic methods for quantifying coastal hazards in future assessments,
rather than just “extreme”, “design”, 100-year ARI or high-range projections.

3.

Continue ongoing monitoring of the beaches, including periodic surveys with an
extension of the bathymetric surveys.

4.

If the long-term trends are used in setting the hazard zones, the regression analyses
should be reworked in conjunction with a qualified statistician, preferably one with
experience with time-series analysis.

8.4

Concluding Remarks

The Panel has concluded that the reports by John Lumsden and CSL represent contributions
directed toward assessments of hazard zones for the Kāpiti Coast. However, the current hazard
mapping is not sufficiently robust to be used for planning policies and regulation within the
District Plan.
With the combined contribution of the Lumsden processes-based analyses of short-term hazards
resulting from extreme storm events, with those from CSL that document the long-term trends
of changing shoreline positions, the Kāpiti Coast District Council would derive erosion hazard
zones in which both the engineering and geologic aspects are accounted for, in effect “the best
of both worlds”.
In terms of the implementation of these recommended zones, in many respects, the most
important consideration should be the short-term hazards since they are immediately relevant in
the form of the potential occurrence of a 100-year ARI storm during the coming winter. In
comparison, the long-term progressive rise in sea levels and increasing wave heights begin
slowly and only make significant contributions to the hazards decades in the future, their main
effect being to shift the zone of short-term hazards landward, impacting additional homes and
infrastructure. Such differences in the immediacy of the hazards could be reflected in the
management approaches adopted to minimise human impacts; for example, in the degrees of
restrictions placed on residents.
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Finally, it is important to recognise that the coastal hazard zones are not a management plan as
such, but simply inform management options, the Panel recommends that a range of
management options be developed and considered with the community before hazard lines and
their respective policies and regulations are introduced into the District Plan. Noting that the
definition of risk is likelihood times consequence, risk may therefore be managed by changing
either the likelihood or the consequence.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background and Method

Kāpiti Coast District Council has sought “an independent planning expert and legal expert
review” of the Kāpiti Coast Proposed District Plan (the PDP).
The Council’s objective, in commissioning the review, is stated as:
“ to determine whether the plan should continue to be progressed through the
hearings process, significantly changed, be withdrawn or some other process
followed in order to best achieve the [stated] goal."
The Council’s stated goal is:
“ to have a District Plan that represents good practice, is comprehensible for users, is
easily accessible and this is achieved fairly in the most cost effective way."
Experienced planner Sylvia Allan, and QC and Barrister sole Richard Fowler were
appointed as reviewers. The review has been led by Sylvia Allan while Richard Fowler
provided advice on legal aspects. The report presents an agreed outcome from the
review.
The review took place between December 2013 and March 2014. Delay in reporting
resulted from a request that the reviewers consider the findings of the parallel review of
the coastal erosion hazard assessment which underpins some of the PDP’s provisions.
The process followed in the review is set out in section 1.5 of the report, and involved
review of a considerable range of written material, meetings and discussions with many
people, and analysis and consideration of the contents of the PDP itself. Once a position
was reached that neither the process nor the contents of the PDP in its current form were
so flawed that the PDP needed to be abandoned, a range of alternative means of
progressing with the plan were identified and evaluated.
The review has been taken at a relatively high level. Care has been taken not to address
specific submissions. Inevitably, some conclusions have been drawn that are similar to
some submissions, but the review process does not supplant the formal processes of
consideration of and decision-making on submissions.
Plan Processes

Because of various community criticisms of the processes of development of the PDP, the
review investigated the process. It found that many of the criticisms of the processes
were justified, but the process shortcomings are not so significant that they should
prevent proceeding with the PDP. The review finds it regrettable that more opportunities
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for engagement with affected people were not provided. In particular, it appears that, as
plan development proceeded, the processes came under increasing time pressure, to the
extent that the intended Draft Plan stage was omitted entirely. The reviewers consider
that the PDP would have benefited considerably from a stage which enabled comment on
its draft format and contents.
Specific issues around the notification process and the further submission processes are
commented on in the review report. While there are concerns, again they have not been
found to pose insuperable problems.
A “Good Practice” Plan

Section 3 of the report sets out the requirements for district plans under the Resource
Management Act and discusses what might comprise a “good practice” plan. There is no
particular model for a good practice district plan, because such plans must reflect the
circumstances of the district as well as addressing a range of statutory imperatives while
seeking to promote the purpose of sustainable management of the district’s natural and
physical resources. However, there are some expectations that should be readily
demonstrated in a “good practice” plan.
A list of six aspects was developed against which the PDP could be evaluated.
Evaluating the PDP

After confirming that the process through which the PDP was developed falls short of
good practice, section 4 of the report evaluates the PDP content in its current form. It
makes the following observations (summarised):


the PDPs objectives are comprehensive and adequately set out the intentions of
the district plan for users. Wording needs to be improved in some places. The
explanatory material requires thorough editing to reduce its length and better
explain how the objectives are to be achieved.



the content of the PDP adequately or more than adequately covers the functions
of a district plan set out in the legislation. There is debate as to the PDP’s detailed
provisions, as could be expected at this stage of the statutory process.



the PDP makes provision for all the stated matters of national importance in the
Resource Management Act, all the National Policy Statements, and addresses
relevant aspects of the recently-operative Regional Policy Statement. Changes to
the provisions can be expected as a result of decisions on submissions if the
process proceeds.



plan organisation is acceptable, although different from the operative District Plan
and therefore unfamiliar. Opportunities should be sought to make necessary
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improvements to a range of specific problems identified by the community and/or
the reviewers.


the PDP’s maps are acceptable, although again should be improved through the
process. Electronic versions on aerial photograph bases are needed for users.



there are a large number of detailed issues with the wording and organisation of
the policies and with the rules. However, the format adopted is acceptable.

The review has identified strengths in the PDP (see section 4.4 of the report) and aspects
of particular difficulty (see section 4.5 of the report). Strengths include current relevance,
including in relation to national and regional priorities, provision for the district’s ongoing
economic development, for additional housing development, for the interests of the
district’s tāngata whenua, and more technical aspects of expression such as crossreferencing and directly applicable policy. Aspects of particular difficulty relate largely to
the details of the rules and some aspects of overlay mapping. Both the range of strengths
and of weaknesses have mostly already been widely identified in the community.
At present, the PDP does not represent good practice, but it does not represent
unacceptable practice. It could be substantially improved through the further statutory
processes.
Where to from Here?

The Council has a “basket of tools” available to deal with the problems and shortcomings
of the current PDP and to improve it. This includes assessing and making decisions on
submissions but also the partial or complete withdrawal of problematical provisions,
correcting errors, and undertaking variations to the provisions.
Four possible ways of progressing the PDP were identified and systematically evaluated in
terms of advantages, disadvantages, risk, fairness and cost effectiveness as set out in
section 6 of the report.
The options were:
Option 1: continue the PDP process as set out on the Council website (i.e. a rolling
programme of hearings and decisions)
Option 2: withdraw the PDP and do nothing
Option 3: withdraw the PDP and recommence the review (i.e. treat the PDP as a
draft)
Option 4: continue the PDP process, but modified so that the process efficiently
addresses the plan as a whole, and drawing on the “basket of tools”
available to the Council where improvements are needed that are beyond the
scope of submissions.
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Of the options, Option 4 is preferred. Option 4 requires a rigorous process of review,
identification of aspects of the plan which cannot adequately be addressed by
submissions, and a modified reporting and hearing process so that submitters can see
how recommendations for change stack up across the whole plan. The process would
also identify any parts of the PDP which need to be withdrawn and replaced through
variations and parts which may be withdrawn and not replaced. A modification to the
hearing approach and the involvement of an independent hearing chair and a
commissioner is proposed, amongst other detailed proposals. It is recognised that there
are risk, cost and contextual implications.
Reasons for choosing Option 4 include that the approach makes best use of the resources
already expended in the planning process by the Council and the community, that it
would probably be the most efficient and quickest of all the options, and that it is
favoured by some significant parts of the community.
Coastal Hazard Provisions

Following review of the processes related to the coastal hazard provisions, and
acknowledging the findings of the coastal erosion hazard assessment review, it is
proposed that the mapped coastal hazard management areas and associated policies and
rules should be withdrawn from the PDP.
However, reverting to the operative District Plan’s provisions to address coastal hazards
will be inadequate in terms of national and regional policy and so proposals are included
in the report to proceed with further work. This work needs to update the science, as
advised in the coastal erosion hazard assessment review, and should take into account
other elements of likely coastal change. Once the potential problems are better
understood, alternative responses to risks need to be explored before decisions are
made, and a range of management alternatives need to be evaluated. Ongoing
consultation will be required and the establishment of an advisory group is
recommended.
Review Recommendations

The review concludes with the following recommendations:
1. The Council proceed with the PDP on the basis of a modified process of hearing
and making decisions which includes all elements set out in section 5.5 of this
report.
2. A detailed implementation plan including resourcing and timetable is developed
to progress the PDP in accordance with recommendation 1. A communications
plan to keep the community informed would be a necessary part of the
implementation.
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3.

The Council undertake a detailed review of the rules of the PDP having legal effect
and clarify these provisions as soon as possible.

4.

The Council resolve to withdraw from the PDP the coastal hazard management
areas on the plan maps along with the associated policy section and rules, and
clarify the parts of the operative District Plan which provide stop-gap coverage
relating to coastal hazards.

5.

The Council develop an implementation plan to progress work on the coastal
erosion hazard assessment, and other aspects of coastal hazard management. The
implementation should build on the work already done and incorporate adequate
and appropriate communications and consultations provisions, including a role for
an advisory group as described in section 6.4 of this report.

6.

At an appropriate time (or times) the Council proceeds with a variation (or
variations) to include suitable and relevant policy, methods and rules in the PDP to
address the district’s coastal hazards in accordance with the NZCPS, the RPS and
best practice.

7.

The Council only withdraw the whole of the PDP if it is unable to resource the
methods we recommend for proceeding through Option 4, or if it considers the
residual risks identified in section 5.6 of this report are too high.
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BACKGROUND

1.1 Brief and Scope
Kāpiti Coast District Council has sought “an independent planning expert and legal expert
review” of the Kāpiti Coast Proposed District Plan (the PDP).
The Council’s objective, in commissioning the review, is stated as:
“ to determine whether the plan should continue to be progressed through the
hearings process, significantly changed, be withdrawn or some other process
followed in order to best achieve the [stated] goal."
The Council’s stated goal is:
“ to have a District Plan that represents good practice, is comprehensible for users, is
easily accessible and this is achieved fairly in the most cost effective way." 1
The review is taking place against a background of strongly expressed concern in the
community about many aspects of the PDP, and in particular in the context of a direct
request to the Council to withdraw the PDP 2. As a result of this request, the Council
resolved to delay the start of any hearings on the PDP to enable time for this review. It
also resolved that pre-hearing meetings should be undertaken 3.

1.2 Appointment as Reviewers
Sylvia Allan and Richard Fowler were appointed as reviewers on 22 nd November 2013.
Their brief CVs are provided as Appendix 1.
The review has been led by Sylvia Allan while Richard Fowler has provided advice on legal
aspects. This report represents an agreed outcome from the review.

1.3 What the Review Does
The review provides an overview of the process which has resulted in the PDP and
discusses any associated legal risks for future processes. It comments on the current
state of the PDP in terms of the aspects set out in the Council’s goal. It provides a brief
analysis of the options identified in the Terms of Reference and from the review, and the
implications of following each of the options.

1

Extracts from updated Terms of Reference for Independent Review of the Kāpiti Coast District Plan,
13th October 2013, provided to the reviewers on 15th November 2013.
2 See updated Terms of Reference, ibid.
3 Council meeting of 3rd October 2013.
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In doing this, as reviewers we have drawn on our extensive experience in resource
management practice and law, as well as our working knowledge of the context of local
government within which the Council must operate.
We have also drawn on a wide range of written information described below, and held
extensive discussions with people who represent a wide range of interests, including
those who assisted in developing the Plan and those who will be the eventual users of the
PDP if it proceeds.

1.4 What the Review Does Not Do
The review is of necessity a high-level overview. It is undertaken within time and budget
constraints, and the scope of the Terms of Reference. In particular, it does not comment
or draw conclusions on the content of specific submissions on the PDP, as this would
potentially interfere with statutory processes.
To the extent that it reaches conclusions that are parallel to concerns expressed in
submissions on the PDP or subsequently, those conclusions have been reached on the
basis of evaluative consideration of the substantive aspects of the review.
The review does not represent an exhaustive analysis of the PDP. Where specific
comments are made on the content and style of parts of the PDP, these are intended as
examples only and do not represent conclusions on the detail of the PDP. The examples
are intended to highlight issues and point to areas where specific attention may be
needed in the future.
Finally, the findings of the review are intended to help inform the Council’s own decision
as to the appropriate course to take on the PDP. The review does not attempt to
supplant the Council’s own decision – rather it will contribute to it. As well as the
Council’s own responsibilities under the Resource Management Act (the RMA), there are
significant resourcing issues – both the past resourcing to get the PDP to its current state,
and in terms of the future processes – which lie entirely with the Council.

1.5 Method
The method adopted for the review has included the following:


reading and considering the following documents included in the Terms of
Reference:
 the PDP (including the Appendices and Section 32 report)
 Section 42A reports to date
 letter from Jim Ebenhoh to ratepayers and residents regarding notification
of the PDP
 summaries of submissions
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 Joan Allin’s draft submission and evidence, dated 25th September 2013
 notes from the prehearing meetings held to date (19th and 23rd November,
and 17th December 2013)
reading and considering additional material including:
 a range of material relating to plan development including public
information on the Council’s website and notes from Council workshops 4
 the operative Kāpiti Coast District Plan (the operative District Plan)
 a range of submissions
 the small number of written statements provided by a range of people
who offered that type of input into the review
 some of the background reports to the PDP referenced on the Council’s
website
 a range of other district plans, as the basis for comparison, and the
Wellington Regional Policy Statement
 other advice to Councils, particularly advice on “second generation” plans,
on the Ministry for the Environment’s Quality Planning website 5
meetings and discussions with a wide range of people involved in the current
debate over the future of the PDP 6.

Once these steps had been undertaken, the review basically proceeded along the
following lines:
1.

Firstly, matters around process to date were considered, including the Council’s
reasons for embarking on a full plan review, rather than a rolling review as
adopted by other territorial local authorities within the Wellington Region, the
extent of advice sought, the opportunities for input by affected people, and legal
risks arising from these processes.

2.

Then the contents of the PDP were reviewed and considered in the light of RMA
requirements and typical planning practice.

3.

A brief assessment was then made of the range and scope of submissions 7, as this
helps determine the ability to modify the PDP within the present statutory
process.

4

Provided to Julie Browne under the Local Government Official Information Act.
This website is a partnership between the New Zealand Planning Institute, the Resource Management Law
Association, Local Government New Zealand, the New Zealand Institute of Surveyors and the Ministry for
the Environment. It is a key source of information for resource management practitioners –
www.qualityplanning.org.nz. Information on second generation plans is found at
www.qualityplanning.org.nz/index.php/plan-steps/structuring-plans/a-possible-second-generation-planstructures.
6 Many of these people were recommended by Council officers. Others were at their own request and
others at the request of the reviewers. A full list is given in Appendix 3.
7 Relying primarily on the summary of submissions, but having reviewed a range of submissions in full.
5
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4.

The two reviewers then met to decide if there were any additional options
(beyond those in the Terms of Reference) and to scope and evaluate the options
available to the Council, and to consider the implications of the preferred option.

5.

Finally, this report was prepared.

The report was initially provided in draft form and an opportunity was made available for
people to comment on the draft, particularly to identify factual errors and to raise any
matters of technical detail. A new appendix, Appendix 4, has been added to the report to
record this process and identify where main changes have been made in finalising the
report.

1.6 Report Structure
Aligning with the Terms of Reference and our methodology, the report is structured as
follows:
Section 1

Provides background and scene setting for the review

Section 2

Explains and comments generally on the processes of the PDP to date

Section 3

Provides an introduction to the RMA’s requirements for a district plan and
sets out a framework for a high-level evaluation of the current PDP and its
contents (undertaken in section 4)

Section 4

Discusses the PDP and its contents in terms of the Council’s “good
practice” goals

Section 5

Identifies and evaluates options to proceed, identifies a preferred option,
outlines how it might be progressed, and comments on some contextual
matters

Section 6

Specifically addresses matters associated with Chapter 4 of the PDP and
the findings of the separate coastal erosion hazard assessment review

Section 7

Sets out the findings of the review in summary, and makes
recommendations as to future processes.

Appendices provide brief CVs of the reviewers, specific areas of legal advice and a list of
people who have assisted during the review process.

1.7 Coastal Review
As noted in the Terms of Reference, when the current review was commissioned the
Council had also commenced a review of the science relating to the coastal erosion
hazards component of the PDP. That review was conducted quite independently of the
current review, commencing beforehand and with the report due at a later date.
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However, at the Council’s request, completion of this review was delayed so that it could
incorporate comment and advice relating to the coastal erosion hazard assessment
review. Because of the issue of timing, we proceeded with this review, deferring detailed
consideration of the coastal hazard provisions until after the release of that review on 21 st
March 2014. A separate section, section 6, has been included in this report relating to the
findings of the coastal erosion hazard review.

1.8 Kāpiti Coast District Context
The RMA and the functions and requirements set out within it, are firmly rooted in the
environment8 of the area for which a plan is developed.
Kāpiti Coast District is not a particularly large local authority, but it has some geographical
characteristics and issues which set it apart from other districts within the Wellington
Region and which arguably could contribute to some complexity in its district plan. These
characteristics, in no particular order, include:









a long largely “soft” coast with attendant pressures for coastal development, but
with coastal hazard risks which may be modified or exacerbated by climate
change;
urban growth pressures, as an overflow from other more intensively-developed
urban areas in the region;
duneland areas near the coast which have a range of significant values and which
have been under considerable development pressure;
economic and social infrastructure (including an employment base) which is
somewhat underdeveloped for the size and needs of the population;
transport infrastructure which has lagged until recently;
expectations of future growth opportunities and pressures arising from major
investment in transport infrastructure, and
a complex topography and hydrological geography, including escarpments, steep
rivers, wetlands and the coast, requiring management of development to mitigate
risk and manage hazards.

Other characteristics such as the cultural, rural and forest components of the district are
also distinctive but have similarities with other parts of the region.
Some of the District’s social characteristics are regionally atypical, but realistically this is
not likely to have major implications in terms of RMA considerations.

8

Environment, under the RMA, is interpreted in a holistic way to include ecosystems (which include people
and communities), natural and physical resources, amenity values, and social, economic, aesthetic and
cultural conditions.
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1.9 Community Vision
The “working manual” for the Council, described as a “touchstone” and a basis for
informing the district plan review, is the document entitled “Choosing Futures, The
Community’s Vision for the Kāpiti Coast District, Community Outcomes” 9. This
community vision was first developed in 2003/04, and the document was reviewed in
2008/09 and reaffirmed by the Council in 2012 10. This document has been noted, as it
demonstrates a clear community vision over at least a decade. It also indicates parallel
consultative processes to the early stages of the district plan review. It demonstrates that
the Council and community has in mind a wide range of methods in achieving Council and
community aspirations, other than the district plan itself 11.

9

www.Kāpiticoast.govt.nz/Documents/Downloads/community-outcomes/KCDC-Community-Outcomes.pdf
The document explains that a legislative change in 2010 to the Local Government Act 2002 which reduces
the requirements for consultation on community outcomes.
11 A criticism of the PDP from this review (discussed later) is that it lacks reference to other “methods” and
appears to seek to be “all things to all people”.
10
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2

THE PROPOSED DISTRICT PLAN - PROCESSES

2.1 Introduction
In this section we summarise and comment on the main process steps that the Council
undertook in preparing the PDP.
This is not an essential part of the Terms of Reference within which we are engaged,
other than the item referred to as “Jim Ebenhoh’s letter to ratepayers and residents dated
29th November 2012, regarding notification of the plan”.
In our discussions with submitters we have been appraised of a wide range of issues and
concerns associated with process which go beyond the matter of the letter referred to
above. Before evaluating the future options in terms of process we considered it
important to understand whether there are legal or similar risks associated with the
processes to date which could lead to a “technical knockout” of all or part of the PDP
through judicial review or ultimate Environment Court decision. Any high risks identified
in this process may influence our advice on the future preferred option and procedure.
We provide a summary of our understanding of the processes and time frame, and then
comment on associated issues and risks.

2.2 Kāpiti Coast District Council’s Approach
The RMA provides options in undertaking a plan review. A plan review must be
commenced for all provisions at least every 10 years12, whether or not alterations are
considered to be needed. The options available under the RMA to meet the statutory
requirements can be described as a full review, a rolling review or a re-notification.
In this case, it appears that, while the Council initially determined not to undertake a full
review13 that is what transpired14. The various reasons why a full review was undertaken
are incorporated in the Introductory Report to the Section 32 Analysis Summary Reports.

12

Section 79, RMA. A plan is inevitably made up of provisions of different “ages”, depending on plan
changes. The situation in relation to the timing of review processes can become very complex. Section 79
was amended significantly after the Council had commenced its review in 2008 and increased the options
available to a council in undertaking a review.
13 Recommendation in Report SP-10-875.
14 According to the FAQs on the Council website. Some interested people were however advised in 2010
that it would not be a full review, but focussed on provisions that are 10 years old and on areas of particular
th
th
focus (e.g. letter to M Smith, 26 April 2010). At a Council district plan review workshop on 11 September
2012 the options for “ring fencing” provisions that had been the subject of recent plan changes and
omitting them from the review were discussed. It was concluded on legal advice that it would be too
difficult to achieve a partial review. Unfortunately, interested parties appear not to have been advised of
this change in approach.
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This acknowledges legislative changes15, new and revised National Policy Statements, the
current state of the operative District Plan given the range of plan changes 16, changes in
the district itself, and what can be best described as changing awareness (of values, risks
and expectations) as well as changing planning practice.

2.3 Pre-Notification Process and Timeline
The plan review process proceeded on the basis of a relatively well-developed plan and
timetable17.
The process was commenced in 2008 and encompassed the following:


Release of a District Plan Review Scoping Discussion Document and Summary
providing information on “focus areas”, some monitoring information and setting
out processes and an expected timeline for the review process and seeking
feedback (March 2010)18.



Specific studies were undertaken to help inform the Council about various aspects
primarily relating to the focus areas. These are listed on the Council’s website,
and are dated between 2007 and 201219. It is also understood that draft chapters
of the PDP were subject to a range of expert reviews.



There were a range of community-based meetings in 2010, and consultation and
liaison with a range of people and organisations 20.



Seven discussion documents were released for consultation (November 2010).
These give general indications of the thinking of the Council about various aspects
of the plan, and seek feedback. Over 100 submissions, many comprehensive,
were received and summarised21.



There were a large number of Council workshops (seemingly in excess of 50 on
almost a weekly basis) between June 2011 and November 2012, most of which are

15

Including the requirement to “give effect” to provisions of a Regional Policy Statement, and National
Policy Statements.
16 From the website, the operative District Plan has been subject to more than 80 Plan Changes,
approximately a quarter of which have been Private Plan Changes. While some have been very minor,
others have been significant changes.
17 Council report SP-08-290. The plan review was to be notified in the second half of 2011.
18 www.Kāpiticoast.govt.nz/Documents/Downloads/District-Plan-Review/Reports/2010/District-PlanReview-Scoping-Document.pdf
19 www.Kāpiticoast.govt.nz/Planning/District-Plan-Review/District-Plan-Review-Reports
20 There is documentation of this in various reports to the Council. For example see
www.Kāpiticoast.govt.nz/Documents/Downloads/District-Plan-Review/Reports/2012/Proposed-DistrictPlan-for-Notification-SP-12-7111.pdf, and this has been confirmed by many of those contacted in the course
of this review.
21 www.Kāpiticoast.govt.nz/Documents/Downloads/District-Plan-Review/Reports/2011/DiscussionDocuments-Summary-of-submissions.pdf
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understood to have been open to the public22. These included presentation and
discussion of topic areas and were the basis for ongoing policy formulation and
development of plan provisions.


A draft of the District Plan was apparently placed on the website for a short period
(but without any updated maps) in September and October 2012. This was
apparently not accompanied by any publicity and there seems to have been no
specific opportunity for people to comment.



Just prior to the notification of the PDP (September to November 2012) a series of
seven articles was run in the Kāpiti Observer. These generally foreshadow the
contents of the PDP under various topic headings and provide contact details.
Two “special edition” Council Information Sheets “Kāpiti Update, Planning Kāpiti’s
Future” were also published in September and October 2012, setting out similar
information, with more detail on formal RMA processes.

The initial intended timetable commenced with the scoping discussion document in
March 2010 and plan development was expected to proceed through investigations and
consultation over the remainder of 2010, with a draft District Plan provided for
consultation in early 2011 and notification of the PDP in late 2012.
Timetable revisions resulted in the later release of discussion documents than planned, a
longer period of investigations, consultation and plan drafting, and the virtual omission of
the intended draft District Plan consultation stage altogether.

2.4 Notification
The PDP was publicly notified on 29th November 2012, with a closing date for submissions
of 1st March 2013.
Notice was served on residents and ratepayers. A controversial aspect has been the
accompanying letter signed by the Sustainable Development Manager which was
intended to provide some context for the PDP23. We comment on the notification and
the accompanying letter below.

2.5 Submissions and Further Submissions
The PDP was open for submissions for a period greater than the minimum 40 days
required, and the closing date was extended to 2 nd April 2013 for submissions relating to
the coastal provisions 24.

22

Few people took the opportunity to attend these, and these would not be considered to be consultative
processes. Most were held during working hours and therefore inconvenient for many.
23 This is the letter from Jim Ebenhoh, referred to in the Terms of Reference.
24 Council resolution, SP-13-801, 21st January 2013.
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Submissions on non-coastal matters were summarised and notified for further
submissions, as required. Due to errors, there were several further notifications of
corrections to the summaries. The summary of submissions on the coastal provisions was
on a delayed time frame. All further submissions were concluded by 18 th July.
We comment on the process and summaries of submissions below.

2.6 Preparation for Hearings
The Council prepared a programme for hearings, including dividing up the PDP contents
for preparation of RMA Section 42A reports25. These reports provide background and
recommendations on specific submissions. Those prepared to date relate to:



general submissions
the living environment.

They have been prepared by in-house staff and consultants and include additional
information. These have been made available to submitters, but as hearings have not
proceeded, the advice in the reports has not been tested.

2.7 Issues Arising from Processes
The following issues have been revised in relation to the processes. These have been
identified in discussions with various parties as well as from our own review. We list what
we consider to be the issues, and then comment on each in more detail:







Was the Council justified in undertaking a full review, or would a rolling review
have been more appropriate?
Was there sufficient opportunity for public input?
Did the Council undertake sufficient investigations to provide an adequate basis
for all the changes?
Is the lack of a Draft Plan step a “fatal flaw”?
Was the notification process fatally flawed?
Are the difficulties with the further submission process significant?

Richard Fowler has provided brief legal opinion on some of these matters, included in
Appendix 2.

25

These are reports prepared on the instigation of a local authority as background to hearings, for
consideration at a hearing.
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2.7.1 Justification for a Full Review
We consider that a comprehensive review of the operative District Plan was justified for
the reasons set out in section 2.2 above. The operative District Plan, although frequently
modified, has a number of practical shortcomings. Rolling reviews tend to rely on existing
plan structures, and sometimes themselves require revisiting provisions more than once.
2.7.2 Opportunity for Public Input
There is no statutory requirement for public consultation when preparing a plan or plan
review26. However, it is normal and good practice to do so.
We are aware of numerous criticisms of the processes undertaken by the Council,
including significant criticism of the lack of consultation at various stages during research
for the plan and plan drafting. We have been advised of Council undertakings to engage
on specific aspects of plan preparation, some dating back to 2007 27, a number of which
were not followed up later in the plan review process. In addition, we have been made
aware of examples of people in the District’s communities making offers to assist with
plan preparation, and opportunities for discussion on specific aspects being sought 28
which have appeared to be ignored or overlooked by the Council. While the experience
of some people with the pre-notification processes is reported to have been highly
negative29, others have been very appreciative of the opportunities that were available
for input.
With the exception of the coastal hazards provisions, discussed in more detail in section 6
of this report, our general view is that the consultation has been adequate in relation to
the process overall, and better than that undertaken by some local authorities. The
apparent lack of responsive feedback to some people through consultative processes has
resulted in high levels of frustration and has meant that such people have needed to
continue on into the formal submission process when, for some, this may have been able
to be avoided.
There appear to have also been reduced opportunities for input as the plan drafting
process proceeded, felt keenly by some of those with specific interests30. In particular,
the removal of the expected opportunity for people to comment on a draft of the new
plan is a valid criticism. We consider that consultation on a draft would have been highly
beneficial and would have contributed to a significantly improved PDP.

Clause 3, 1st Schedule, RMA.
27 Including provisions relating to coastal hazards.
28 Including from people with specific relevant expertise.
29 And we agree that the criticisms are fully justified.
30 Such as those concerned about the extent of the K017 ecological site and aspects such as vegetation
management and earthworks.
26
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2.7.3 Adequacy of Research
We are aware of some criticism of the reports and information on which the PDP was
based. The greatest criticism relates to the coastal erosion hazard studies and reporting,
but there is a wide variety of criticisms ranging from reliance on aerial photos to
determine areas of ecological values, to inadequate briefing and consideration relating to
defining the “coastal environment”, to inadequate evaluation of infill housing
opportunities throughout residential areas.
In terms of adequacy of information, we consider that, in general, the Council has
obtained sufficient information to underpin its plan development process. The quality of
the information has been tested through peer reviews in some areas. In a normal process
of plan development, further testing would also take place through the submission
processes. It is not unusual for a council to seek further detailed information as a result
of submissions. This can contribute to ongoing policy development as well as to
modifications in the detail of provisions.
We make further comment in section 6 on the coastal erosion hazard assessment review
and related studies.
2.7.4 Lack of a Draft Plan
Although an unfortunate omission in an anticipated process, we do not consider the lack
of the step of releasing a Draft Plan for formal comment to be a fatal flaw.
It is regarded as good practice to prepare and release a Draft Plan (or part of a plan in a
rolling review) for a brief period of comment prior to formal public notification of the
proposed plan31. This can identify drafting problems, disconnects and minor errors. It can
also foreshadow aspects where further work is needed. However, it does not resolve all
issues and can be costly in terms of time, and council and community resources. If not
done well, it can add a further layer of community frustration and concern.
Most people were unaware of the brief release of a Draft Plan without updated maps.
There was clearly no benefit in this process but it is unlikely that it caused interested
people to disengage from later processes32.
2.7.5 Notification Process
There have been claims that the letter which accompanied the formal notification advice
for the PDP was misleading in that it indicated that the provisions in residential and rural
areas are generally “business as usual”. The words were, however, qualified and the
letter actively indicated aspects where the PDP makes “more extensive changes”.
31
32

Sometimes this is to a limited group of users, and sometimes public.
See comment, Appendix 2.
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We consider that the letter as a whole was well-intentioned, and did alert the community
to main areas of change. The scope of this advice would have encouraged a higher level
of engagement than had the letter not been sent.
The specific phrase was clearly unfortunate, but we consider a challenge to the PDP
notification process on that basis would be unlikely to succeed33. The letter is unlikely to
be a fatal flaw.
2.7.6 Further Submission Process
The further submission process is a key and complex step of summarising submissions
and notifying them for others to support or oppose34. It is a step where a high level of
discipline is required35. It is not unusual for corrections to be made to a summary of
submissions at a submitter’s request, causing the need for further notification, as an
inadequate summary can potentially lead to legal challenge much later in the process. As
noted earlier, there were several stages of notification of corrections to the original
summary.
In this case, complexity was also added by the Council’s earlier decision to extend the
time for submissions to be made on coastal provisions. This resulted in a second
significant stage of notification of submissions for further submissions. While this
decision of the Council (to extend the initial submission timeframe) was appropriate, it
led to some confusion in relation to scope of further submissions, including some late
further submissions. These aspects have been addressed in the first of the Section 42A
reports, which reports that a delegated authority decision was made to accept all further
submissions. This remedies a number of potential issues.
We are not aware of any specific outstanding matters arising from the claims of
inadequacy of the submission and further submission process, although the further
submission process clearly led to a high level of frustration for both the concerned
submitters and those wishing to make further submissions.
A more significant issue in the summary of submissions, which has resonated in terms of
those making further submissions, and in the first two Section 42A reports, is the lack of a
unique identified for each of the submission points. The need for a unique identifier is a
fundamental essential step which relates to the organisation and ease of further
submissions, and also to Council processes on reporting, decision-making and appeals. It
is difficult to understand why such a simple requirement was overlooked in this case.
33

See comment, Appendix 2.
The ability for people to make further submissions was significantly reduced by a RMA change in 2009.
35 Summaries must be comprehensive enough to alert those who wish to support or oppose the original
submitter’s point. However, a person considering lodging a further submission would always be expected
to check the full submission. Summaries also largely set up the steps relating to hearings and decisions.
34
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This is a matter which is not fatal for a continuing process, but one which would need to
be remedied if the process is to continue, as discussed later.

2.8 Conclusion
Of the numerous aspects of concern relating to the processes of plan preparation,
notification, submissions and further submissions, we have not identified any which are
of such significant impact that they would, of necessity, lead to a decision to withdraw
the PDP.
There are some residual legal risks which could be exercised by a concerned party at any
time, although with the passing of time, that risk has diminished to the point where we
do not consider the residual risk to be high.
Consultative processes relating to the coastal erosion hazard provisions are an exception
to this general conclusion, as set out in section 6 of this report.
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3

RMA CONTEXT

3.1 Introduction
The RMA leaves considerable leeway to local authorities to develop their own plans to
suit the needs of the environment and in their communities. Inherent within the
sustainable management purpose in Section 5 of the RMA is a focus on “people and
communities”. Local authorities, who have the responsibility for preparing, administering
and reviewing plans, have reasonable freedom within the confines of the RMA and with
interpretive guidance from case law, to develop a plan format and contents that they
consider to be appropriate.
Sections 72 to 77D in Part 5 of the RMA provide a statement of the purpose of district
plans and set out a range of process and content requirements, including responsibilities,
limitations and opportunities relating to rule-making.
Part 10 of the RMA contains requirements relating to subdivision, which are a significant
area of district council responsibilities, and which are primarily governed by provisions in
the district plan.
There are a range of other responsibilities for district planning spread around the RMA,
and all plan provisions are to be developed within the context of the RMA’s purposes and
principles in Part 2.
It is also noted that the RMA, through Section 9, seemingly intends district planning to be
permissive in that, generally, activities are allowed unless prevented by a rule 36.

3.2 What a District Plan Must Include
Section 75 of the RMA sets out the contents of a district plan. Until 2005, district plans
had to incorporate a wide range of matters, including the significant resource
management issues for the district, the objectives, policies and methods to achieve the
objectives and policies, which could include rules, monitoring procedures, and anticipated
environmental outcomes.
The basic requirements for district plan contents have been reduced to statements of:




objectives for the district
policies to implement the objectives
rules (if any) to implement the policies.

36

Many district plans, including the operative Kāpiti Coast District Plan and the PDP reverse this
presumption. Note also that, under Section 11 of the RMA, subdivision is not managed on this permissive
presumption.
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Section 75 also lists “optional” contents, many of which were previously required
components of a plan.
The approach to plan preparation which applied under the former versions of Section 75
through the requirement for district plans to state issues now no longer applies. With it,
a level of discipline in plan preparation has been lost37. However, Section 3238 has also
been modified over the years, and provides disciplines of its own for plan contents.
The Section 32 report requirement sits outside the plan itself, but a Section 32 report
must accompany notification of a proposed plan. Section 32 effectively provides a stepwise working method to test:



the appropriateness of objectives in achieving the RMA’s purposes
the appropriateness of policies, rules and methods (in terms of efficiency and
effectiveness) in achieving the objectives, in comparison with other approaches.

In undertaking a Section 32 evaluation, benefits, costs and risks must be taken into
account.
The contents of a proposed plan can only be modified within the scope of a submission as
part of the ongoing plan development process. An accompanying Section 32 analysis must
be re-evaluated and updated prior to making any changes as a result of submissions39.

3.3 Good Practice
The Terms of Reference for this review seek a “good practice” approach to the plan.
It is not a straight-forward matter to define “good practice” for second generation plans40.
There has been a wide diversity of approach adopted by local authorities. A general desire
for simplicity has accompanied a necessary increase in complexity due to the need to
meet a much greater range of requirements than applied to first generation plans. In
short, in addition to providing for the approach that the community may have indicated
through whatever consultation processes may have occurred, district plans have to give

37

In that plan contents were required to be underpinned by the identification of an issue, and objectives,
policies and methods were directed at addressing the stated issues.
38 Section 32 of the RMA is entitled “Requirements for preparing and publishing evaluation reports” and is a
complex section of the statue which applies to all new or modified provisions of policy statements and
plans.
39 Section 32 was amended in 2013, and now includes requirements to take into account economic growth
and employment opportunities “that are anticipated to be provided or reduced”. However, due to
transitional provisions, the new requirements will only apply to aspects of the PDP which are subject to
formal variation processes. This is explained in Appendix 2 to this report.
40 Second generation plans are those that replace the first plans prepared under the RMA. Kāpiti’s first
generation plan became operative in 1999.
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effect to four National Policy Statements (NPSs)41, and the specified provisions of a
Regional Policy Statement.
Since the preparation of first generation plans almost two decades ago, case law has
evolved to provide specific guidance relating to, for example, how RMA Section 6 matters
of national importance need to be provided for in plans and a range of good practice
approaches in terms of enabling people and communities to provide for community
wellbeing and means of managing adverse environmental effects.
The analysis and reconciliation of these major directives in a local setting can be a major
intellectual challenge 42 which is not always resolvable by consultation or collaboration. As
district plans essentially deal with land, they affect property rights. At the same time they
address and seek to provide some protection for what may be considered to be “the
commons”43. With such potentially conflicting imperatives, they are unlikely ever to
satisfy all interests within a district.
At the same time rules have the force of regulations and must be clear and unambiguous,
objectives and policies are open to legal testing and analysis and therefore must be
expressed in a way that helps decision-makers, and there is a community expectation that
a district plan is a “peoples’ document” and therefore should be simple and
comprehensible.
Further challenges have come from a growing societal emphasis on risk management, and
from an explosion of information about measurement of the natural world and the
“receiving environment” for any activity. The ease of mapping through geographic
information systems (GIS) has enabled policy and rules to be disconnected from specific
land parcels, leading to the wide development of policy and rules which relate to specific
areas usually identified as “overlays”.
There are however some generalisations that can help inform “good practice” in second
generation plans. These include:






a set of clearly-stated, relevant and robust objectives
adequate coverage in terms of NPS, RPS and Section 6 matters
transparency in NPS, RPS and Section 6 matters (i.e. relevant provisions are easy
to find)
a structure that is relatively straight-forward and aligned with legislative
requirements
policies that are straight-forward and readable, backed up with the bare minimum
of explanatory material

41

Including the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement, 2010.
Described by one person we met with as a “wicked problem” – a complex situation which is not readily
resolvable.
43 Aspects such as the modern concept of amenity values, ecological services and the components of the
generic “reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations”.
42
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rules that are clear, certain, and readily capable of interpretation
maps that are legible and clear, notwithstanding the increased amount of
information on which a plan is based
a clear flow of logic from objective to policy to rule
no superfluous or inappropriate rules or other provisions
identification of practical methods other than rules
well-expressed definitions and useful cross-referencing
a detailed framework for monitoring the effectiveness of provisions.

Components which are now regarded as inappropriate practice are:




extensive contextual material about the RMA
lengthy and turgid explanations of policy provisions
overly complex rules, rules which are not clearly-related to a policy, rules which
cannot stand up to a Section 32 evaluation 44, and rules which are likely to lead to
unintended consequences.

The above listing has been developed from a review of the MfE’s Quality Planning
website, articles published in Planning Quarterly and by the Resource Management Law
Association, and from the reviewers’ own experiences with a wide range of first and
second generation plans. It is notable that there is no single recommended style or
structure for a plan amongst all the documentation reviewed.
Finally, in considering what comprises ‘good practice’ the inherent limitations of a district
plan, in providing a framework within which environmental management takes place and
social, economic and cultural activities occur, need to be recognised. Those preparing
district plans cannot and should not expect the plan to be a blueprint for an ideal or
utopian outcome – rather the plan is part of an ongoing process that enables beneficial
changes and limits adverse effects.

3.4 Accessibility and Comprehensibility
Two other matters raised in the Terms of Reference are “comprehensibility for users” and
“easily accessible” and require comment.
Given the numerous requirements of the RMA, and the need for the plan to stand up to
legal challenge, it should not be expected that the plan should be an easy read. However,
it should be able to be navigated with relative ease.

44

Particularly in relation to other methods available to a council or community.
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There are primarily three groups of users:


Those who may wish to understand the general direction that the plan may be
trying to take the district. For such people, the objectives and associated
explanations are important, followed by the maps and accompanying keys (or
legends). The anticipated environmental results may also be of interest.



The second, much larger group, are those who wish to check the rules that apply
to a site or area. For these people, the maps and accompanying keys and the rules
are the most important. Some people rarely have to deal with rules, while others
acquire a good working knowledge in using their land or advising others about
development potential.



The third group is usually professionals, who are involved in applying all parts of
the plan.

In our opinion, comprehensibility and accessibility for users of a plan is achieved through
clearly stated objectives, comprehensive mapping, clear chapter headings, well-expressed
provisions, and an appropriate level of internal guidance (such as a clear explanation of
any hierarchical elements, and adequate cross-referencing).

3.5 Conclusion
While there is no one approach to developing a plan and the ensuing contents, in a good
practice plan at a high level we would look for:







a clear statement of objectives
RMA required coverage
Section 6 RMA, NPS and RPS coverage
logical organisation
clear mapping
well-expressed policy and rules.

We also acknowledge that good practice includes relevance to the environmental
circumstances of the district. Relevant matters should be identifiable through the
objectives45.
This list can be used to assess the current state of the PDP, as we do in the next section.

45

In the past, initially through the issues leading to the objectives.
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4

FINDINGS ABOUT THE PDP

4.1 Approach
In the course of this review, we have spoken with the people listed in Appendix 3. The
people spoken with have been well-informed46, well prepared to discuss the issues
relating to the review, and a number also provided written material. Most of those we
spoke with have made submissions on the PDP. A few have not.
We approached the meetings on the basis of a free and frank discussion as a means of
obtaining information, rather than through structured or semi-structured interview
techniques 47. We encountered a wide range of opinions about the fundamental issue we
have been asked to advise on – whether the current PDP should proceed or not. The
input has been much appreciated and has assisted immeasurably with the review.
This section gives a flavour of the comments made, as well as providing our own highlevel analysis of the PDP.

4.2 Process
The process steps undertaken in preparing the PDP have been outlined in section 2 of this
report. Many of the comments and criticisms from people referred to shortcomings in
process and we agree with most of the comments made.
The process began on the basis of a timetable that can only be described as unrealistic
and punishing. That the task became larger than expected and the apparent speeding up
of the process to meet the Council timetables towards the end has resulted in:




loss of the opportunity to benefit from significant knowledge and skills in the
community48, particularly at the key stages of policy and rule drafting
inadequate time for a check and edit of the PDP prior to its notification, let alone a
comprehensive peer review
widespread criticism and loss of Council credibility in the plan preparation process.

46

Most people identified specific aspects or areas of interest, but some ranged across the whole plan. A
small number of people appeared to have expectations of the PDP beyond the normal range of district
planning matters, encroaching into matters more usually the subject of bylaws or codes of practice.
47 Most meetings were 1 to 1.5 hours long. Some were with individuals and others with groups with
common interest areas.
48 Through the establishment of working groups, and reviews of drafts. It is acknowledged that some
people were kept very well informed, and were able to contribute appropriately. In particular, the Tāngata
Whenua District Plan Review Working Party (mandated by Te Whakaminenga o Kāpiti) was well-involved
and appreciative of the process.
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However, as the process has reached the stage that it has, we cannot take process issues
any further. The process has not qualified as good practice, but we do not think it is fatal
to the PDP in its current state.

4.3 Plan Content
The PDP attracted 777 submissions from organisations and individuals, and approximately
230 people and organisations made further submissions. Of the submissions, 347 related
to coastal matters only – meaning that there are 430 submitters on the wider range of
matters in the PDP, including some which also incorporated coastal matters.
Many of the submissions are very comprehensive. Several of the submitters spoken to
expressed concern that given practical time and/or cost limitations, the many errors in
the drafting and the complex and unfamiliar format meant that they may have missed
some aspects which they would want to have submitted on.
We do not think that the number of submissions received is excessive, given that the PDP
is a district-wide and completely new document and given the knowledgeable and
engaged community. The large number of submissions on coastal provisions is unusual,
endorsing the need for the Council’s recent review.
Submitters should, however, have not had to pick up the very large number of minor
errors identified while also dealing with the significant issues to them in terms of plan
structure and content.
We share many, but not all, of the criticisms that have been leveled at the PDP as a
whole. We now provide comment under the “good practice” area headings in section 3.5
of this report.
4.3.1 The PDP’s Objectives
The PDP has 20 objectives. These are found in one place, Chapter 2 of the PDP, and are
described as setting out “the direction the Council intends to take in relation to Resource
Management issues on the Kāpiti Coast”. They can be seen as a progression of the
“Choosing Futures” document (mentioned in section 1.8 of this report) into an RMA
context generally in line with expectations for a good practice plan for a district. They are
somewhat variable in the level of detail encompassed with some embedding considerable
detail at this highest level of the PDP 49, while most provide more of a high-level

49

This comment applies particularly to the approach to centres management. We consider that this is
appropriate, given the various pressures on the district and current accepted planning approaches to
centres-based planning.
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framework. Some objectives require editing and improved expression and some fall
slightly short of what could be expected 50.
Amongst the objectives are some that may be laudable, but it is not clear how, or to what
extent, the district plan can or will deliver them. Such objectives include Objective 2.8,
Strong Communities; Objective 2.12, Housing Choice and Affordability; and Objective 2.18
Open Spaces/Active Communities51. We also note Objective 2.15, Incentives. We do not
have an issue with that objective per se, but with the attempt to codify it later in the PDP.
Each objective is accompanied by lengthy explanatory material. This requires
comprehensive editing. Much of it is material which is self-evident and should be
summarised. In other places concepts which may be unfamiliar to most people are left to
the very end of the explanation – e.g. “finite carrying capacity” is mentioned in Objective
2.3 and only a partial explanation is given in the final paragraph of the explanation, five
pages on.
However, we consider that a person reading Chapter 2 of the PDP would gain a general
understanding of the intentions for the future of the district and how land use,
development and protection are expected to occur.
4.3.2 RMA Required Coverage
As noted earlier, a district plan now needs only to contain objectives, policies and rules.
These are included in the PDP, so the basic requirement is met.
There is also no doubt that the PDP was developed with the clear intention of assisting
Kāpiti Coast District Council carry out its RMA Section 31 functions, including
(paraphrased):



the integrated management of the effects of the use, development or protection
of land and associated natural and physical resources
the control of the actual and potential effects of the use of land, including:
 avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards
 prevention or mitigation of adverse effects associated with hazardous
substances
 prevention or mitigation of adverse effects of the use, subdivision or
development of contaminated land
 the maintenance of indigenous biological diversity

50

For example, while Objective 2.11 is entitled “Character and Amenity”, neither this nor any other
objective generally embeds the RMA concept of “the protection and enhancement of amenity values”
particularly in the district’s residential areas. There is wide use of the term “character”, and it is explained
as being a composite of the amenity values of an area. It is not clear that this would stand up well if
amenity-related rules were legally challenged.
51 These objectives are appropriate for the district, but the explanations should be qualified to acknowledge
the limited ability of a district plan to achieve them. Other methods should be acknowledged.
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 control of noise and mitigation of noise effects
 control of effects of activities on the surface of rivers or lakes.
The PDP’s coverage is adequate or more under these headings. The acceptability and
appropriateness of the means by which these functions are proposed to be achieved
through the PDP in its current form is clearly the subject of much community debate.
Arguably the submission, hearing, decision and appeals processes are the means of
having the debate.
4.3.3 Section 6 RMA, NPS and RPS Coverage
Section 6
Amongst the range of matters to be addressed in a district plan, matters of national
importance must be “recognised and provided for”. Summarised, these are:









the preservation of natural character of the coastal environment, wetlands, lakes
and rivers and their margins and their protection from in appropriate subdivision,
use and development
protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development
protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of
indigenous fauna
the maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the coastal
marine area, lakes and rivers
the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with ancestral lands,
water, sites, waahi tapu and other taonga
protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development
protection of recognised customary rights.

All matters of national importance are addressed within the objectives, policies and rules
in the PDP.
As acknowledged under our comments on the PDP’s objectives, there can be debates
about how the matters of national importance have been addressed. There are many
claims that the PDP goes too far under some of these headings. There is however,
considerable flexibility available in preparing a plan. It can be said that Section 6 sets out
a basic high-level requirement, and that a community is free to exceed basic levels of
protection, but it cannot ignore the stated Section 6 matters. The appropriateness of the
provisions needs to be tested through the submission, hearings and appeals processes.
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National Policy Statements
The PDP makes some provision for all of the extant NPSs:





the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
the NPS on Electricity Transmission
the NPS for Renewable Electricity Generation
the NPS on Freshwater Management.

These provisions are variously supported and opposed by submitters, but it is noted that
the Department of Conservation and Transpower (closely associated with two of the four
NPSs) have supported some relevant policy provisions as well as seeking minor changes
and additional policy. We consider this to be an acceptable situation at this stage of the
plan development process.
Regional Policy Statement
The Wellington Regional Policy Statement (RPS) became operative in 2013. It was in
development throughout the period that the PDP was being prepared.
The RPS is not an easy document in itself, and it is noted that some of its concepts and
wording were changed after the PDP was notified. An indication of whether or not the
PDP gives effect to the RPS can be gained from the Greater Wellington Regional Council’s
own submission on the PDP. The submission identifies many areas where the PDP is
considered to be consistent with the RPS, and other areas where it is acknowledged that
the PDP gives effect to the RPS. There are relatively few aspects, and those are
particularly in the parts of the submission relating to coastal provisions, where significant
changes are sought by the organization with primary responsibility for the RPS.
Short of undertaking a very detailed analysis of provisions, and acknowledging that the
resolution of submissions would lead to further changes, we conclude that the PDP
represents acceptable practice in terms of giving effect to the RPS.
4.3.4 Plan Organisation
General Commentary
The organisation of the PDP has drawn considerable adverse comment – in particular that
people must refer to numerous sections to find the policies and rules that may be
relevant to a particular area.
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There are many accepted ways of organising the material in district plans, including in
second generation plans. In the past, the most common approach was a simple two-way
segregation of material, expressed simplistically as follows:



groups of objectives, policies and rules relating to land use zoning
groups of objectives, policies and rules “district-wide” provisions (encompassing
aspects such as noise, transport provisions, and subdivision).

The status of other provisions such as hazard provisions, historic heritage provisions and
landscape provisions were allocated within either the zones or the district-wide
provisions where they were considered to fit best 52.
This simplistic model was not always able to be comprehensive enough, so there were
often additional district-wide policy sections which explained the basis for the overall
zoning approach, or the basis for protective provisions.
Such plan arrangements were not simple. Users however became familiar with them.
For any activity it was necessary to look in various parts of a plan to ensure that an
activity achieved all standards. Where consents were found to be needed, a range of
policy provisions in different parts of the plan had to be addressed.
The approach which has gained currency in recent years is to aim for transparency in
relation to RMA requirements. It is not uncommon for each RMA Section 6 matter to
have a separate section or chapter in a plan with objectives, policies and associated rules.
At the same time zones are frequently grouped so that, for example, business or
residential zone provisions are found together with the differences in policy and rules
between specific zones highlighted. Provisions which in the past may have been “districtwide” are often now expressed as standards or conditions for permitted or other status
activities.
The risk of this approach is that rules in one part of the plan (e.g. associated with a zone)
may be overridden by more restrictive rules relating to areas of particular value (overlay
areas). Where an area has several identified values, several rules may sit alongside each
other53. The usual approach in such cases is that the plan instructs that the most
restrictive rule applies. Where a consent is needed, all relevant policy applies.
This does mean that a user has to refer to many parts of a plan. For users, any plan needs
to contain a level of guidance as to how a user can navigate their way through its
provisions.

52

Sometimes as separate provisions within zones, sometimes as standards or conditions for permitted
activities, or as freestanding rules amongst the district-wide provisions.
53 This is an issue which is currently being grappled with within the proposed Auckland Unitary Plan.
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A final point to be made is that improved information about the natural environment in
particular, along with general planning practice (often supported on the basis of case
law), and the application of GIS systems, has led to the use of many more “overlays” 54
than in the past. To accommodate these, plans seem more complex than in the past.
However, they arguably also respond better to the RMA than in the past.
Order of the PDP
The PDP has moved significantly away from the format of the operative District Plan.
That in itself is not necessarily negative. However, the skill with which the PDP has been
compiled is not always evident as the policy and rules are often poorly-expressed55.
There appear to be numerous provisions that are unjustified and probably unsupportable
when closely examined, and many that may be counter-productive or have unintended
consequences56.
Volume 1 comprises the main text of the PDP, with Volume 2 comprising appendices and
Volume 3 being the plan maps.
The ordering of the PDP content in Volume 1 is odd, with Chapters 3 and 4 covering the
natural environment and the coastal environment containing district-wide overlay-based
provisions57; Chapters 5 to 8 covering the living, working, rural and open-space
environments being zone-based; Chapter 9 relating to natural hazards containing districtwide overlay-based provisions 58; Chapter 10 relating to historic heritage and being
effectively district-wide59; Chapter 11 relating to infrastructure (including transport and
designations) which are also effectively district-wide provisions 60, and finally a small
number of general district-wide provisions which are found in Chapter 12.
We consider that criticisms of the ordering of material are largely justifiable, and, if the
PDP is to proceed, its broad schema does need to be looked at so that an eventual
operative District Plan has a more logical flow.

54

Invariably these are restrictive or protective and respond to RMA requirements or community aspirations.
As identified by numerous submitters.
56 Several people spoken to provided examples of unintended consequences of rules in the PDP. Amongst
examples were people who are unable to continue pest control activities in areas of ecological value, as a
consent is required to maintain tracks to traps. Other otherwise conservation-minded people advised they
would now plant only exotic vegetation, as the vegetation rules apply to planted as well as naturallyoccurring vegetation through a combination of the definition of “locally indigenous vegetation” and the
rules in Chapter 3.
57 Both Chapters 3 and 4 purport to protect natural coastal character.
58 But not all, as some are in the coastal chapter.
59 Including provisions relating to notable trees, which may more logically be in the natural environment
chapter.
60 But some infrastructure is limited by hazards or natural environment provisions and is therefore found in
Chapters 3, 4 or 9.
55
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We also consider that some of the grouping of material within chapters requires
reconsideration61. We also have concerns about any need for a separate coastal chapter,
where provisions appear to fall almost entirely and logically into the natural hazard or
ecology, biodiversity and landscape areas62.
Internal Guidance
Chapter 1 of the PDP does contain information that alerts a reader to its potential
complexity in Figure 1.1.
It is of concern that pages 1-1, in describing the contents of Chapters 3 through 12
indicate that, for example, provisions in the Rural Environment Chapter should not
necessarily be assumed to be irrelevant for a proposed activity in the Living Environment.
This is contrary to Figure 1.1 and should not occur.
The material elsewhere in the first part of Chapter 1 is helpful, as is the guidance on when
consents are needed on pages 1-5 to 1-7. It would be useful for this section to include
the provision found elsewhere in the PDP, that the most stringent applicable rule or
standard applies.
Chapter 1 also includes the definitions which provide the basis for understanding of the
rules and parts of the policy and explanatory material 63. While there are many problems
with individual definitions, it is useful to have them at the front of the document. The
actual definitions are fundamental to the workability of any plan. While in this case many
require further work and clarification, they are not so inadequate as to be fatal to the
future of the PDP.
There is use of schedules to chapters, which include lists of items referred to in rules and
diagrams associated with rules. These are not noted in the contents pages, but should be
for ease of navigation. The inclusion of this schedule material in Volume 1 is supported.
In comparison, Volume 2 includes Appendices which are largely design guides or structure
plans, cross-referenced from the chapters, as relevant, from Volume 1. This is also
considered appropriate.
Overall, the internal guidance to people using the PDP is at an acceptable level, given the
stage of the process. As with much of the PDP, it would benefit from a careful edit and
could expect to be considerably improved if the process continues.

61

For example, “stray” policies that cross between “environments”, which need to be relocated (e.g., policy
5.6) or repeated where they apply in more than one environment (e.g. policy 5.8). Similar problems also
occur in rules – e.g. why greywater requirements for residential buildings are included under network
utilities in Chapter 11, rather than in the Chapter 5, Living Environment, provisions is far from clear.
62 And therefore could be split between Chapters 3 and 9, although we acknowledge that several second
generation district plans do have separate coastal chapters
63 Not a “dictionary” as explained on page 1-1.
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4.3.5 Mapping
Depending on the matter of interest, plan maps are often the first thing a district plan
user turns to. By inspecting plan maps a user should be able to ascertain the zoning of a
parcel of land and any particular values or attributes that apply to the land.
The maps for the PDP are provided in Volume 3 on the basis of a conventional system of
rural and urban maps provided at different scales. Unusually, the information is provided
on four series each containing numerous layers, rather than the more conventional two 64,
as follows:





Series A – Plan Zones (showing zones and precincts)
Series B – Plan Features (showing designations, heritage areas and sites, areas
subject to noise-related provisions 65 and miscellaneous provisions)
Series C – Natural Hazards (showing flood-related areas, fault-related areas,
coastal hazard management areas, and areas of differing erosion susceptibility)
Series D – Natural Features (showing a range of specific features, but also ecodomains).

Unfortunately, the maps have been presented with Series A and B and Series C and D in
different parts of Volume 3 rather than consecutively. This does not aid comprehension.
There are additional maps in Volume 3 showing the Transport Network Hierarchy, the
Freight Network Hierarchy and the areas associated with the Kāpiti Coast Airport
Aerodrome Designation.
The maps provide a great deal of information. While we have been advised of errors in
particular situations, the maps transparently provide information which in many other
jurisdictions is not so available66.
We would regard this mapping as generally good practice, subject to the following
comments:


The nature of some information (i.e. the information which cuts across cadastral
boundaries) and the lack of ability to view the plan map layers on an electronic
system, including an aerial photo base (as is the case for the operative District
Plan), means that people have in many cases, struggled to understand how the
identification of some plan aspects applies to their land 67. This is compounded by
the many layers spread over the four maps in two different parts of Volume 3.

64

As in the operative District Plan.
Incorrectly headed “Airport”.
66 In particular, the mapped information on hazard exposure is very detailed (although its accuracy may be
questioned and will no doubt be updated over time).
67 It has been possible for people to view the layers on an aerial base at the Council offices, but while very
helpful to some, this is not as efficient as it could be for either the Council or the users.
65
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Some of the information shown on the map base need not be shown that way. In
particular, information that does not change the status of an activity through a
plan rule need not be shown on the plan maps. For example, it is likely that layers
such as the EcoDomains, the Coastal Environment, Priority Areas for Restoration,
Landscape Character Areas and the Archaeological Alert Layer do not need to be
shown at the scale of the plan maps and (if retained) would be better shown as
small-scale maps alongside the policy that applies, or as advisory information in an
Appendix in Volume 2 of the PDP.



Amongst the miscellaneous provisions shown on map Series B is “Sensitive Natural
Features”. There are problems with the definition and rules that apply to this
composite category of feature (see Chapters 1 and 3 of the PDP) which need to be
sorted out. Regardless of those issues, the inclusion of this layer on the plan maps
appears to be a double-up of other information (specifically, notable trees are
within this category as defined and are also shown on Series B and five of the
seven other categories of “sensitive natural feature” are mapped in detail on map
Series D. The remaining two defined types of “sensitive natural feature” are of
such a nature that they cannot be mapped).



We have already noted that some features may be “over-done” in the PDP, such
as the high number of identified dominant ridgelines and the mapped extent of
the coastal environment.



It seems that some information may have been lost on the maps due to
overlapping non-transparent layers of tone or colour through the GIS application.
An example is the loss of many of the areas of high natural character in the coastal
environment from Schedule 4.1 on plan map Series D (such as Kāpiti Island and
several of the inland areas). These areas would not be considered as part of the
PDP due to this mapping problem. It is not clear how widespread this type of
problem may be.



We are aware that some mapped material has not always been “ground
truthed”68. We regard this as highly desirable particularly for areas of ecological
and heritage values. This will be an important aspect to be addressed in
responding to submissions.

Should the PDP process continue, best practice plan mapping can now be expected to
include electronically viewable access to all map layers over an up-to-date aerial
photography base. This should be able to be achieved at least by the time of release of
decisions on submissions.

68

This is understood to be for a number of reasons, including access to properties and available time.
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4.3.6 Policy and Rules
General
The general organisation of material within the PDP has been the subject of earlier
comment. The key zone-related policies and rules are found within Chapter 5, Living
Environment; Chapter 6, Working Environment; Chapter 7, Rural Environment, and
Chapter 8, Open Space. We have no problem in general terms with the concept of
organising the plan into broad-scale “environments” as provided in the PDP.
Each of these chapters has a scene-setting Introduction, a series of policies with
explanatory material, a summary table of rules (which is specifically described as a guide
and outside the plan69), and the rules themselves. The rules are tabulated under their
status (from permitted through to prohibited) with associated standards and policy
references. The policy references include references to policies in other chapters.
This general pattern is also found in the other chapters which deal with aspects such as
coastal provisions, natural hazards and so on. Most of these chapters are broken into
sub-sections, with either separate policy and composite rules, or separate policy followed
by rules 70.
Policies
The policies are written in a way that is intended to provide justification and backing for
the rules, and also to provide clear guidance to decision-makers when a consent is
required. This replaces any need for the separate decision criteria which are common in
many plans, and is a good aspect of the PDP.
Amongst the zone-related policies we have noted:


some which in practice exceed the ability of a district plan to deliver – although
the wording of these is often measured (using terminology such as “enabling”)



some which are clearly misplaced – such as a policy for residential activities in the
working environment which is found within the Living Environment chapter (Policy
5.6)



some which may be contradictory in practice – such as the policy in residential
areas to maximize sunlight access to dwellings (Policy 5.19) alongside the policy
applying the CPTED Guidelines which seek to have living areas overlooking the
street (Policy 5.14)



poor organisation of policies – for example, it is unclear why there are a number of
general residential amenity-related policies under the heading of Zone-specific

69

Some of which helpfully cross-reference rules in other chapters, which in itself suggests a problem with
comprehension in the grouping of some material in the PDP. There are some errors in this listing which
needs a careful check, as people may come to rely on it.
70 E.g. Chapter 9, the Hazards Chapter, has five separate sets of policy and rules.
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provisions rather than under district-wide provisions in the Living Environment
chapter. This may be explicable, but at present it is not


some which are effectively based on methods other than rules, but which are
problematic as the methods are not expressed in the PDP.

We are aware of considerable criticism of the number of policies and the extensive
associated explanatory material. While MfE guidance on second generation plans seeks
to reduce extensive wordiness and “padding” in explanations, explanatory material can
also be helpful in policy interpretation. As a general comment, if the PDP proceeds, every
opportunity should be taken to divest unnecessary explanatory material and streamline
and clarify necessary explanations.
We do not think that the number of policies is a problem. Helpfully the rules crossreference to specific policies. In practice this will limit the level of policy analysis needed
for any application71. It should also be recognised that the policies in the PDP encompass
what would be additional criteria for decisions in other plans.
It is probable that some policies are superfluous, and others require significant rewording.
However, in general, and subject to a careful “reality check”, we consider they are an
acceptable basis for managing the district’s future land use effects72.
Rules
The rules in each chapter are presented in consistent tabular form. The horizontal axis of
the rules is clear and logical. It is ordered by activity status, with cells containing relevant
standards and policy references. Where the status of the activity is controlled or
restricted discretionary, the matters of control or discretion are clearly set out.
The vertical axis sets out activities from permitted through the accepted hierarchy of
activity status to prohibited activities.
There are numerous detailed issues and problems in the rules which range from the
descriptions of the activities to the wording of the accompanying standards, and the
references to defined terms. These are the source of many submissions and further
submissions and have not been subject to detailed analysis as part of this report. We are
of the opinion that introducing more consistency in expression, removal and/or
replacement of inappropriate, unjustified and unnecessary rules, and work on the
definitions would contribute to a more workable plan. This could largely be achieved
through the submission process if the plan proceeds. There is nothing inherently
71

Although some rules have as many as 20 referred policies, most have considerably fewer, and some
policies referred to are effectively “nested” including more general as well as specific policies.
72 We have greater reservations about some of the special-purpose policy provisions, but our reservations
can best be categorised as a generic concern that the PDP’s rules go too far and there is an absence of
recognition of other methods to achieve policies.
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problematic with the way the rules are presented in the PDP. The format is, if anything,
better than that in the current operative District Plan.

4.4 What is Good about the PDP?
While the PDP has been subject to considerable criticism, it is important to note that we,
and many of those spoken to, have identified positive aspects. These include:










general tone of objectives
serious, if over-enthusiastic, attention to key RMA and RPS “protection” aspects
serious, if not always appropriate, attention to risk
good cross-referencing of rules to policy73, despite rules not always being
justifiable in terms of the policy
policy which is expressed in a way that is of direct assistance to decision-makers
progress in terms of provision for the district’s economic development
provision for residential growth and intensification, subject to management
precinct-based planning, directed at maintaining or promoting areas of specific
amenity or character, supported by design guidance
accepted alignment with tāngata whenua concerns and interests.

It must be stressed that most of the matters identified above are subject to submissions
and are by no means settled.

4.5 Aspects of Particular Difficulty
As well as a review of the order and structure of the chapters in the PDP, the following
aspects have been brought to our attention as matters of difficulty. We endorse these
matters as requiring specific consideration:





Extent of and method by which some ecological overlays were determined (in
particular K017 has caused major concern).
Excessive and unclear controls for vegetation management74 (including controls
over maintenance and the ability to modify and/or remove species).
Excessive and unclear controls over earthworks in the rural zones.
Identification of a coastal environment area that, in practical terms, is too
extensive75.

73

This is important when consents are being sought as it reduces the need for exhaustive policy analysis. It
is acknowledged that, at present, there are some errors in individual policy references.
74 While we acknowledge that some provisions were added to the operative District Plan as recently as
2011, the PDP appears to take them a step further. Aspects which contribute to incomprehensibility are
rules which apply to all “locally indigenous vegetation”, which is defined as “vegetation which is located
within the ecological domain within which it naturally occurs”. The rule on the surface applies to all types
of vegetation as it is not limited to a list of species and would not be understood by most people, including
those who must administer it.
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Unusual and potentially unjustifiable development control provisions in residential
zones (e.g. controls over fencing, development limitations based on plot ratios in
one zone).
Attempted codification of environmental (or ecological) compensation 76.
Out-of-date hazardous substances provisions.
Overzealous identification of values – e.g. far too many identified ridgelines,
application of ecodomain concepts (with inadequate descriptions) as the basis for
rules.
Absence of reference to methods other than rules, so that PDP rules are seen to
bear the full burden of the ability to achieve objectives and policies.
Concern at the implication of the archaeological alert area layer 77.
Lack of a statement of anticipated environmental outcomes or any detail on
monitoring methods.

Most or all of these matters are the subject of submissions.
As the PDP currently stands, we have concerns about the ability to administer, monitor
and enforce it. This is because:





some rules are incomprehensible
there is a high level of intervention through rules (including controlled activities,
and some standards that, if not achieved, would result in the need for
discretionary consents where it is difficult to see what value the effort and cost of
a consent process would add)
the current complexity of some provisions appears likely to tie up very large
amounts of staff time and involve considerable costs in legal and (probably) other
expert advice.

At the same time, the PDP does not generally acknowledge the significant gains towards
achieving objectives and alignment with policy that is undertaken by the community
through stewardship and kaitiakitanga, and which is achieved through other methods

75

With consequences in terms of application of policy through the NZCPS – for example into the district’s
commercial centres.
76 This concept includes ecological and other offsets and compensation where the ability of an activity to
avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects is considered insufficient. Case law and good practice is far from
settled on the acceptability of such mechanisms in various circumstances. The PDP includes priority areas
for restoration which attempt to provide a code for such concepts and which may better be removed from
the plan, relying on policy and an informal indication of suitable areas for ecological enhancement.
77 If interpreted as we understand tāngata whenua intended, this would trigger inclusion of a consent
condition for an archaeological (or accidental) discovery protocol (see Policy 10.11) where appropriate.
However, page 1-1 of the PDP suggests the more comprehensive and costly Historic Places Act formal
authority process should be applied.
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available to the Council such as education, advice, land purchase, etc, outside the
regulatory regime78.
The PDP is, however, a “work in progress” due to the statutory processes, and major
modifications can still be made to address the problems.

4.6 Conclusion
It is unfortunate that the PDP was released for notification without the comprehensive
check and review which would have been associated with release of a draft for comment.
Even without a public draft, it appears the internal processes were too rushed to allow for
a technical edit or any comprehensive review by those who will eventually administer the
plan. This has placed an additional burden on those who made submissions. If the PDP
process is to proceed, it will have consequences in the management of the ongoing
processes.
Our review of the PDP shows that there are many and wide-ranging problems and issues
in the detail of the PDP text and some in the maps. However, we consider that there is
little that is fundamentally flawed in the general approach. While there are numerous
issues, the PDP also has some strengths. The PDP contains too many drafting problems at
present to be able to be described as good practice, but it is not unacceptable practice.
Our conclusion as to the state of the PDP at present is aligned with the views of many of
those that we spoke to in the review. While there was a range of views, some saw
considerable strengths in the approach, and in some parts of the PDP. There was
widespread recognition of problems in the areas we have identified in section 4.5 above.
While some people considered that the flaws in the PDP were unresolvable and that it
should be withdrawn, others considered that the decision processes on submissions, if
carefully carried out, would result in an effective plan for the district.

78

People spoken to in the course of this review frequently spoke of the excellent work undertaken by the
Council and Council officers outside the regulatory framework of the plan, particularly in the areas of
ecological advice and support.
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5

WHERE TO FROM HERE?

5.1 Introduction
The Terms of Reference requested us to advise on:
“ whether the plan should continue to be progressed through the hearing process,

significantly changed, be withdrawn or some other process followed”
in order to achieve the Council’s goal. The Council’s goal is three-fold:
“ to have a District Plan that represents good practice, is comprehensive for users, and

is easily accessible”
This goal is to be achieved:
“ fairly in the most cost effective way.”

The normal process of plan development from the current stage of the PDP79 would be to
organise hearings. The Council had reached that stage, but chose to put it on hold while
the coastal erosion hazard assessment review and this review were carried out. The
Council’s intention has been to divide the submissions into blocks for preparation of
Section 42A reports and hearings, to carry out the hearing process progressively and to
release decisions progressively. This would lead to progressive appeals.
For reasons outlined later, we agree with the critics of this process. We consider that, if
undertaken as the Council proposed, the processes already in train would be unlikely to
effectively and efficiently achieve the necessary changes to the PDP to achieve the
Council’s goal to an extent that is realistic 80.
A council, in progressing a notified plan, has opportunities beyond making decisions on
submissions. It can also:



withdraw parts of the plan following notification 81
make amendments to alter information, where such an alteration is of minor
effect, or may correct any minor errors82

79

I.e. where submissions and further submissions are “closed” and work has commenced on the hearing
process.
80 We have commented in Sections 3 and 4 of this report on the expectations and our analysis of the PDP in
terms of the Council’s three-fold outcome goal.
81 This opportunity is available under Clause 8D of the First Schedule to the RMA. While the clause refers to
the plan as a whole, case law has clarified that this also applies to parts of a plan – see legal advice in
Appendix 2. Public notice must be given, including the reasons for withdrawal.
82 See Clause 16(2) of the First Schedule to the RMA. This opportunity should be used very sparingly in our
view.
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vary the plan, using the RMA First Schedule process83.

These opportunities can be considered as a “basket of tools”, sitting alongside the hearing
and decision processes on existing submissions. Not only can the withdrawal provisions
remove highly problematic parts of a proposed plan, but the variation process enables
remedy of parts which have been withdrawn or omitted. Variations also allow alternative
provisions to be tested through the process alongside existing provisions 84.
We also note that, as well as hearing processes to determine submissions, the RMA
provides for a range of “dispute resolution” methods 85.
Also, for matters associated with designations it needs to be recognised that the requiring
authority is the decision-maker, with the Council’s role limited to making
recommendations following hearings only.
There is also the ability to address some of the issues we have identified (particularly lack
of identification of methods other than rules, and lack of statements of anticipated
environmental outcomes and a more detailed monitoring framework) through
“companion documents” which would be technically outside the plan, but of assistance to
the Council and others.

5.2 Submissions
Given the number, scope and content of submissions, in our opinion it would be possible
to remedy many of the PDP’s obvious defects through the normal hearing and decision
processes. These include submissions which seek clarifications and corrections to specific
provisions.
There are many additional areas where submissions variously support or oppose policy
directions and management provisions through rules. It is not our role to form any
judgment on these matters: they demonstrate the range of interests and responses to an
opportunity to comment on the PDPs provisions 86 and would normally be analysed and
resolved through hearing and related processes.
In brief, we consider that the PDP would be able to be substantially improved due to the
comprehensive, thorough and detailed effort the affected community has put into the
submission process. The resolution of submissions through appropriate statutory
83

This process is set out in Clauses 16A and 16B of the RMA. The variation process includes provision to
merge with the proposed plan when the same procedural stage is released. It also preserves existing
submissions on the matter varied.
84 Although this could be highly confusing, depending on how it is done.
85 In Clause 8AA of the First Schedule, which can either replace hearings or refine matters prior to hearings.
This includes meetings with submitters and mediation processes.
86 In some cases these provisions are the same as, or similar to, provisions in the operative District Plan. In
other cases they are new provisions.
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processes would assist the achievement of the Council’s “good practice” goal for its
operative District Plan.

5.3 The Operative District Plan
Before considering the options for the future of the PDP, we make brief comment on the
operative District Plan. This is because an implication of withdrawing the PDP as a whole
would be that the operative District Plan would remain in place. It could then be subject
to future changes by way of further private or public plan changes. As noted earlier, the
operative Kāpiti Coast District Plan became operative in 1999 and has been subject to
many plan changes.
We consider the format of the operative District Plan to be outdated, and the content not
to meet many current requirements of the RMA. For the reasons that the Council
reached the position that it was necessary to undertake a full review, we would have
concerns about reverting to this document. These concerns are taken into account in our
discussion of the implications of options. In addition, the PDP has progressed the
allocation of business and residential land and rationalized some zonings of the operative
District Plan which, while not yet operative, would be difficult to reverse.
We do not consider that any option which involved modifications or changes to the
operative District Plan would result in a “good practice” second generation district plan.

5.4 Identification and Analysis of Options
We have considered four possible options in this analysis of possible ways ahead. The
options we have considered are described and evaluated in Table 1 below. We have
considered the options in terms of advantages, disadvantages and risks. As the Council
also seeks an outcome that can be achieved fairly and cost-effectively, we have also
commented generally on those aspects on a comparative basis.
The analysis below does not specifically address the coastal erosion hazard provisions, but
we return to them in the next section of this report.
Table 1: Analysis of Options
Option No. and
Description

Analysis

Option 1: continue
PDP process as set out
on Council website (i.e.
rolling programme of
hearings and decisions)

Advantages:
 continuation of process already under way
 familiar process to people
 potentially quickest (if timetable held to)
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Option No. and
Description

Analysis


no need for additional submissions, further
submissions, etc.
Disadvantages:
 potential for confusion and inconsistencies in decisions
due to progressively dealing with aspects
 potential for confusion and inconsistencies in decisions
due to different reporting personnel, and different
hearing panels (can be limited by careful management)
 may need to revisit some aspects (e.g. definitions) if all
relevant parts of the PDP are not considered together
 uncertainty that scope of submissions will address all
problems with the current PDP
 need for people to attend multiple hearings
 potentially more appeals, as people protect their
position in relation to later hearings/decisions.
Risks:
 potential for less than optimal outcomes (i.e.
improvements to the PDP constrained by scope of
submissions)
 different hearing committees make different decisions,
leading to inconsistent outcomes
 would be seen as poor process by parts of the
community and may increase risk of judicial review (at
any time)
 unnecessary complexity in disposing of multiple
appeals
 overall risk rating – High.
Fairness:
 fair to those in the process (but see risks).
Cost Effectiveness:
 average, but potentially some unnecessary cost
associated with appeals and potentially less than good
practice plan (i.e. need for future changes).
Option 2: withdraw
PDP and do nothing
(await broader regional
initiative such as a
unitary plan). The

Advantages:
 provides a “clean slate” for a future review.
Disadvantages:
 duty to review/notify existing provisions that have
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Option No. and
Description
operative District Plan
would continue, and
private and public plan
change processes
recommence.

Analysis













been in place for more than 10 years under Section 79
RMA remains, so the Council would be compelled to
act or be in breach of its statutory responsibilities
duty to give effect to various national and regional
documents remains, so the Council would be
compelled to act or be in breach of its statutory
responsibilities
loss of benefit and ability to capitalize on planning
studies done to date (they would become increasingly
out of date)
disadvantages to a range of local sectors where the
PDP has made enhanced provision (including
businesses and housing sectors)
loss of credibility where the Council has been seen as
committed to a policy approach which has been
abandoned
loss of time and effort to participants in PDP processes
to date (including submitters), felt most keenly by
those who have supported parts of the PDP, with no
redress
issues and disadvantages associated with prolonged
application of current out-dated plan and potential for
further complexity due particularly to private plan
changes.

Risks
 statutory risks and costs associated with first two
bullet-points indentified under disadvantages above
 slight risk of judicial review of decision to withdraw by
those who support parts of the PDP
 some loss of ability to capitalise on economic
opportunities associated with national transport
initiatives (due to delay)
 loss of updated policy direction means potential for
relatively random decision-making in relation to future
private plan changes and consent applications
 overall risk rating – High.
Fairness:
 potentially unfair to current participants who have
invested time and effort in processes.
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Option No. and
Description

Analysis
Cost Effectiveness:
 average, but probably significant hidden and deferred
costs.

Option 3: withdraw
PDP and recommence
the review (i.e. regard
the PDP as a draft)

Advantages:
 would “correct” the process by reverting to the
process originally intended
 would be able to address and correct many of the
issues in the current PDP.
Disadvantages:
 delay in process while PDP rewritten, renotified, etc
 additional step in reviewing and updating the
information background on which the new PDP would
be based (rather than just updating for submission and
decision processes)
 additional process for people who have already made
submissions (particularly for those whose submissions
were not resolved through the process) – associated
time and cost.
Risks:
 moderate risk of judicial review by those who support
parts of the PDP, or who consider the new process a
waste of time and money (relying on e.g. local
government restructuring)
 some loss of ability to capitalise on economic
opportunities associated with national transport
initiatives (due to delay), but lower risk than Option 2
 overall risk rating – Moderate.
Fairness:
 potentially most fair option to wider community
(allows additional participation). Unfair to those who
have invested time and effort in submissions, including
those whose issues are not resolved in a replacement
PDP.
Cost Effectiveness:
 average to low (as partial duplication of process and
loss of impetus).
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Option No. and
Description

Analysis

Option 4: continue
PDP process, but
modified to address
plan as a whole and
using “basket of tools”
– see section 5.1 of this
report. (A more
detailed description of
requirements for this
option is given in the
next section)

Advantages:
 enables integrated review of whole plan, analysis and
reporting on submissions, and detailed investigation of
need for partial withdrawals and variations of PDP as a
whole
 takes advantage of the submissions already made, and
the prehearings
 potentially quickest way to progress most of the issues
and plan content
 makes best use of the investment made in the plan to
date, including research and investigations
 will clearly identify where needed changes exceed
scope of submissions and provide basis for partial
withdrawals and variations
 enables efficiencies in hearing organisation and
processes
 reduces likelihood of inconsistent decision-making
(compared with Option 1)
 relies on work done to date and further advice as part
of normal hearing and decision processes (rather than
requiring new investigations)
 submitters will see all of recommended modifications
together, and may be able to minimise hearing
appearances and time
 aligned with wishes of some key groups (Iwi and some
business interests)
 where variations are undertaken, enables new
participants to join while protecting efforts already
made by existing submitters.
Disadvantages:
 relatively complex process requiring high level of skill
and highly competent internal management and
decision-making
 requires a “breathing space” for internal review and
completion of reporting processes (but can be done in
parallel with on-going prehearing meetings) – slight
loss of impetus in overall process (but much less than
Option 3)
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Option No. and
Description

Analysis


high management requirements, including for
hearings.

Risks:
 risks around capacity and capability of Council staff to
undertake work in short timeframe to retain credibility
 overall risk rating – Low.
Fairness:
 fair to those in the process, and enables new
participants to join where variations are undertaken.
Cost Effectiveness:
 will require concentrated resourcing, but considered
the most cost-effective.
A fifth potential option mentioned in the Terms of Reference is to make “significant
changes” to the PDP. With the exception of parts of Chapter 4, the Coastal Environment
Chapter, discussed in section 6 of this report, we do not think this is a necessary approach
that should be embarked upon without the careful analysis which we suggest needs to be
associated with Option 4. One problem with this option relates to risks of the Council
being seen to be “picking off” issues87. A further problem lies in the integrated nature of
the PDP and the possibility of adding complexity and further inconsistencies by tackling
just some of its parts.
The significantly different format of the PDP and the operative District Plan means that it
is not easy to drop part of the PDP and create a significant new part based on the
operative District Plan.
There is the ability under Option 4, if necessary, to introduce variations to address the
most significant changes that are needed.

5.5 Preferred Option and How to Achieve It
We have concluded that Option 4 from Table 1 is the preferred option, although by a
relatively narrow margin over Option 3. Option 2 would also have some merits, but may
involve significant delay 88 and expose the Council and community to many risks in the
meantime.
87

Many parts of the PDP have attracted submissions in support as well as opposition, and these differing
viewpoints are best worked out through normal plan processes.
88 There is some discussion amongst the region’s councils about such an option, but no agreed process or
timetable.
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We envisage Option 4 being undertaken on the basis of a tightly-managed process with
the following elements:


a small tight, appropriately skilled and experienced, technical team reviewing the
PDP contents and submissions. The team would need to involve planners with
both plan administration and enforcement experience as well as policy
experience. It should make progress on the basis of internal workshops and
develop a “tracked change” version of the complete PDP, identifying and
highlighting areas where submissions do not adequately resolve issues and where
variations will be needed. It may identify areas where it is preferable to withdraw
provisions (with or without subsequent variations) rather than make decisions on
submissions.



during this process, discussions with submitters and possibly further pre-hearing
meetings would continue, further advice would be sought as necessary on aspects
where considered necessary by the team, and preparation of reports on
submissions would commence89.



as soon as possible, it will be necessary to give each submission point and
associated further submission a unique number for ease of referencing during
reporting, for decisions and for appeals.



where areas are identified that justify a variation, these should be scoped 90,
appropriate advice sought, consultation undertaken as appropriate91 and formal
processes of notification and processing proceeded with as quickly as practicable
without compromising the quality of the investigations or the adequacy of
consultation.



early engagement of hearing commissioner(s) who are able to commit to the
whole of the hearing process. We consider that the optimum would be two
independent hearing commissioners, one who would chair the whole process.
The panel would be supplemented with one or two elected representatives, who
may vary across the hearings 92. Early engagement of an experienced hearing chair
can help guide the application of the alternative resolution procedures available to

89

We consider that the Section 42A reports prepared to date should largely be discarded (other than the
first background report). This will in any case be necessary due to staff changes, and in the light of our
recommendations relating to the need to specifically number submissions. We also have some reservations
about the benefits of further prehearing meetings of the nature of those held so far, without specific
proposals for changes “on the table”.
90 A decision would need to be made as to whether to withdraw specific PDP provisions prior to proceeding
with the variation process or not and how to align the issue with a “savings provision” in the operative
District Plan, should the variation not be able to move quickly enough to merge with the PDP process prior
to decisions and appeal resolution.
91 Where the PDPs shortcomings are sufficient to justify a significant variation, we suggest engagement with
the affected community through an advisory group or similar direct method, as well as more traditional
discussion documents and other consultation methods.
92 The purpose of this is two-fold – to provide local knowledge, but also so that elected representatives
achieve some level of “buy-in” to the process and decisions.
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the local authority 93, as well as assist in developing hearing approaches and
timetables.


all Section 42A reports and a tracked changed officer’s recommended version of
the complete PDP should be available to all a reasonable time (say six weeks) prior
to commencement of hearings.



further use of alternative resolution methods (prehearings, negotiations) following
release of Section 42A reports, as appropriate.



careful organisation of the hearing process around topics, but also allowing people
to appear only once if they wish. While it is up to the panel to determine their
own processes, we would encourage pre-circulation of evidence and preavailability of any legal submissions, and a set time for presentations to reduce
and streamline overall hearing time 94.



release of all decisions and Section 32 updates at the same time95. Consideration
of a slightly extended time for lodging appeals 96.

We would expect the Council itself to receive regular briefings and to address any policy
issues necessary prior to the commencement of hearings. This would particularly relate
to withdrawals and variations.
If Option 4 is to be followed, there will be an urgent need to develop a detailed
implementation plan, including an indicative timetable, and to ensure adequate
resourcing. The implementation plan must be realistic, as it will be of significance to all
the submitters. Methods for ongoing communication with the wider community over the
process, as well as submitters, will be needed.

5.6 Remaining Risks
There are a number of risks associated with the preferred option – Option 4 in Table 1 –
and processes we propose. These include:


inability to obtain adequate and competent staff or consultant support to
undertake the processes set out in section 5.5 of this report including expert and
administrative support



inability to obtain suitable hearing commissioner commitment to meet a
developed timeframe

93

RMA First Schedule, Clause 8AA.
This has worked effectively in other jurisdictions – for example to the reviewers’ knowledge, with the
1200 submissions on the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement Change No.1.
95 Depending on the progress of any variations.
96 This would need to be transacted with the Environment Court.
94
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actions of aggrieved parties to seek judicial review of a Council decision to follow
the advice in this report, which could overturn the recommended process 97



high risk of exceeding the stated timeframe of two years from notification of the
PDP of all decisions completed and notified to submitters and to the public. A
much lower risk of exceeding the four years from notification which is provided for
by the maximum extension (doubling) under Section 37 of the RMA 98.

These risks need to be considered by the Council prior to making a decision on the
process they choose to follow.

5.7 Cost Implications
The PDP as it stands represents a considerable community investment. We consider that
our preferred option, Option 4, represents the best chance of salvaging and building
positively on the significant investment the community has made to date. It provides a
means of efficiently and effectively completing processes already embarked on, through
research, submission and prehearing processes, in the least possible time 99 and before
the need for significant new studies.
The actual costs of our preferred option are likely to be greater than continuing with
Option 1, but there is a much lower associated cost-risk in, for example, resolving
appeals, judicial reviews overturning the whole of the process, and the need for urgent
plan changes after the PDP is operative.
We recognise that Option 2 may be seen as a low cost option by some. However, others
have advised us of very high perceived costs in lost opportunities for economic
development and growth in the short to medium term due to the PDP’s deferment and
the need for other processes to be undertaken to update the operative District Plan in the
meantime.
Option 3 is probably the most costly option, as it is most likely to involve “the worst of the
worst” in terms of direct cost to the Council and the community (in repeat participation
from scratch)100. If this option was chosen, the Council would no doubt be mindful of the
97

This is a residual risk which will continue regardless of any process followed. Legal comment is provided
in Appendix 2 on some of these circumstances, and we consider the risk of overturning our recommended
process to be relatively low.
98 See Appendix 2. There appears to be no penalty for such an extension if it were to happen. It would also
be possible for the Council to further extend time limits under Section 37A(2)(b), but any further extension
would be limited by considerations set out in Section 37A(1) including the general duty to avoid
unreasonable delay and the interests of the community.
99 Kāpiti’s business community who we have discussed options with have emphasised the cost of delay
including lost opportunities to capitalise on growth opportunities included in the PDP and associated with
the major transport initiatives within the district.
100 This would include application of the modified Section 32 analysis requirements, which came into effect
in December 2013, across all parts of a new notified proposed district plan.
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process inadequacies of the current PDP and would seek to involve a more measured and
highly participatory process, which would involve considerable cost. As with Option 2,
this option also involves potentially high costs associated with delay.

5.8 Other Contextual Considerations
There are three remaining contextual issues we must comment on, although they have
not significantly influenced our investigation and analysis.
Firstly, at the time of writing the Wellington region is subject to considerable speculation
about local government reorganisation. Proposals are at an early and undefined stage,
although there is some chance they may be resolved within the current three-year term.
Because of uncertainty, we have assumed that Kāpiti Coast District Council remains
responsible for its district plan.
Secondly, Greater Wellington Regional Council is currently progressing with its review of
its regional plans. At present, the regional plans contain some provisions that overlap
with the PDP – specifically some earthworks and vegetation clearance provisions. We do
not know what provisions are likely to appear in replacement regional planning
documents, and draw no conclusions in that respect. Some thought does need to be
given to this aspect in progressing with any of the possible options.
Thirdly, Section 32 of the RMA was modified on 3rd December 2013. The changes in this
section do not apply to processes that are already in train, including the decisions on
submissions on the PDP or any decisions to withdraw provisions. They will however apply
to variations. The main changes are found in Section 32(2) and place specific emphasis on
increases or reductions in opportunities for economic growth and employment.

5.9 Rules Having Legal Effect
A number of rules in the PDP already have legal effect. This status is provided for directly
under Section 86A and 86B of the RMA and means that some rules “sit alongside” the
provisions of the operative District Plan. In some circumstances they may trigger the
need for additional consents in the interim period before the PDP becomes operative101.
Some, but not all, of the rules in this category are amongst the aspects of the PDP that we
have identified in section 4.5 of this report as being aspects of particular difficulty. If
Option 4 is followed, some of these rules would remain in their current state for a longer
period than under the other options

101

This does not mean that the rules are operative. Rather, they provide an additional screening process for
a limited range of activities in some specific circumstances.
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We have undertaken a careful review of these RMA provisions since the draft report was
released. Commentary is provided in Appendix 2. We have also undertaken a preliminary
review of the list of such rules set out in Chapter 1.1 of Volume 1 of the PDP.
On inspection, it appears that the list of rules currently set out in the PDP as having
immediate legal effect incorporates a number that technically do not have legal effect,
despite their inclusion in the list102.
We consider that the Kāpiti Coast District Council should undertake a review of the
content and scope of the rules listed as having immediate legal effect and:




remove from the listing all those which cannot be justified in terms of Section
86B(3);
confine those which are justified in limited situations, to those situations only 103;
and
provide advice online and in hard copies of the PDP, as to the applicability of
remaining rules, as outlined in Appendix 2.

Once this is completed, the Council could also develop a package of advisory support for
applicants, and waive processing costs in relation to consents granted under any of the
remaining rules having legal effect, until submissions on them have been determined.
It would also be possible to undertake:



an early variation to deal with the most problematic remaining rules
withdrawal of a rule having legal effect. Sections 86B and 86C do not appear to
provide a barrier to this.

However, such options are unlikely to be necessary if the earlier steps set out above are
undertaken. Those options should be regarded as measures of last resort, given the
integrated nature of the PDP.

5.10 Conclusion
In this section, several scenarios for the future of the PDP have been set out and
analysed. With efficient, mature and careful progress under the process set out as Option
4 we consider there is a reasonable probability that the ensuing operative District Plan
will qualify as good practice for a second generation district plan. With an exemplary
102

This may be for one of several reasons, including the limitations of RMA Section 86B(3) which restrict the
range of rules with immediate legal effect to very specific circumstances, or where the operative District
Plan provides equivalent protection, or where a rule is poorly worded and is not capable of reasonable
interpretation. It is important to note that under RMA Section 86E, the list of rules with immediate effect,
while included in the PDP does not form part of the PDP itself.
103 For example, some rules which appear to apply across the district at present should be limited to only
areas identified areas of significant indigenous vegetation.
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process from now on, we consider there will be a good level of community buy-in despite
the current level of disaffection.
Other options, in our view, will result in longer, equally or more complex, and potentially
more costly processes with no certainty of a more acceptable outcome in the longer
term.
High standards of management and advice will be a necessary contribution to the
outcome the Council seeks to achieve. There are costs and risks associated with this, and
this must be factored into the Council’s overall decision on the next steps.
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6

COASTAL ENVIRONMENT ISSUES

6.1 Background
Chapter 4 of the PDP is entitled Coastal Environment and contains:




seven general policies relating to natural coastal character, amenity and public
access, and natural coastal processes;
eight policies relating to coastal hazard risk management; and
a suite of rules which are intended to give effect to the policies.

There is also explanatory material and rules directed at the main policy areas. The plan
maps identify the areas to which the rules apply.
As noted earlier, it is not unusual to have a Coastal Environment chapter in a plan.
However, given the limited range of matters addressed, we have questioned whether this
separate chapter is necessary or whether the matters covered would not fit more
comfortably within Chapter 3, Natural Environment and Chapter 9, Hazards. That is for a
later decision in the context of overall plan modifications.
It is the hazard component of this chapter that has led to widespread community concern
and the Council’s decision to establish an expert panel to review the science and
assessments on which the hazard provisions have been based.

6.2 Issues around Availability of Information and Consultation
From a range of discussions, it is clear to us that the intended opportunities for people
with coastal properties to be involved in developing assessment methodologies for
coastal hazards, to receive the results of the work and to be involved in developing
response options, were not provided prior to the notification of the PDP 104.
This problem was compounded by the 2010 Discussion Document “Natural Hazards and
Managed Retreat” which did not mention studies which had already been scoped and
undertaken. The Discussion Document focused only on managed retreat in the district’s
coastal localities and did not promote any method for consideration of options or
variations in management responses in different parts of the district.
However, it is fair to say that, from the summary of submissions received on this
Discussion Document, relatively little comment was received on the concept of managed
retreat, and much of the comment that was received appears to be supportive of the
concept.

104

For example, letter dated 28th November 2007, sent to many affected people.
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As with other parts of the PDP, it appears that the growing body of coastal studies
became increasingly subject to time pressures, and there was no opportunity to
undertake the type of consultation that the affected community expected.
In particular, we note that a report “Coastal Hazard Provisions” 105 was commissioned to
develop a coastal planning framework. This is a relatively abstract and high-level report,
but it does set out the Kāpiti Coast’s coastal planning context, management options, and
the consultant’s analysis of options, including an RMA Section 32 analysis. This was
completed in parallel with and prior to the completion of the Coastal Systems Ltd (CSL)
Report in 2012106.
There appears to have been no consultation on this report, and no detailed
reconsideration or evaluation of the broad proposals and recommendations in the
Coastal Hazard Provisions report in terms of the final CSL hazard lines – rather, the
concepts were simplistically transferred into policy and rules and applied to the CSL
hazard lines. There was no pause in process when the two reports were meshed, and no
recognition of the other coastal hazard management methods promoted in the report.
The haste with which the final plan was assembled prior to notification as the PDP has
compounded the issues which have concerned the community.

6.3 Review of Coastal Erosion Hazard Assessment
This review 107 concludes that “the existing recommended hazard lines are not sufficiently
robust for incorporation into the PDP”. It proposes further detailed work to improve the
understanding of coastal erosion hazards on the Kāpiti Coast and estuaries on the basis of
a range of assumptions about sea level rise rates and the treatment of existing protection
structures and management methods.
We endorse the general finding of this report, including the need for a range of adaptive
responses to be considered and their quantitative and qualitative costs and benefits
evaluated before finalising policy and rules and other methods for inclusion in the PDP.
We would add that, in developing an adaptive approach to coastal hazards, consideration
of the potential effects of coastal inundation, changes in floodable areas and ground
water changes due to rising sea levels should be taken into account as well as the effects
of erosion processes.
The approach promoted in the Review of Coastal Erosion Hazards Assessment along with
our comments above are entirely in line with international best practice, and with
Objective 5 and Policies 24 to 27 of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010. It
105

Prepared for KCDC by Focus Resource Management Group, August 2011.
“Kāpiti Coast Erosion Hazard Assessment 2012 Update”, CSL, 2012.
107 Carley, J T, Komar, P D, Kench, P S and Davies, R B. “Coastal Erosion Hazard Assessment for the Kāpiti
Coast: Review of the Science and Assessments Undertaken for the Proposed Kāpiti Coast District Plan
2012”, June 2014 (reference from Section 8.1).
106
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will be important that the work to be progressed in Kāpiti is aligned with the regional risk
management framework which we understand is also proposed to be developed in the
near future108. We also note that, due to the extent and complexity of the Kāpiti
coastline, once further work is progressed on the science basis, policy development may
need to be prioritised on areas most at risk with a more measured approach applied to
areas of low or no risk.

6.4 The Way Ahead
On the basis of the findings of the coastal erosion hazard assessment review we consider
that the Council should withdraw the coastal hazard management areas shown as the
Map Series C of the PDP, along with the whole of the text under the heading 4.2 “Coastal
Hazard Management Areas” including explanatory material and policies, as well as all
rules which relate specifically to the mapped coastal hazard management areas. We
propose this because, while the rules do not yet have legal effect, the policy does.
An explanatory “placeholder” needs to be inserted instead which clarifies which
provisions of the operative District Plan will remain in place while a variation is prepared
and processed to operative status to address the requirements of the NZCPS and the RPS.
This would include natural hazards policy provisions (to the extent that they address
coastal hazards management) and a range of mapped coastal and other building line
restrictions and some of the operative District Plan’s rules such as rural setbacks and
existing relocatable and related rules109.
This should be done at an early stage in the implementation plan for progressing with the
PDP. We consider that the Council should establish an advisory group to help it progress
both the science advice, the problem definition and the policy development, including the
consideration of alternative responses to the problems identified from the continued
science advice. The advisory group should include representation of local people and
businesses as well as agencies such as DoC and GWRC. The advisory group should work
closely with the Council on all aspects, including advising on methods for engagement
with affected people and other stakeholders at various stages of the processes.
Continued work on coastal hazards should be considered to be a high priority and not
“parked”110. The current hazard lines in the operative District Plan are understood to
largely date from the Kāpiti Borough District Scheme, which was made operative in

108

Such a framework is currently under development in other regions, including Hawkes Bay which has
similar coastal issues.
109 This clarification can be done without change or variation and can sit outside the actual PDP content.
110 There is a general requirement in Section 55(2D) that provisions to give effect to national policy
statements should be included in plans to give effect to provisions of NPSs as soon as practicable. The New
Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 contains policy relevant to the management of coastal natural
hazard risk.
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1981111, with modifications around the Waikanae Estuary included at some time prior to
1995. While a necessary stop-gap, their extent is highly likely to be found to be
inadequate as a basis for a variation to the PDP to meet national policy expectations and
good practice. The default provision of setback lines elsewhere in the operative District
Plan may prove sufficient in other areas, but require testing, and their purpose (which
may be a multiple purpose) clarified.

6.5 Conclusion
The findings of the review of the Coastal Erosion Hazard Assessment set out in the report
recently provided to the Council mean that the current hazard lines and associated policy
and rules need to be withdrawn from the PDP.
We consider that the failings in process which have contributed to community concern
about the inclusion of the coastal hazard lines and policy in the PDP are close to a fatal
flaw in process terms, and would probably on their own justify our conclusion that the
coastal hazard provisions be withdrawn from the PDP.
The provisions in the operative District Plan that manage coastal hazards need to be
identified and endorsed as the Council’s current statutory planning framework for the
coastal area until a variation is developed and notified.
However, this is insufficient to meet national and regional policy requirements, and will
be based on seriously outdated science, so the Council must proceed with work towards a
variation while other work on the PDP is progressed.
A framework, timetable and budgetary allocation will be necessary. We strongly
recommend the involvement of an advisory group in all steps of investigations,
community engagement, and the development of policy and replacement plan provisions.

111

It is understood that the indecision of these lines was strongly contested at the time, but the public and
appeal processes in the end were considered satisfactory – pers com, Mike Weir and written material from
Bill Pearson.
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7

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our review has found that, despite some problems with processes of plan preparation
resulting in considerable community concern, the PDP is not so poorly formulated and
inadequate that it needs to be completely withdrawn.
There are numerous problems and issues with the current PDP. A large number of
modifications will be needed before it can become operative or meet the “good practice”
status that the Council seeks to achieve. The submissions on the PDP (including the
further submissions) are comprehensive and in general terms appear to provide sufficient
scope to make the necessary modifications. It needs to be acknowledged that the
processes of decisions on submissions involve resolution of sometimes competing
interests and often contentious views. Our review has remained at a high level, partly for
this reason.
The PDP has strengths in some areas and is better targeted at current legislative
requirements and practice than its predecessor, the district plan that became operative in
1999 and which has been progressively modified since. There is a level of community and
business support for the PDP and a continuation of current processes.
Having considered a range of possible ways that the Council could proceed following this
review, our preferred option is that the normal statutory PDP processes should be
continued. We make this recommendation taking into account that the Council has a
“basket of tools” which it can use to improve and enhance the PDP, where necessary,
alongside making decisions on the submissions received. We have also built into our
recommendations requirements for modifications to the intended processes of reporting
and hearing submissions in order to overcome problems that may arise if a piecemeal
process is adopted. This will be demanding for the Council, but reduces the risk of further
inconsistencies arising through the hearing and decision process.
We were asked to specifically address and advise on issues arising from the coastal
erosion hazard assessment review. The findings of that review add weight to our opinion
that deficiencies in process and content would justify reconsideration of the coastal
hazard provisions. Our opinion is that the PDP provisions for coastal hazard management
should not proceed and should be withdrawn from the PDP. However, the stop-gap
provisions of the current operative District Plan are inadequate, and the Council will need
to proceed with the further studies recommended by the panel who have undertaken the
coastal erosion hazard assessment review, including more detailed consideration of
options. This work, and the ensuing policy development and plan provisions should
involve adequate and appropriate consultation processes. An advisory group should be
appointed at an early stage to assist with the progressing of work on this important
aspect of the district plan and associated areas of Council responsibility.
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We acknowledge the extensive assistance provided by the many people who have spent
time with us discussing aspects of the review, and those who made comments on the
draft report.
We recommend that:
1. The Council proceed with the PDP on the basis of a modified process of hearing
and making decisions which includes all elements set out in section 5.5 of this
report.
2. A detailed implementation plan including resourcing and timetable is developed
to progress the PDP in accordance with recommendation 1. A communications
plan to keep the community informed would be a necessary part of the
implementation.
3. The Council undertake a detailed review of the rules of the PDP having legal effect
and clarify these provisions as soon as possible.
4. The Council resolve to withdraw from the PDP the coastal hazard management
areas on the plan maps along with the associated policy section and rules, and
clarify the parts of the operative District Plan which provide stop-gap coverage
relating to coastal hazards.
5. The Council develop an implementation plan to progress work on the coastal
erosion hazard assessment, and other aspects of coastal hazard management.
The implementation should build on the work already done and incorporate
adequate and appropriate communications and consultations provisions, including
a role for an advisory group as described in section 6.4 of this report.
6. At an appropriate time (or times) the Council proceeds with a variation (or
variations) to include suitable and relevant policy, methods and rules in the PDP to
address the district’s coastal hazards in accordance with the NZCPS, the RPS and
best practice.
7. The Council only withdraw the whole of the PDP if it is unable to resource the
methods we recommend for proceeding through Option 4, or if it considers the
residual risks identified in section 5.6 of this report are too high.
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Appendix 1 – Brief CVs

Sylvia Allan
Sylvia has a Bachelor of Science (Honours) Degree in physical geography and geology from
Canterbury University and a post-graduate Diploma in Town Planning from Auckland University.
She is a Fellow of the New Zealand Planning Institute (NZPI) and a former Council member, Vice
President and President of that professional body. Sylvia was awarded both the first Nancy
Northcroft Planning Practice Award by NZPI, and an NZPI Distinguished Service Award.
Sylvia has more than 40 years experience as a planner in New Zealand and the United Kingdom,
and parts of Asia, and is currently an independent planning consultant and Director of the firm
Allan Planning and Research Ltd, based in Petone. Prior to that, for 12 years she was the national
planning team leader for a large multi-discretionary firm, responsible for a planning team of up to
50 planners. She is experienced in most aspects of environmental planning including policy and
plan development encompassing urban, rural and coastal areas. She works widely around New
Zealand.
Throughout her extensive career Sylvia has worked with both the public and private sectors. She
has provided planning advice to public agencies, community groups and individual businesses and
is an expert in statutory planning including the requirements of the Resource Management Act.
She is an experienced project manager and has been responsible for major environmental
investigations and consultation processes. Sylvia has managed hearing and appeal processes
through the Environment Court and Boards of Inquiry, and has provided expert evidence on many
occasions on planning-related matters. She has acted as a Hearing Commissioner for a number of
councils, including a nine-month period on a change to Environment Canterbury’s regional policy
statement.

Richard Fowler
Richard has a BA/LLB (Honours) from Victoria University and was admitted to the Bar in 1975. A
former partner in DLA Phillips Fox, he currently practices as a Barrister sole from Chambers in The
Terrace, Wellington. He is a Queen’s Counsel.
Richard’s career commenced with involvement in a broad range of civil and commercial litigation.
While retaining breadth of litigation experience, he has increasingly specialised in local
government and resource management legal practice. He has advised numerous local
government agencies over the years and has frequently appeared at the Environment Court or
higher Courts on resource management matters. As an accredited Hearing Commissioner he has
chaired or otherwise been involved in excess of 300 decisions on resource consent applications
and designations. He was appointed by Government to Chair Special Tribunals to determine
Water Conservation Orders on the Buller and Gowan Rivers and the Kawerau and Nevis Rivers.
Richard is former President and Council Member of the Wellington District Law Society, and has
been involved in numerous other roles associated with the New Zealand Law Society.

Appendix 2 – Legal Advice

19 June 2014
Sylvia Allan
Email: Auto
Dear Sylvia,
Kapiti Coast District Council: Proposed Plan – Legal Issues
I write to provide brief advice on several discrete issues that have arisen in the course of the
review.
Misleading notification: the covering letter and the draft plan mismatch to old maps
1.

Both of these errors were unfortunate. Indeed, if one way or another they came to the
attention of the Court I would fully expect there to be some robust criticism.

2.

Nonetheless, I do not consider that either of these “business as usual” type messages
would enable a successful challenge to the notification steps, even in combination.

3.

The draft plan mismatch to the maps was not part of the formal notification steps in any
event, but only relevant to consultation. Even as consultation it is not a mandatory
requirement.

4.

The letter accompanying the formal notification to ratepayers was rather unfortunate and it
cannot be denied that the letter accompanied part of the formal notification process.
However, the comment was so general that it was more in danger of becoming rather
meaningless vis-à-vis a whole new plan where the detail of a particular part or parts is the
imperative for the scrutiny of any would-be submitter. I do not see how a vague and
generic comment like that could possibly be causative in impugning the ordinary formal
notification process.

Adequacy of summaries of submissions and utility for decisions
5.

It is settled law that every submission needs to be fully addressed (in the sense that all
requests for relief are addressed). While the old practice of providing a discrete reason in
each case is not a legal requirement, it is still good practice and is recommended.

Timing of decisions: s.37 and s.37A
6.

With reference to Schedule 1, clause 10(4) the stated time limits can be doubled pursuant
to s.37. This is because the terms of s.37 apply to plan creation in the same way that they
apply to applications for resource consents.

7.

However, there is the ability to extend time even beyond that doubling. Section 38A(2)(b)
provides an alternative:
“A time exceeding twice the maximum period specified in this Act if the applicant or
requiring authority requests or agrees.”

8.

The definition of “applicant” includes a local authority notifying a proposed District Plan
(refer s.2 definition of “applicant” at (a)(ii) and s.39(1)(a)).

The ability to withdraw part or all of a proposed plan
9.

In my view it is now reasonably clear that a local authority has the ability to withdraw part
only of a proposed plan. In other words, it is not a situation where it is “all or nothing”. But
there is a caveat or withdrawal of part only.

10.

The position has not always been so clear cut. There have been two strands of authority in
the Environment Court – one of which embraced the “all or nothing” approach to
withdrawal and the other of which considered part withdrawal was possible. That seems to
have been resolved by the High Court in West Coast Regional Council v. Royal Forest and
Bird Protection Society of NZ [2007] NZRMA 21 (HC) which preferred the approach that
part only of a plan could be withdrawn.

11.

However, that case went on to add that part withdrawal would need to be confined to
situations where the part that is withdrawn would not have the effect of varying the
remaining unwithdrawn parts.

Council’s ability to seek further expert evidence
12.

I am aware of the strand of thinking to which you refer in which it is suggested that there
are limitations on Council’s ability to seek further expert advice beyond a certain point – i.e.
a concept of “lock down”.

13.

I do not consider that this is correct in law and suspect that this in fact is attributable to a
misunderstanding of certain limitations that can arise late in the piece and to which I will
refer.

14.

First of all it is important to understand this on a time continuum.

15.

After submissions have closed and after the s.42A Report has been made available, but
before the hearing, I see no difficulty in Council’s obtaining further expert advice. Indeed, if
the prehearing and hearing processes can be seen as an ongoing dynamic of policy
development (as opposed to the hearing of an application for a Resource Consent) then
one would expect a much more liberal approach to the introduction of further expert advice.
The critical qualification is that any such advice that is obtained is also made available to
all other parties who have made submissions. But if care is taken to ensure that that
happens, I would be very surprised that any Court would impugn the obtaining of such
further expert advice.

16.

Further along the time continuum after the hearing has commenced, a little more care is
required if there is a desire (presumably by the hearing panel) to obtain further expert
advice. It may be that certain positions have been taken during the hearing on which other
parties have made decisions as to the ambit of their own evidence (e.g. withdrawing
certain parts of certain submissions or conceding particular points). But all that means is
that some care should be taken. It still does not mean that there is a “lock down”. The
most important qualification would be that if a hearing panel determined to seek further
expert advice there would need to be careful consideration of two aspects:

17.

16.1

That something was done to stop time running for the production of a decision
(assuming the decision to obtain further expert advice comes after the hearing has
been closed as opposed to during the hearing, in which case the hearing is likely
to have been simply adjourned).

16.2

That all parties to the hearing get to view the further expert advice and to have an
opportunity to respond to it if they wish.

So in summary I see no reason why there is any particular limitation on Council’s ability to
seek further expert advice post the close of submissions but prior to the hearing. And even
after a hearing has commenced it is still possible to seek further expert advice, although
careful consideration would need to be given to certain factors.

Section 32 requirements for decisions on the Proposed District Plan vis-à-vis s.32
requirements of any variations
18.

Section 32 evaluations under the Proposed District Plan as notified are to be undertaken in
accordance with s.32 as it existed before the 2013 Amendment Act by reason of s.68 of
that Act inserting a new Schedule 12 clause 2 of which relates.

19.

However, the “new” s.32 will apply to any variations.

20.

That is because the 2013 amendments (Resource Management Amendment Act 2013)
received royal assent on 3 September 2013 and s.70 of that Act (which introduced the
changes to s.32 of the RMA) came into force three months after the date of royal assent –
i.e. 3 December 2013.

21.

The significance of this is that any variation will need to comply with the “new” s.32
considerations which place specific emphasis on increases or reductions in opportunities
for economic grown or employment.

Addressing rules that fall within s.86B(3) that have immediate legal effect
22.

Section 86B(3) sets out a narrow range of circumstances in which some rules in the
Proposed District Plan have immediate legal effect.

23.

The power of rescission referred to in s.86B(2)(c) only relates to a decision to defer the
time at which a rule has legal effect under s.86B(1)(c). Hence the power of rescission in
s.86B(2)(c) is of no utility in rescinding a rule under s.86B(3) that has immediate legal
effect.

24.

Thus the position with s.86D(3) rules is that they retain their immediate legal effect unless
they are withdrawn or overtaken by a variation.

25.

The statement at the beginning of the proposed plan that states which rules are of
immediate legal effect is not part of the proposed plan itself by reason of s.86E. Amending
that statement is therefore not subject to the requirements of Schedule 1 as is the case for
the proposed plan.

26.

It follows that to the extent that that statement may presently include some rules that, on
closer analysis, do not fall within s.86B(3), that inclusion does not change their status, and
does not render them of immediate legal effect simply because they have been so listed.

27.

As a matter of practicality, it should be possible for the Council to resolve now under s.86E
to make changes to, including removing provisions from, the list, and even though that
would not be formally implemented until the plan becomes operative (when the list can in
any case be removed from the plan), a notation could be entered on any counter or

working copies of the proposed plan drawing attention to the fact of Council resolution and
possibly its fact if that contains additional clarification.
The degree to which submissions on the proposed district plan are ‘saved’ following a
variation
28.

Under clause 16B of the First Schedule, submissions that have been lodged in respect of a
part of the proposed plan survive and are ‘saved’ following the notification of a variation
affecting that part, whether the variation is in substitution for that part or otherwise.

Yours sincerely,

Richard Fowler QC

Appendix 3 – List of People Contacted in
Connection with PDP Review

Meetings were held with the following individuals:
Joan Allin
Frank Boffa
Julie Browne
Anna Carter
Owen Cox
Robin Falconer
Egon Guttke
John Harding
John Hutchings
Barry Mansell
Margaret Niven
Richard Peterson
Quentin Poole
Jan Richmond
Jock Richmond
June Rowland
Robert Schofield
Allan Smith
Lynne Smith
Marian Smith
Phil Stroud
Don Wallace
Lynne Wallace
Michael Weir
Bryce Wilkinson
Hilary Wooding
Meetings or phone calls were held with the following representatives of groups or
organisations:
Mary Barton – Chorus NZ Ltd
Louise Miles –
“
Christopher Ruthe – Coastal Ratepayers United (CRU) Inc
Chris Hansen – Coastlands
Richard Mansell – “
Stephen Simpson – Delivering and Understanding the Natural Environment (DUNE)
Rhea Dasent – Federated Farmers of New Zealand
Max Lutz – Friends of Ōtaki River
Trevor Wylie –
“
Joy Anderton – Friends of Te Hapua Dunes and Wetlands
Paul Crafar –
“
John Gibsone –
“
Mari Housiaux –
“
Alastair McDougall –
“

Courtenay Sanft –
“
John Stevenson –
“
Feriel Falconer – Friends of the Waikanae River
Caroline Ammundsen – Greater Wellington Region Council
Iain Dawe –
“
Jonathan Streat –
“
Neil Donnelly – Kāpiti Coast Airport Holdings Ltd
Sue Simons –
“
Liz Koh – Kāpiti Coast Chamber of Commerce
Paul Busing – Kāpiti Coast District Council Compliance Team
Nick Fowler –
“
Diane Ammundsen – Chair of Regulatory Committee, Kāpiti Coast District Council
Ross Church – Mayor,
“
Robyne Cranshaw – Kāpiti Coast District Council Policy Team
Jim Ebenhoh –
“
James Kilbride –
“
Emily Thompson –
“
Wayne Gair – Kāpiti Coast District Council Resource Consents Team
Andrew Guerin –
“
Matt Muspratt –
“
Monique Robertson –
“
Betty van Gaalen – Kāpiti Grey Power
Rhys Phillips – Kotuku Parks Ltd
Bryce Holmes – Land Matters
Julian Kennemore – New Zealand Historic Places Trust
John Maasen – North Ōtaki Beach Residents
Bruce Bensemon – Nga Manu Trust
Tony Ward –
“
Heather Dawson – Older Persons’ Council
Jill Stansfield –
“
Simon Thomas – Reikorangi River and Bush Group
Bill Carter – Tāngata Whenua District Plan Review Working Party
Pataka Moore –
“
Kristie Parata –
“
Caleb Royal –
“
Additional Written Material Was Received From:
Joan Allin
Rhea Dasent – Federated Farmers of New Zealand
Neil Donnelly – Kāpiti Landing
Olivia Eaton – Department of Conservation
John Harding
Bryce Holmes – Land Matters
Craig Mallet – Ministry for the Environment
John Maassen – North Ōtaki Beach Residents

Jan Richmond
Alastair Seyb – Land and Infrastructure Management Ltd
Marian Smith
Gina Sweetman
Lynne and Don Wallace
Michael Weir

Appendix 4 – Comments on Draft Report

A draft version of this report was made available to the Council and the public from 2 nd
April 2014. An opportunity was made available for interested people to make comments
relating to factual errors or matters of technical detail until 30th April 2014. Over that
period, comments were received from the following people and organisations:
Individuals
Joan Allin
Frank Boffa
Julie Browne
Anna Carter
Denise Church and Michael Veneer
Owen Cox
Jim Ebenhoh
Feriel Falconer
Mari Housiaux
Alex Metcalfe
Chris Munn
Christopher Ruthe
Marian Smith
Mike Weir

Representatives of groups or organisations
Christine Foster – Bunnings Ltd
Chris Hansen – Coastlands Shoppingtown Ltd
Olivia Eaton – Department of Conservation
Mari Housiaux – Friends of Te Hapua Dunes and Wetlands
Jonathan Streat – Greater Wellington Regional Council
Betty van Gaalen – Kāpiti Grey Power
Michael Hall – Maypole Environmental Ltd
John Maassen – North Otaki Beach Residents Group
We thank people for taking the opportunity to comment. Some of the comments simply
acknowledged the opportunity to make comments, some drew attention to matters of
fact, some sought specific wording changes, and some expressed differences of opinion of
those of the report’s authors. A number of the submissions expressed agreement with
details of the report’s analysis, and the report’s overall recommendations. We have read
and considered all the matters brought to our attention. We have made a number of
changes to the report as a result of comments received, the most significant of which are
noted on the following page.

Page(s)
v, 54

Change Made
Rewording of Recommendation 3 relating to rules having legal effect.

4

Acknowledgement of “draft” stage of report and process.

7

Addition to footnote 14.

9

Addition to footnote 22.

10

New footnote 25 to explain what a Section 42A report is.

16

Minor wording changes to clarify Section 32, including new footnote
38 and modification to footnote 39.

29

New bullet-point in section 4.3.5 referring to the desirability of
“ground truthing” mapped information.

37

Additional statement in section 5.3 clarifying that modifying the
operative District Plan is not considered a realistic option.

37-42
45

46-47
51
Appendix 2

Minor wording changes to Table 1.
Acknowledgement that time limits to complete the process can be
more than doubled – see addition to footnote 98. Additional
sentence and footnote regarding cost benefits of Option 4.
Significant rewording of section 5.9 relating to rules having legal
effect.
New footnote 11o which clarifies the requirement of RMA Section
55(2D).
Reissued with new section on rules having legal effect, plus
clarifications regarding the Council’s ability to more than double the
timeframe to complete decisions on submissions, applicability of new
Section 32 requirements, and status of existing submissions following
a variation.

We have also made a number of small further changes and corrected a number of
typographical errors. None of the comments have resulted in a change to the tenor of
our original report or the direction of our recommendations.
Finally, a number or comments received from submitters have sought the opportunity to
be involved in prehearing consultation, and, where relevant, a range of alternative
procedures, such as those set out in Clause 8AA of Schedule 1 to the RMA. Our report has
noted the pre-hearing meetings held by the Council prior to this review being undertaken,
and also endorses the alternative procedures (see section 5.5). We endorse those
requests.
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